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INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23, 1993
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, CONSUMER PROTECTION,
AND COMPETITIVENESS,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

B-352, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Cardiss Collins (chairwoman) pmsiding.
Mrs. COLLINS. Good morning.

This hearing of the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on

Commerce, Consumer Protection and Competitiveness will come to
order.
Today, we continue with the subcommittee's investigation of gen-

der equity in college sports with a distinguished panel of current
and former student athletes who have set landmark precedents in
the courts to end sex discrimination. Twenty-one years ago, Congress passed Title IX of the Education Amendments Act to put an
end to sex discrimination in education, including sports. Yet as our
previous hearings have shown, discrimination continues.

If we were here today to discuss classroom education and we
heard stories about how all the young men in the class received
free books, pencils, and notebooks, and even all of the seats, while
the young women had to buy their own supplies, and stand in the
back of the room, you could be sure we would hear protests.
So, in the context of an educational experience, why should wom-

en's athletic needs be disregarded by so many? We know that our
Nation's colleges and universities continue to provide men with
more than twice the funding of women in categories ranging from
scholarships, recruitment, and operating expenses. Despite the fact
that women represent about 50 percent of the enrollment on campuses, participation rates are one-third or less at most schools.
There is plenty of blame to go around. Colleges continue to refuse
to come to terms with the requirements rf Title IX. The National
Collegiate Athletic Association refuses to adopt enforceable rules to
ensure gender equity. The Office for Civil Rights under the past
two administrations failed to enforce the law.
As a result, young women, angered by this blatant sex discrimination have been pursuing their rights in court. They have been
largely successful. Thank goodness.
The witnesses at today's hearing were all plaintiffs in four of the
most significant Title IX cases. These courageous women will tell
how deeply their lives have been affected by discrimination. They
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will add a human dimension to all the numbers that have been already cited. In reviewing their testimony, I was struck by several
things. First, the students attempted all reasonable remedies with
their schools before resorting to the courts, but they were constantly thwarted by their schools and the Office for Civil Rights.
Second, their requests were extremely modest when compared to
the school's entire athletic budgets. For example, while the men's
hockey team at Colgate received over $300,000, the women were
asking for just $16,000, which was just $4,000 more than the men's
team stick budget.
Third, their requests clearly show that there is indeed a true in-

terest in women at colleges to participate in athletics, and that
need is not being effectively accommodated, as the law requires. Finally, I was deeply impressed by the courage that each of these
students showed, taking on their own institutions, and were often

subjected to all kinds of abuse.
Although the courts may be providing women athletes with their
best hopes of achieving their rights, the use of the courts does have
its limitations. The mere length of time required for lawsuits may
deny the students their rights.
Jennifer Cook, who sought to have women's ice hockey upgraded
from a club sport to a team sport, saw her lawsuit dismissed when
the court found the case moot, because she would have graduated
by the time a remedy could be in place. Susan Kiechel, whose settlement produced a women's soccer team for this fall, has used up
her NCAA eligibility. In fact, what makes these women stand out

from others who have fought to end discrimination is that almost
inevitably the remedy that they sought comes only after they have
graduated, so only those who follow in their footsteps can benefit
from their efforts.
I have introduced a bill, H.R. 921, and we all know by now that
is Title IX, 21 years later, to require schools to report on their
progress toward gender equity. This will help students, as well as
the Office for Civil Rights, see each school's record on gender equity. This information could significantly reduce the costs and time
delays in proving bias in order to achieve appropriate relief. As the
testimony shows, the costs and time involved in proving discrimination can be a strong deterrent to bringing a lawsuit.
I am pleased to have such a distinguished panel of young women,
who have been trailblazers in asserting the rights of women student-athletes to achieve gender equity. They have made major sacrifices so that others will have the opportunities which they have
been denied.
Mr. Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and I want to
compliment you on having this hearing.

Today's hearing is the third in a series on the topic of gender equity in collegiate athletics. In past hearings we have heard some
very disturbing reports of sexual discrimination. The witnesses testifying today will describe past instances of discrimination at universities from Rhode Island to Alabama.
What makes today's witnesses different from those we have previously heard from is that these individuals are the actual victims
of unequal distribution of resources in college athletic programs.
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What differentiates them even further is that they have had the

e

courage to file lawsuits to rectify the inequities that they perceived
in their universities' athletic programs.
All the women before us chose to proceed under Title IX because
they felt they had no other options, and litigation was the only way
to make their respective universities respond. In the future, universities should first take the initiative so as to eliminate the need for
this kind of litigation.
That is why I am encouraged by the work undertaken by the National Collegiate Athletic Association's Gender Equity Task Force.
This task force is making progress towards implementing a gender
equity policy for the members of the NCAA. The NCAA Gender Equity Task Force is currently circulating a draft report and specific
re ommendations on a consistent definition of gender equity and
w..ys that the NCAA can assist its member institutions in providing adequate opportunities and resources for its female student
athletes.
While this preliminary report is only a first step, it is an important first step. Everyone may not be happy with the pace that the

NCAA has set for itself, but they are making progress, and we
must take note of that in our consideration on this issue.

Keeping this in mind, I look forward to hearing from our witnesses today, and I am sure that their testimony will be enlightening and will assist the subcommittee in its continuing examination
of this problem.
Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Haffer, I would like you to begin with your
testimony at this time, please.
STATEMENTS OF FORMER STUDENT ATHLETES: ROLLIN
HAFFER (TEMPLE UNIVERSITY); JENNIFER BALDWIN COOK
(COLGATE UNIVERSITY); AMY COHEN AND MEGAN HULL
(BROWN UNIVERSITY); AND SUSAN BRADBURY KIECHEL (AUBURN UNIVERSITY)

MS. HAFFER. Good morning. I am Rollin Haffer. I was asked to
testify today because of my personal involvement in the Haffer v.
Temple University lawsuit.
Back in 1980, the female student athletes charged Temple University with illegally conducting a sex discriminatory intercollegiate athletic program in violation of Title IX. The case came about

because our internal attempts to end the discrimination proved

useless. It was clear that the only way we could improve the situation was to apply direct pressure and sue Temple for discrimination.

Shortly after arriving at the university, it became apparent how
far-reaching the discrimination was. As president of the Student
Athlete Council, I was in a position to learn firsthand that the inequities were common to all the female athletes. At monthly council meetings the athletes discussed at length how each and every
act of discrimination was a painful reminder that we were regarded
as second-class citizens. I knew what the athletes' pain felt like because I, too, experienced it on a daily basis.

I understood their rage at being repeatedly abandoned during
treatments by the athletic trainers to attend to male athletes. I un-
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derstood their frustration when they had to take a 7 hour van ride
while the men flew to compete at the same location on the same
day. I knew firsthand how deeply the pain of gender inequity went
because, like my peers, it cut to the very core of who I was, leaving
me feeling unimportant and inadequate.
I cannot begin to tell you how much I and the other female athletes resented having to always hurdle the barriers of sex discrimination prior to participating. The mental and emotional strain of
these inequities elicited rage and frustration, rage at being treated

as inferior and frustration at our inability to compete on a fair
playing field.

Unfortunately, the pain didn't end there. As the named plaintiir
in this case, I learned all too quickly how initiating change brought
with it its own agony. I was harassed because I believed in a cause
and was willing to fight for gender equality. I was outwardly labeled an "enemy" and "trouble maker" by professors and other faculty members. I was the brunt of rude and demeaning comments,
and was scorned by some individuals I had come to respect. I was
the target of a new rule the university wanted to implement forbid-

ding in-season athletes to student teach, as well as the victim of
a sick joke by the football team as they completely surrounded me
one day as I ran in the arena. These are just a few examples of
the inequities and repercussions I dealt with during our case, but
I welcome the opportunity to tell you about others.
In 1980, we thought Title IX would open up the world to us. Unfortunately, the power and promises of this statue did not bring us
the opportunities we deserved. Title IX was intended to guarantee
gender equality and give women the chance to excel free of the barriers that continues to stand in their way. Enforcement of Title IX
is so far overdue that it should be an embarrassment to this country. Women find themselves with no recourse but to sue to vindicate their cause, yet few women have the resources necessary to do
so.

The Haffer case is a testimony that gender inequity will not be
tolerated and that discrimination can and will end when the law
is upheld. In 1980, we turned to the National Women's Law Center, and later to Trial Lawyers for Public Justice for help and guidance so that we could reap the fullest protection of the law.
Our 8 long years in court resolved the long-standing problems of
discrimination at Temple University, and undoubtedly contributed
to the broader goal of gender equality in significant ways. But
clearly, our presence here today is proof that the Office for Civil
Rignts has failed miserably in its responsibility to ensure gender
equality through Title IX.
I sit before you today, 13 years after the Haffer case was filed,
with a panel of young women of this country who would still be
struggling the same way we did in 1980. The reality is that they
are because gender inequity continues to rage out of control.
Today, young parents are experiencing much earlier the painful
lesson that their daughters are not being afforded the same opportunities that their sons are. Appallingly, sex discrimination has not
ended, and girls and women continue to be denied access and opportunities. By now, these horrifying and distressful stories should
not be repeating themselves, but tragically they are.
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Certainly the purpose of Title IX is clear. What isn't is why the
girls and women of this country have to continue to fight as I did,
when gender equality was declared an undisputed right in 1972.
That question remains unanswered, and only the Office for Civil
Rights can answer it. I hope it finally does.
Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

Our next witness is Ms. Jennifer Cook. Ms. Cook, you may give
your statement at this time.
STATEMENT OF JENNIFER BALDWIN COOK
MS. COOK. Thank you.

Madam Chairwoman and met ibers of the subcommittee, thank
you for the privilege of speaking before you today. I hope that my
experience as an ice hockey player and a plaintiff in a case, Cook
et al v. Colgate University, will help shed new light on the issue
of gender discrimination within collegiate athletic programs.
1998 will see women's ice hockey as a medal sport in the Olympic games, and the U.S. National Team, having placed second in

the last two world championships, will be a strong contender for
the gold. In 1991, the first female goal tender was drafted by the
all-male National Hockey League and is now playing for one of its
teams, the Tampa Bay Lightning.
At present, almost 10,000 women and girls are playing ice hockey in this country, from California to here in the District of Columbia. Across the Nation, women's ice hockey is coming into its own,
but not in Hamilton, New York.
Hamilton is home to Colgate University, a small private college

that many years ago was known for its nationally ranked football
team. Now Colgate is known for its two hockey teams, a men's varsity team that made it all the way to the 1990 NCAA finals and
a women's club team that sued the university for gender discrimination the same year.
I was a member of the Colgate women's ice hockey club and I
was one of the first to mention the word "lawsuit" when the club's
1988 proposal for varsity status efforts were denied by the university. Why did we sue? We had no other choice.
Since the club's inception in 1973, members of the women's club
submitted four varsity status proposals to Colgate's Committee on

Athletics, a 10-person panel comprised of professors, athletic administrators, and one or two nonvoting students. Four times this
proposal was denied.

On September 29, 1992, a Federal magistrate judge found that

Colgate University's treatment of its women's ice hockey team violated the regulations promulgated under Title IX, the Federal law
that prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender. According to
the magistrate judge, these four denials constituted acts of discrimination and he, therefore, ordered Colgate to elevate tne women's ice hockey team to varsity status by the 1993-1994 season.

An illustration of how differently the university treated its respective men's and women's ice hockey teams will explain why
Colgate's actions were found to be discriminatory.

Although the men's team was a Division I varsity program and
the women's program was a club, both teams played between 23
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and 30 games, depending on the success of their season and competed against many of the same schools. Members of the women's
team were required to purchase their own skates, sticks, gloves,
mouth guards and tape, including the cost of having our skates
sharpened and the club's dues fee of $25. The average amount each
female spent on these items was $400. The rest of our equipment,
shin pads, elbow pads, chest protectors, pants and helmets consisted of the men's team's hand-me-downs from 1984.
Because this equipment was in disrepair and therefore unsafe,
many of the female players, like myself, had to purchase their own
equipment at personal expense. The 28 female hockey players were
assigned a 20 square foot locker room which during the first and
last month's shared with female members of two other teams.

We practiced 4 days a week between the hours of 7:30 and 9
p.m., unless the men's team had a game or needed extra practice
time. In fact, our practice time ranked in priority behind the men's
team and the town teams, and on more than one occasion we were
told our home game needed to be rescheduled to accommodate one
of the:.e teams.

When the club traveled, the team had to lease the universityowned vans at an average of $375 per trip or drive in team members cars. During most trips, we stayed in relatives' houses and
paid for our own meals unless our budget allowed for hotels and
team meals.
As president of the club, I was responsible for devising our game
schedule, corresponding with all alumni and prospective applicants,
making all travel arrangements, soliciting student referees for all
home games and overseeir g our budget. Each season 2 or 3 student
members would coach the team and were paid an average of $400.
A Colgate student trainer volunteered his services to us at no
charge during my stay at Colgate.
In contrast, upon each new player's arrival to the varsity team,
the male varsity team, all equipment, from mouth guards to a new
pair 3f skates, was purchased by the university. No male player
was expected to purchase his own equipment, and, in fact, many
of the male players made money by selling their university-issued
skates to friends and keeping their old ones. On road trips, members of the ice hockey team were transported by commercial bus,
stayed in high priced hotels, and received a daily $30 allowance for
meals, the remainder of which each player spent at his discretion.
NCAA-sanctioned referees officiated the men's home games, at
which university-printed programs were sold by nondressing teammates, and steak dinners were served to all players the afternoon
before the game. And they practiced 6 days a week between the
hours of 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. and were given class scheduling priority
by the university to accommodate their practice time. The men
were situated in a large, three-room locker room with individual
lockers and personal directors chairs, and another locker room was
reserved for visiting alumni and friends of the team and could not
be used by anybody else.

One of the adjoining rooms housed the men's skate sharpening

machine which only the men's team could use free of charge, which
is why the women's club had to pay them to sharpen their skates.
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Twenty-one of the 22 male players received NCAA scholarships
which totaled close to $400,000. Many were allowed to bypass the
essay portion of their application for admission to Colgate and the
Colgate admissions department reserved at least 10 admission
spots for male ice hockey players every year.
The men's team had three full-time coaches and two trainers
whose salaries were outside of the team's operating budget, and the
athletic department's staff, consisting of the athletic director and
two associate athletic directors, constructed the men's game schedule and made all travel arrangements and oversaw the budget.
In 1990, my senior year, both the men's and women's team
played in their respective national championships. Both teams lost
in the finals. That academic year, the total budget provided by
Colgate University to the women's team was about $4,000; the
men's team received over $300,000.
I see I am out of time so I would ask respectively that my writ-

ten testimony be placed in the record and I would answer any
questions for you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Cook follows:1

STATEMENT OF JENNIFEIt BALDWIN COOK

Madam Chairwoman and Members of the Subeommittee, thank you for your kind
invitation to appear before you today. My name 13 Jennifer Cook. As an ice hockey
player before, during and after my college years, I hope that my experience as a
plaintiff in Cook, et al. v. Colgate Uniuersity, will shed light on how women athletes
are treated at the collegiate level.
On September 29, 1992, a Federal Magistrate Judge found that Colgate University's treatment of its women's ice hockey team violated the regulations promulgated
under Title IX, the Federal law that prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender.
On four separate occasions in the Women's Ice Hockey Club's 15 year history, a varsity status proposal was denied by Colgate Universi administrators. According to
the Magistrate Judge, these denials constituted acts of discrimination and he therefore ordered Colgate to elevate the women's ice hockey team to a varsity by the
1993-1994 season.
An illustration of how differently the University treated its respective men's and
women's ice hockey teams will explain why Colgate's actions were found to be dis-
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criminatory. Although the men's team was a Division I varsity program, and the
women's program was a club, both teams played between 23 and 30 games, depending cal the success of their season, and competed against many of the same schools:
Yale, Princeton, Cornell, and the University of Vermont, to name a few.
Members of the women's team were required to purchase their own skates, sticks,
gloves, mouthguards and tape. Including the cost of having our skates sharpened
and the Club dues fee of $25.00, the average amount each female player spent on
these items was $400. The rest of our equipment (shins pads, elbow pads, chest protectors, pants and helmets) consisted of the men's team's hand-me-downs. Because
this equipment was in disrepair and therefore unsafe, many of the female players
had to purchase their own equipment at personal expense. In the spring of my
freshman year, the Club did order new team jerseys, game socks and ten helmets,
using funds from an alumni donation.
The 28 female hockey players were assigned a twenty square foot locker room
which, during th ,. rirst and last months of the season, we shared with female members of two other beams. We practiced 4 days a week between the hours of 7:30 and
9 p.m., unless the men's team had a game or needed extra practice time; in fact,
our practice time ranked in priority behind the men's team and the town teams, and
on more than one occasion we were told our home game needed to be rescheduled
to accommodate these teams. When the Club travelled, the team had to lease the
University-owned vans at an average of $375 per trip or drive in team members'
cars. During most trips we stayed in relatives' houses and paid for our own meals,
unless the budget allowed for hotels and team meals.
As President of the Club, I was responsible for devising our gala.) schedule, corresponding with all alumni and prospective applicants, making all travel arrangements, soliciting student referees for all home games. and overseeing our budget.
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Each season, two or three students would coach the team and were paid an average
of $400 a season. During my 4 years at Colgate a stii.lent trainer volunteered his
services to us at no cnarge.
In contrast, upon each new male player's arrival to the varsity team, all equipment, from mouthguards to a new pair of skates, was provided by the University.
No male player was expected to purchase his own equipment and, in fact, many of
the male players made money by selling their University-issued skates to friends
and keeping their old ones. On roadtrips the members of the mmn's ice hockey team
were transported by commercial bus, stayed in high-priced hotels (such as Boston's
Copley Plaza), and received a daily $30 allowance for meals, the remainder of which
each player spent at his discretion.
NCAA-sanctioned referees officiated the men's home games, at which Universityprinted programs were sold by non-dressing teammates, and steak dinners were

served to all players the afternoon before the game. The men practiced 6 days a
week between the hours of 2 and 5 p.m., and were given class scheduling priority
by the University to accommodate practice time. The men were ituated in a large,
three-room locker room with individual lockers and personal directors chairs, and
another locker room was reserved for visiting alumni and friends of the team. One
of these adjoining rooms housed the men's skate sharpening machine, which the

men's team, and only the men's team, could use free of charge.
All of the male players were recruited. Twenty one of the twenty-two male players
received NCAA scholarships, a total of $400,000, and many were allowed to bypass
the essay portion of their application for admission to Colgate. The Colgate Admissions Department reserved at least ten admissions spots for male ice hockey players
every year.
The men's team had three full-time coaches and two trainers whose salaries were
outside the team's operating budget. The Athletic Department staff, consisting of
the Athletic Director and the two Associate Athletic Directors, constructed and the
men's game schedule, made all travel arrangements, and oversaw the budget.
In 1990, my senior year, bo;.h the men's and women's teams played in their respective national championship; both teams lost in the finals. That academic year,
sticks to championships, the total budget provided by Colgate University to the
women's team was about $4,000. The men's team received over $300,000.
These discrepancies, although revealing, were not what prompted my teammates
and me to seek legal action. Rather, it was the systematic refusal to consider improving the women's program did.
In order to request any elevation in status or funding at Colgate University, a
club team had to submit a proposal to the University's Committee on Athletics. This
ten person committee was primarily composed of professors and athletic administrators. At no time during those years that the Women's Club presented their four proposals were there more than two students, who had no voting power, or two women
on this committee. For our 1988 varsity status proposal, my teammates and I submitted a 29-page report which provided the basis for our presentation to the committee. In preparation for this proposal, I had met with the coaches of other varsity
women's teams, had constructed and sent out a survey to every female collegiate
and high school ice hockey team, and had researched the financial impact of a new
varsity team on the University's training room, laundry rooms and storage facilities.
My proposal contained a sample varsity game schedule, set forth according to league
rules; a study of female recruiting pools in the Northeast, Canada and the Midwest,
from where most of the Colgate student body came; testimonials from varsity women's coaches in support of our varsity status request; and, a delineated budget of
$16,000. Despite the fact our deadline was moved up by 2 weeks unexpectedly, my
teammates and I submitted what we believed was a strong proposal.
However, the facts contained in the proposal were never considered by membe:s
of the committee. At the time of the presentation, only a handful of members indicated that they had read the proposal and one committee member stated, "I better
get comfortable; this one puts me to sleep." The few questions that were asked were
either discussed at length in one of the twenty sections of the proposal, or related
to the present functions of the team. Further, the letter of denial received by the
committee paraphrased a memo given to the 1986 presenters that, in turn, was a
rewrite of the memo given to the 1983 presenters.
In its letter denying the Club's 1988 proposal, the Committee on Athletics claimed
that our $16,000 figure was too expensive. That same year the committee voted to
increase the men's team's stick budget to $12.000.
At trial. two Committee on Athletics members testified that they had never seen
a game of the Women's Ice Hockey Club. Further, when asked by the Magistrate
Judge, the Director of Athletic,: stated that he had seen the women's team play for
only one-half hour during his 15 year tenure at Colgate. and felt it was sufficient
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time with which to deny varsity status. None of the testifying committee members
had seen a collegiate varsity women's ice hockey team play, and all were unaware
that two championships were offered to women by the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference, a league within the NCAA and of which the Colgate men's team was
a member. None of these administrators were aware that the Colgate women's
teams played against other varsi women's team, and had beaten two of them during the 1989-1990 season.

o

I believe Cook v. Colgate highlights twl crucial needs: al the need to education
our Nation's college administrators on the regulations of Title IX; and, (2) the need
to enforce those regulations
The roots of gender discrimination are planted in the attitudes of those running
our colleges. From the enactment. of Title IX to the threat of this trial, Colgate's administrators never believed that z.heir treatment of the women's ice hockey program
constituted discrimination. In order to properly serve their students, college officials
need to be educated on the regulations of Title IX. Furthermore, although the decision in Cook v. Colgate provided in words the equity the women's ice hockey team
was denied, Colgate will not have to elevate our team to varsity. Immediately after
the lower court decision was handed down, Colgate appealed the verdict and while
waiting the outcome, took no steps to institute a varsity program for the women's
team per the Court's order. In April of this year, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit vacated the Magistrate Judge's order on grounds of mootness, as the
last two plaintiffs of the case would have graduated by the )93-1994 season. Al-

though our attorneys have tiled a motion to amend the complaint and four new
plaintiffs are ready to refile another suit, for now enforcement of Title IX remains

lacking for the Colgate Women's Ice Hockey Club.
Mad.am Chairwoman and Members of the Subcommittee, education and enforcement will make Title IX a realization for future women athletes. The subcommit-

tee's commitment to examining the issue of gender equity has been evidenced
through this and previous hearings on the subject, and provides the needed public

attention to the is-.ue of gender discrimination. In addition, the enactment of equityseeking legislation, such as Chairwoman Collins bill H.R. 921, will strengthen the
effect of Title IX. However more needs to be done. The Department of Education's
Office of Civil Rights should be more effective in researching and acting upon complaints of gender discrimination. Colleges and universities should be notified of gender-equity requirements they need to satisfy in order to continue receiving Federal
funding.

As Colgate University continues to deny its female ice hockey players a chance
to broaden their level of competition, the sport of women's ice hockey continues to
grow in the United States. 1998 will see the introduction of women's ice hockey as
a medal sport in the Olympic Games and the U.S. women's team, having placed second in the past two International Championships, will be a strong contender for the
gold. With full enforcement of Title IX, a little girl's dream of playing for her country, a Nation which boasts of equal opportunity for all, will be just as realistic as
her brother's.
Madam Chairwoman and members of the subcommittee. I thank you for the opportunity to speak on the issue of gender discrimination, and will be happy to ansNer any questions you may have.

Mrs. COLLINS. Let me say all testimony will be a part of the written record for everybody.

That bell, because I forgot to mention before, but of course you
are aware of it, is that we follow the House Rules here in that the

testimony and the questions are asked, we follow the 5-minute

rule. So when the bell goes off, that means your 5 minutes has expired. It means our 5 minutes have expired, too. Sometimes we run
over but we try not to. We sometimes go another round but we try
to go as close to the 5-minute rule.
We will join the next two witnesses together and they will be Ms.
Amy Cohen and Ms. Megan Hull, both from Brown University.
Ms. Cohen, do you want to go first?
STATEMENT OF AMY COHEN

Ms. COHEN. Gymnastics is a sport you have to have a lifetime
commitment to. You cannot pick it up in a year or even in 4 years.
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I began seriously competing in gymnastics at the age of eight,
training 3 hours a day, 5 days a week. College was my last opportunity to compete as a gymnast so it was extremely important to
me. The gymnastics program was one of the main reasons I chose
to go to Brown University.
As a prospective student, I was led to believe Brown was a progressive institution, a front runner on issues dealing with equality,

diversity, aLa open-minded thinking. Yet, within the first few
months of my freshman year it became evident to me that there
was nothing progressive or equal about the athletic department.

Male athletes were treated far superior to female athletes.
At the time I didn't know there was a Federal statute prohibiting
unequal treatment so I accepted it as life and took what was offered to me. I overlooked the countless disparities. I was competing,
that is what was truly important to me.
We were a successful team. My sophomore year we won the Ivy
League Championships for the first time ever. Gymnastics was an
integral part of my life. Then at the end of my junior year, completely out of the blue, the athletic director announced Brown waS
doing away with the gymnastics team. He had made up his mind,
the decision was final.
He blamed budget cuts, but if you look on page 7 and 8 of my
written statement, you can see the funds were clearly available.
Eliminating the gymnastics and volleyball teams were to save
Brown $62,000. The same year, a men's soccer coach was given an
early retirement plan that cost the university $60,000. My frustration and disappointment when I learned of this and similar facts
is inexpressible. Brown had recruited me, and in doing so, led me
to believe that I would be able to compete for 4 years. This decision
left me feeling completely betrayed.
We were told if we could raise enough money, we could continue
as a club varsity team with everything as it had been. So I devoted

my summer to the cause, but when I returned in the fall I found

things were substantially different. We had no recruiting privileges
or access to the training room. We were told to leave our locker
room, to schedule home games around all other sports, the list goes
on and on.
We were coldly turned away from all attempts to speak with any
administrators. Once again, I felt totally betrayed. It was at this
point that I learned about Title IX. I realized my struggle was not
just about the gymnastics team but that Brown was violating a
Federal statute and getting away with it.
We didn't want to sue the university. We hoped Brown would
rather spend money on increasing the amount and quality of the
opportunities for women athletes than on attorney fees but this
was not the case.
With the guidance of Trial Lawyers for Public Justice, we filed
the suit. Brown immediately came out with a variety of vague and
misleading statements and slanted statistics, some of which can be
found on pages 6 and 7 of my written statement. They fairly effectively isolated us by convincing the students, faculty and alumni
that Brown was doing nothing wrong. One of Brown's main defenses was that they were above the national average in offering
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opportunities to women athletes. Can we condone a defense which
admits guilt but on a lesser scale?

«

.

It also became known at the preliminarily injunction hearings
that neither the athletic director, Brown's Title IX advisor, or any
of the people the athletic director consulted in his decisionmaking
process, had ever read Title IX.
On December 22, 1992, U.S. District Court Judge Raymond
Pettina ruled in our favor only days before the start of the gymnastics season and not too late to recruit for the following year.
Just as our hope was renewed, the U.S. Appeals Court granted a
stay of the decision. Five months later, the appeals court unanimously upheld the district court's ruling requiring Brown to temporarily reinstate both teams, but by then our recruiting time and
season had come and gone.
I have been away from Brown for a year now but I feel as strong-

ly as ever that they were and continue to be denying women their
rights: My experiences as a gymnast were some of my most valuable experiences at Brown. In this short time I could not possibly
speak about the benefits of being a collegiate athlete, but I will say
it gave me self-confidence, taught me to take risks, and that hard
work and determination pay off.
Brown is presently depriving women of the invaluable experience
of participating in intercollegiate athletics that it offers to men.
Time is of the essence in this case because once someone misses
their chance, it is gone forever.
Currently, the gymnastics team is struggling, schools are drop-

ping Brown from their schedule, their recruited graduates are

graduating and being replaced, if at all, by walk-ons who are not
of the same skill level or intensity.
I hope that the gymnastics team is able to survive this long, uphill battle, but if it cannot I hope at least that future women athletes in other sports and in other schools will reap the benefits of
my hard work a- suffering.
Being invited here today gives me hope that the government has

not forgotten what it promised women 20 years ago, equality. In
the 5 minutes that I have here before you, I could not touch on the
issues that surround this case so I urge you to read my written
statement in its entirety, and I will welcome any questions that
you have.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Cohen follows:]
STATEMENT OF AMY COHEN

Fall 1988 - Came to Brown: When I got to Brown there were 15 women's teams
and 16 men's teams. The ratio of female to male athletes was approximately 37 percent female to 63 percent male. Upon arriving, I immediately noticed disparities in
the treatment of male and female athletes.
Trainers: Each trainer at Brown was assigned to a particular sport for each season. There were five head trainers (plus additional trainers in the fall for JV football

and freshmen football). Generally three of the trainers were assigned to men's
sports and two to women's sports so in total 11 men's teams had their own trainer
and as did six women's teams. Trainers traveled with the teams they were assigned
to. If a team was not assigned a trainer, one did not travel with them. Each trainer
tended to his/her team first and then to who ever else was waithig. They knew
which of "their players" were injured; they sat up therapy for them; and they monitored the healing process. We had to see a different trainer each time. Gymnastics
was not one of the six women's sports with a trainer. Being such a dangerous sport,
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this posed a lot of problems. Generally, we had to wait so long to see one that we
would miss an entire practice. Trainers did not monitor our injuries and their healing progress. Several members of the gymnastics team sustained permanent back,
knee and ankle injuries that may have been prevented had someone with training
been monitoring them.
Laundry: Brown supplied practice clothes on a pin for most of the men's teams
and some of the women's teams. At the end of practice you would put your clothes
on the pin. Someone picked up all of the pins from the locker rooms, washed them
and returned them for the next day. When I arrived at Brown the gymnastics team
was not offered the pin service. I inquired why. Nobody knew, but nobody knew a
reason why we could not get them either so after a few months of speaking with
administrators and athletic department staff we received pins. I was amazed that
the pins supplied for the gymnastics team contained men's extra large shorts and
t-shirts and jumbo tube socks. When I tried to exchange the clothes for women's
clothing and smaller sizes I was told this was what they had. All of the clothes were
ordered for the football team. We could take them or leave them.
Recruiting: Recruiting was the other thing that jumped out at me as soon as I
arrived at Brown. I was not aware at the time that male sports get approximately
73-80 percent of the recruiting dollars but I did see that when the guys on my hall
hosted recruits, the recruits were flown up at Brown's expense. The hosts were
given meal tickets for the recruits and $50 to take them out and show them a "good
time". When we hosted a recruit they paid their own way from start to finish including for their meals in the cafeteria. I later learned that had no official recruiting
budget. Our coach generally took $200 out of the yearly allotted budget for phone
calls and mailings to potential Brown gymnasts.
Scheduling: Women's gym time was always scheduled after and therefore around
the men's. If men's rugby wants the field, women's rugby was asked to find an available field at a nearby high school or middle school. In the case of women's varsity
ice hockey, they had to schedule their ice time after men's varsity and junior varsity. The gymnastics team was asked to schedule its meets around the practice and
playing schedule of men's basketball and the match schedule of wrestling.
Other privileges of men's teams: several men's teams had special pre-game dinners prepared for them in the cafeteria. Women's teams did not enjoy this privilege.
Men's teams generally go to an away game one day in advance so that they can
rest and prepare. Women's budgets are rarely large enough to allow going up the
day before unless it is otherwise impossible to get there in time for the game.
As a freshman, I knew that women athletes were not treated like men athletes
but I did not know there was a law that said this was not acceptable. I thought,
things are unfair but there is nothing I can do about it so I should just make the
best of what I have.
Winter 1990 - Ivy Champs 1st time ever: In 1990 we hosted the Ivy League Gymnastics championships at Brown. We won the Ivy League title for the first time in
Brown Gymnastics' History. And freshmen, Eileen Rocchio was the first Brown gymnast to win the Ivy League individual All-Around title
Spring 1991 - Meeting with Dave Roach: Just after the season ended we were
called into a meeting with the Athletic Director, Dave Roach. He informed us that
he had been ordered to reduce the athletic budget by 3 percent as part of a university wide budget reduction. Because he refused to cut perks and "water down big
programs" he had no choice but to eliminate four teamswomen's gymnastics, women's volleyball, men's golf and men's water polo. This came as a total surprise to
all of the coaches in the athletic department, as well as us. We asked Dave Roach
why he did not tell us earlier, when something different could possibly have been
done. His answer was simply, this was the decision; it was final: there would be
no discussion of other options. Each team could try and operate as a club Sport if

it wished to. This meant we could operate without the funding and support of
Brown.
The Athletic Director gave us two reasons for choosing the four teams. (1) Those
teams had the fewest coaches (For gymnastics this was a catch 22 situation. We had
4 coaches but Brown only recognized one and she was only hired part time. The
other coaches were paid out of our general budget and therefore were not included
in the coaches affected count. (2) To comply with Title IX they were cutting teams
that did not have an opposite sex counterpart. (Dave Roach later admitted that neither he nor the two individuals he consulted with had read Title IX.) He also said
he was cutting two men's and two women's teams to be fair.
Cutting two mens teams and two women's teams mat have been an equitable way
to make cuts had Brown been in compliance with Title IX before the cuts but they
were not The student body at Brown is 49 percent female 51 percent male but only
36 percent of the athletes were female while 64 percent were male. 32 percent of
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the yearly allocated budget went towards women's sports which 68 percent went towards men's. This percentage does not include endowment funds. The men's endowment funds are much larger because of the sixteen funded varsity teams for men
that presently exist, all but three were established prior to 1927 (football, baseball
and track were established prior to 1880) while Brown's varsity program for women
did not even exist before 1971. Men's teams have been building an alumni network
and piling money into their endowments for 50-100 years longer than the women.
Prior to the cuts, Brown offered more opportunities to men in athletics, they treated the male athletes better than the women, they spent considerably more time and
money recruiting male athletes to come to Brown and they spent more money on
them once they were there. Before the cuts Brown was not offering anything close
to equal opportunity to men and women in athletics. There were women at Brown
who were demonstrating the interest and ability to participate in varsity athletics
(fencing, rugby, water polo and sailing) and Brown was not making any real steps
to increase the opportunities for women athletes. Being in the situation they were
in, if cutting teams was absolutely necessary, a debatable issue, Brown could not
legally cut from the women's program. But they did.
Fall 1991- Struggle to fundraise $15,000: From the time we met with Dave Roach
in April of 1991, we struggled to raise enough money to pay our assistant coaches
and to travel to meets. We also had to battle with the institution for the few rights

and privileges we had had as a varsity sport. As a club sport we had no clerical
support, had to schedule meets around all varsity sports and then only on week
nights so that our equipment could be moved during regular hours. We could not
recruit at all. We were told if we were injured, we would have to go across campus
and make an appointment at Health Services and get a note frorr them to be treated by the athletic trainers.
Schools like the University of Vermont and University of Southern Utah dropped
us from their schedule. Eileen Rocchio qualified for NCAA Regionals but the team
did not have enough money left in the budget for her to go. If we had been a varsity
team, Brown would have covered the costs. They pay for individuals who qualify for
NCAA championships.

The volleyball team obtained several large donations from parents of players.

They offered to pay their new coach $18,000 a year. Dave Roach prohibited this say-

ing that such a salary was too high for the "direction that the team was going in."
We knew that we would not be able to raise enough money to exist each year,
that gymnasts would not come to Brown not only because we did not have recruiting
privileges and admissions preferences but because we could not even guarantee to
them there would be a team from year to year, and that even if we could guarantee

funds for a team, the University v, uld not be on our side. We considered filing a
complaint with the Office of Civil Rights but decided against it. We were concerned
that the Office of Civil Right whether due to its backlog or lack of commitment,
could not undertake and complete an investigation in time to have the teams.
April 1992 - Filed Suit: Because we saw no other option, and Brown was clearly
in violation of a Federal Statute, we threatened to sue. Hoping that being forced
to spend money one way or the other, Brown would rather increase the amount and
quality of the opportunities for women athletes and bring themselvesloser to com-

pliance with the law, than hire attorneys and go to court. We were wrong.
The court system is so slow that the gymnastics and volleyball teams would have
been long extinct by the time a trial was held so we filed a Motion for a Preliminary

Injunction, asking that the two teams be reinstated until the case came to triaL
Judge Pettina ruled on the likelihood that we would win the case on its merits and
because if the preliminary injunction was not granted, irreparable harm would come
to the teams. Brown had to reinstate Volleyball and Gymnastics until a decision was
rendered in trial. Judge Pettina's decision came out on December 22, 1992, a week
before the season began and with enough time to recruit for next year.
Unfortunately, Brown appealed the decision and the U.S. Appeals court granted
a stay on the decision.
April 1993 - Won Appeal: On April 16, 1993, the U.S. Court of Appeals ruled
unanimously to uphold the decision of the District court but by this time the 199293 season had come and gone, as had recruiting time.
Present - Await Trial: As we await a trial (scheduled for November 1993) I watch
the present gymnasts and volleyball players tire of the struggle. I watch the number
of gymnasts and volleyball players dwindle as current gymnasts graduate and there
are no new recruited gymnasts. The assistant coaches have come and gone and the
head coach, founder of the team looks for new employment due to the uncertainty
of the job. School after school drops Brown from their schedule. Although legally we
are winning, the gymnastics team is slowly losing strength.
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Brown's Weak Defenses and Misleading Facts: Nationally 53 percent of college
students are women and only 34 percent of athletes are women. Brown is above the
national average. Likewise nationally women athletes receive less than 24 percent
of the athletics operating dollar and less than 18 percent of the athletic recruiting
dollar while Brown says women recoive 28 percent of the operating budget and 21.8
percent of recruiting dollars. This is one of Brown's main defenses; they are better

than most other colleges. I do not see this as a valid defense. If they were above
average in preventing date rape yet date rape was still a problem on the campus
would that mean that they are fine, that they do not need to make changes and
improvements because other schools have a larger date rape problem? I don't think
so.

Brown argues that it is just by chance that 63 percent of the athletes that matriculate at Brown are male and that there is nothing they can do about that. They
try to say that recruiting does not determine who becomes an athlete at Brown. If

this is the case then why do they continue to spend millions of dollars and hundreds
of hours on recruiting athletes. If recruiting is not affective and you have a budget
crisis why do you eliminate teams, why not eliminate recruiting. Brown spent over
$70,000 recruiting football players in 1990-91 alone. In that year, our team spent

approximately $200. Obviously, Brown agrees that recruiting is affective. John
Parry, Brown's athletic director for 11 years prior to Dave Roach, testified at the
preliminary injunction hearing that he believed, only 10 percent of the athletes admitted to Brown would have been admitted if they had not been recruited. By recruiting, Brown creates its own pool of interested and able athletes. Once this is admitted it seems hard to deny the fact that if you spend 75-80 percent of recruiting
dollars on recruiting male athletes that you will wind up with more male athletes

than female athletes. In fact it is surprising that Brown has as many women athletes as it does.

I came to Brown because it portrays an image as a university above and ahead
of the rest, not only in academia but in thought, policy and administrative ideas.
I came to Brown under the impression that it was a front runner on issues dealing
with equality, diversity and open-minded thinking. I left Brown, my graduation
theme so mockingly being the Celebration of 100 Years of Women, knowing that
Brown is treating women as second class citizens in the athletic department and
arrogantly defending the fact that they are doing it. I realized that Brown still has
a long way to run before it is even up to par with the legal System. I do not know
how much longer it will be before Brown realizes that you cannot balance a budget

by discriminating against women.
Brown says they are strongly committed to offering equal opportunities to men
and women in athletics but they cannot increase the opportunities for women presently because they have so ir ;.3, economic difficulties. In light of all of the information given here, I find it hard to accept this excuse.
Brown claims even after the reductions they offer more Division I sports than all

but 1 of the 292 DI schools but they don't mention that they only fund 22 of their
33 sports. The other ten sports are clubs. Even though they compete at the NCAA
Division I level they are funded, managed and supported by the students. Brown
offers them only its name, limited facilities and restricted gym time. Brown has
done all it can to eliminate these teams. It is the students, through hard work and
determination that have managed to hold the teams together and keep them going.
If you look at the number of sports funded and supported by Brown their record
among other Division I universities is greatly reduced.
Brown tries to lead people to believe that football, basketball and hockey bring

in money and thats why they are "more important." No sport at Brown produces
revenue. In 1990-91, Football brought in (including what was produced that year
from their endowment) $409,659 but that went directly back to football along with
an additional $871,000.

Brown reports that in 1990-91 $81,532 (78.2 percent) was spent on recruiting
male athletes while $22,737 (21.8 percent) was spent on recruiting female athletes.
This statistic is definitely misleading. Its hard to know the exact figures because

at Brown a lot of money spent comes directly from team's friends accounts and
Sports Foundation donations. For example, after this other money is included, in
1990-91, a total of $78,000 was spent on football recruiting.

Disturbing Facts Brown Leaves Out: Brown controls the relative percentage of
male/female athletes by recruiting, admissions preferences, number of teams it offers, size it strives to keep those teams at.
Brown believes the cut is fair because it affects two men's teams and two women's
teams but even if Brown had been in compliance before the cuts it was not an even
cut. The cut took $15,295 away from the men's budget while it took $62,028 away
from the significantly smaller women's budget. Both the coaches of the women's
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teams were otherwise employed at Brown so they were going to stay on while the
coaches of the women's teams were losing their jobs. Brown does not seek or retain
coaches for its club teams.
In an attempt to encourage schools to offer as many sports as possible, NCAA
awards approximately $7,000 per sport over twelve to all schools that offer more
than twelve Division I sports teams. Brown testified in court that they included both
gymnastics and volleyball on the list of sports offered that they submitted to the
NCAA (therefore receiving an additional $14,000) for 1991-92 and 1992-93 but did
not contribute any funds to those sports for those years.
Virtually all of the womens varsity teams sponsored by Brown were created between 1971 and 1977. The only women's team added since 1977 was Winter track
in 1982, which simply involved providing indoor space to the existing women's track
team. Brown twice specifically rejected the request of women's fencing for varsity
status, first in 1986 and again in 1990. Brown approved the establishment of men's
squash as a varsity sport, in 1989.
The same year that the athletic director claimed he was in a financial straight
jacket and had to cut our teams he (1) raised the amount of meal money that athletes received on away trips from $15/day to $22Jday so that it would be an amount
comparable with big football schools, explaining to us that otherwise good players
would not come to Brown. If you assume that each team has 5 away matches each
year (Many teams such as baseball, lacrosse, and tennis have many more) this increase will cost Brown an additional $30,905 annually. (2) bought out the men's soccer coach's contract 1 year before it expired, for $80,000 (the cutting of all four
teams was supposed to save $77,000 (3) the Brown Sports Foundation had $139,000
available in unrestricted for the year, of which it spent $77,500 at the discretion
of the Sports Foundation's president (a Brown football alumni). The remaining
$62,000 went unspent and was carried over to the 1992-93 unrestricted funds.
In 1989-90 Brown bought out the contracts of all 14 football coaches (this is the
third time in 9 years that Brown had done this) for $250,000, an unbudgeted expense.

Yet, despite all of this spending, Brown claimed it had no choice, the money was
not there.

Brown expresses anger at the law suit, claiming it forces the administration to
put athletics at the top of the list of things to focus on. Yet, while President Gregorian has not spoken about the case or made an appearance at any of the court hearings, he has recently established and is chairing a football committee to discuss why
football continues to lose games. Brown has a record of 1 win and 19 losses for the
past two seasons. The Director of Admissions, the Executive Vice-President, the
Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid and members of the Corporation also sit on
this committee. To me this shows that athletics is one of the highest institutional
priorities at Brown, it is women that are at the bottom and we are trying to force
our way to the top.
The Ways that Brown Supports Mens Sports More than Women'sObvious Recruiting and Financial Differences:
In 1990-91, coaches of the sixteen men's teams received $932,227 in salaries while
coaches of fifteen women's teams received $360,862 in salaries.

In the 4 years that I was at Brown there was not a single promotional activity

run by the athletic department for a women's team. An example of continuous pro-

motional activities for men is the shoot out contest for kids at half time of each

men's hockey game, sponsored by Pizza Pier. In 1991-92, Dave Roach received two
tickets to Florida from US Air to give away. He decided as a promotional device to

have a foul shooting contest at a men's basketball game to attract more fans. He
scoffed at the idea of doing it at the women's game. At another point that same
year, he had the idea to have pizza parties in between men's ice hockey and men's

basketball games so that people would stay for both.
Sports information automatically covers men's hockey, men's basketball, women's
basketball, baseball, football, men's lacrosse, men's soccer, and wrestling. The remaining sports have to make arrangements for coverage and pay for it out of their
general budget.

The Athletic Director meets with the captains of many of the men's teams to
evaluate the coaches and discuss ways to improve the teams. This is not done for
women's teams.

The Athletic Director and his associates attend not only the home games of the
men's sports (which is a positive thing) but they frequently travel with the teams,
at Brown's expense. Dave Roach did not attend a single gymnastics meet the entire
time I was at Brown.
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A woman working for the Sports Information office was told by Jeff Ward, an associate athletic director, to "get the bad sticks, the women's sticks", to use for the

promotional shoot out during half time of the men's hockey game.
In 1990, no women's teams had a car available to them for recruiting; football had
six, men's basketball had three, men's lacrosse and men's ice hockey each had one.
Since then, one car has been made available for women's basketball.

Ways That Money Continues to be Wasted: At the end of this year the head of
the Sports Foundation took all of the senior football players to an expensive dinner
compliments of the sports foundation.
At the captains meetings the Athletic Director orders pizzas and soda (enough to
feed three times the people coming) even though the meetings are held right after
dinner.
Brown pays for housing, food and cars for four of the fourteen football coaches.
Brown pays students to manage men's teams. For example, men's lacrosse has
two managers, each paid $250 per season. Wrestling ha :. three managers. These

managers travel, with the teams having their hotel rocms, meals and when necessary, plane tickets, paid for by Brown.

At the sports banquet in 1991-92 (the first year that the four teams were unfunded) President Gregorian announced that he was starting a tradition; for the

first time ever Brown would buy the ivy rings for all the members of the teams that
won the Ivy League championship that year.
John Parry, the ex-athletic director at Brown, testified that half of the $150,000
spent by the Sports Information office could probably be eliminated. He felt that certainly gloss press guides are less important than participation.
Brown probably could have endowed both volleyball and gymnastics permanently
with the money spent on attorneys for the preliminary injunction hearing and appeal. Attorney fees for the actual trial will be even larger. In Judge Pettina's decision in the preliminary injunction hearing, he stated that one of the central reasons
for granting the Preliminary Injunction was that the plaintiffs are likely to win the
case on it merits. Knowing this, it would make economic sense for Brown to settle.

Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Hull.
STATEMENT OF MEGAN HULL

Ms. HULL. Good morning. I would like to thank the members of
the subcommittee for inviting me to speak to you today.
My conflict with Brown began in May of 1991 when after being
recruited to play volleyball and agreeing to come to Brown, I received a letter from the athletic director informing me the women's
volleyball team had been cut. I could not believe out of the dozen
schools I had initially considered attending I had managed to pick
the one that decided to drop their program and had decided to do
so without telling any of their incoming recruits.

Assured by the players, coaches and the athletic director that

Brown volleyball would continue to exist at the same competitive
level, I convinced myself things would work out. I told myself the

worst possible scenario would be that I would transfer. After 2

years at Brown, I am transferring.
When I first arrived at Brown in August of 1991, two things were
immediately clear to me. First, there were a lot more male athletes

than female; second, the male athletes were treated better. As I
spent more time at Brown, I began to realize that many of the injustices we were experiencing were not solely a result of our club
varsity status, but that our gender was a crucial factor in determining how we were to be treated.
For the time being, I accepted the injustices, thinking there was

nothing I could do to change the situation. Our team feared if we
spoke out we might not be allowed to play at all.
Our decision to take action came in the spring of 1992, after we
found, out none of the volleyball recruits had been admitted for the
following year. It was at this point we realized no matter how
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much money we raised, Brown ultimately had the power to eliminate our program.
Earlier that spring, my father had sent me an article from Sports
Illustrated about the Title IX situation at the University of New
Hampshire where the women's tennis program had recently been
reinstated after the players threatened the school with a lawsuit.
We contacted Trial Lawyers for Public Justice who had been the
legal counsel for the team at New Hampshire and soon I joined two
other volleyball and seven gymnasts in filing the class action suit
against Brown. We filed the suit, hoping Brown would acknowledge
their violations of Title IX and offer a plan to improve women's athletics. Instead, Brown offered nothing and they refused to negotiate.
That fall, in October of 1992, a hearing was held to determine
whether or not the teams would be varsity until the lawsuit is settled. The school newspaper covered the hearing with articles not
only biased towards the university but also factually incorrect. Unfortunately, this paper was the only source of information about

Title IX or the lawsuit to which most Brown students were exposed. The result was many students came out and verbally attacked the plaintiffs.

This perpetually hostile atmosphere is one of the reasons I am
leaving Brown. I am tired of defending myself on a daily basis. I
am tired of being in a battle with the athletic department, the admissions office and the entire administration. This lawsuit has
completely consumed my life at Brown. I am going to Georgetown
University next year so that I will have the opportunity to be a student and an athlete without being a plaintiff.

My main reason for leaving, though, is that I want to play

volleyball tbr a program that will challenge me. At Brown, the athletic department has destroyed the volleyball program by refusing
to give us admission preferences. Next year there will be four recruited volleyball players while most have a bare minimum of 12.
In closing, I would like to leave you with a couple of examples
of inequity which represents the Brown athletic department. First,
I am wondering how a school which has the funds to spend an unanticipated $250,000 to buy out one of 13 football coaches could not
somehow find the money to send the first Brown gymnast to qualify in 10 years to the 1992 NCAA regionals in Pennsylvania.
Our second example is an incident occurring in August of 1992.

Our team wanted to give our coach a raise because she had told
us she might have to leave to take a better paying coaching job.
Althotmli the money from the raise would come solely from the
volleyball account, all of which was money we had worked hard to

raise, our athletic director refused our proposal, insisting he did
not want the program going in that direction. If the athletic director did not want the program to be improving, in what direction
does he want it to be heading?
Although I became involved in this lawsuit because I felt that I
was being discriminated against as an individual and as part of the
team, I have stayed involved because I know when we win our case

it will be a great precedent for women fighting for gender equity
at other schools. Hopefully the Brown case will help convince un
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versities that they should accept the law rather than fight against
it.

Right now there is no effective enforcement of Title IX other than

the legal system. Women should not have to go through what I
have gone through in order to have the law enforced. I hope Con-

ess will continue to become more involved in the enforcement of
'fie IX so that gender equity might finally become a reality at the
many institutions where women are being unjustly excluded from
the opportunities they clearly deserve.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hull follows:]
STATEMENT OF MEGAN HULL

I am one of nine plaintiffs who have sued Brown University for discriminating
against female athletes and violating the Federal statute Title IX. I am submitting
this testimony in an attempt to explain why I have become involved with this lawsuit and why I think the Brown case is indicative of the problems with the present
method of enforcing Title IX in college athletics.

The roots of my conflict with Brown began on April 29, 1991, when I heard
through the parent of a friend at Brown that the women's volleyball program had
been cut. At that point I had already decided to go to Brown after visiting the campus on a recruiting trip earlier in the year.
The written agreement to go to Brown was due May 1st, so I had approximately
24 hours to reconsider my decision. I was lucky to be one of the few recruits who
had any chance to reconsider because the athletic department did not notify us until
after we had made written agreements to attend Brown. Although I had options
other than Brown; I was not familiar enough with any of these schools to feel comfortable in changing my decision at the last minute. So on April 30, when I heard
from my friend on the team at Brown that the program would definitely continue
to exist, I decided to stick with my earlier decision. I told myself that the worst possible scenario would be that I would transfer. I spent 2 years at Brown and my experience as an athlete there has truly redefined what I had then envisioned as the
worst possible scenaris. I'm transferring.
When I arrived at Brown in the fall of 1991, it quickly became apparent that the
athletic department had no intention of treating us like varsity athletes. It was also
apparent that there were vast differences in the way female and male athletes were
treated. In the 2 years I stayed at Brown, our team faced a wide variety of problems

that most varsity athletes never have to think about. First and foremost, we had
to worry about fundraisingwe needed to raise roughly $30,000 in order to have
a team. But there were also a variety of other difficulties. For instance we did not
have access to the training rooms. Our coach did not have an office. We practiced
at weird hoursif we Practiced at Brown at all. Many days we drove to a local high
school gym either be .ause the floors were being redone during our active time or

because we did not want to have practices that ended at twelve-thirty at night.
Because of our practice schedule we missed meals and then were not allowed into
the dining hall late while other varsity athletes were eating. There were not enough
uniforms for the whole team. We were not allowed to have tournaments at home
and often we could not afford to travel to tournaments at other schools. Sometimes
we voted after away matches to see if we wanted to spend the money to eat before
the trip back to Brown. These are just a tow of the minor challenges we faced.
Although our team was angered by the way in which we were being treated, we
felt that if we spoke out against the athletic department, we might not be allowed
to practice or play at all. Our decision to take action came in April of 1992, when
we found out that none of the volleyball recruits had been admitted for the 19921993 schoolyear. It was at this point that we realized no matter how much money
we raised, Brown ultimately had the power to eliminate our program. Earlier that
spring, my father had sent me an article from Sports Illustrated about the Title IX
case at University of New Hampshire. We contacted Trial Lawyers For Public Justice who had been the legal counsel for the women at University of New Hampshire,
and soon I joined two other volleyball players and seven gymnasts in filing a class
action suit against Brown.
This lawsuit has turned out very differently than we initially expected. We were
hoping that Brown would react to the lawsuit with an offer to settle. In looking at

the three pronged test stated in the official Policy Interpretation, it seemed very
clear to us that Brown was not in compliance with Title DC. Consequently, we have
been somewhat surprised by Brown's determination to fight it out in court.
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In May of 1992, I went home for the summer hoping that Brown would decide
to settle before I returned to school in the fall. Unfortunately the legal conflict esca-

lated rather than disappearing. In October, a hearing was held in order to determine whether or not we would be granted an injunction reinstating the teams to
varsity status until the lawsuit is settled. It was during this hearing that I experienced my first taste of what it is like to be a student and an athlete and a plaintiff
all at the same time. It is incredibly time demanding: I was constantly running literally between my classes the courthouse my room, and the gym.
To make things worse, while the hearing was going on, the school newspaper was
providing not list biased, but factually inaccurate coverage of the hearing. Unfortunately, this paper was the only source of information about the hearing or the law-

suit or Title IX to which most Brown students were exposed. The result was that
many students came out and verbally attacked the plaintiffs. One day I was reading
the school paper and I flipped to the sports section only to see a huge article by
the sports editor entitled "liow do you sleep at night?". I knew from the title that
it had to be directed at all of the plaintiffs. It turned out to be only the first of several columns aimed at us. I wrote a response to the first column and then realized
that I did not have enough time or energy to write to the Brown Daily Herald every
day to correct the paper's inaccuracies and to defend my position.
This perpetually hostile atmosphere which has developed at Brown is one of the
reasons I have decided to leave. I am tired of defending myself on a daily basis. I
am tired of being in a constant battle with the athletic department, the admissions
office and the entire administration. This lawsuit has completely saturated my life
at Brown. I am going to Georgetown next year so that I will have the opportunity
to be a student and an athlete without being a plaintiff. While this lawsuit and the

greater cause of gender equity are immensely important to me, I need to be in an
environment where I can concentrate on school and athletics.

My main reason for leaving though, is that I want a chance to play volleyball.
In the last 2 years, the athletic department has completely destroyed the volleyball
program. Next year, Brown will have four recruited players while the teams we play
have a bare minimum of twelve. Two years ago we were in the finals of the Ivy
League Championships, whereas next year there won't be enough recruited players
to put six people on the court. I want to be part of a program that will challenge
me, at a school where the volleyball team has the support of the athletic department
and the students.
Over the past 2 years, I have learned that finances are not Brown's major concern
in determining how they will treat female athletes. Brown has decided to limit the
number of opportunities for women and to treat women athletes in an inferior manner not because of financial limitations, but rather because, apparently they do not
think women athletes are as worthy as men. I have witnessed numerous instances
when women have been treated unfairly, and it was not a financial issue. For instance, when the cuts were first discussed, the athletic director and his associates
know that the cuts would not affect both sexes equally. During the preliminary
hearing, one of the associate athletic directors testified that in making the cuts, it
was assumed that the women's programs would not survive in the coming years,
whereas it was expected that the men's teams would be able to continue competing.
This assumption was made because significantly less money was cut from the men's
teams and the two men's teams would have greater departmental and alumni support after the cuts. Despite knowing that the cuts would be a much greater problem
for the women's teams, the athletic department went ahead and made them anyway
and called them equal. In September we found that we were the only team not to
be included on the schedule of fall sports.
Another disturbing example of the athletic deqartment's attitude toward female
athletes occurred in August of 1992, when the tean's budget for the 1992-1993 sea-

son was being finalized. (Because the money to run our team goes through the
Brown Sports Foundation, the athletic director has to approve our budget.) Our
team wanted to raise the salary of our coach who had told us that she might have
to leave to take a better-paying coaching job. Although the money for this raise
would come solely from the volleyball account which was our money, that we had

worl, ed hard to raise, the athletic director refused our proposal, insisting he did not
want the program headed in that direction. If he did not want our program to be
improving, in what direction did he want the program to be heading?
Later that month we were told that we could not host the Ivy League Volleyball
Championships, a privilege which each Ivy League school has only once every 8
years. The athletic department did not want us to host the tournament, so that the
basketball team would not have to share the gym with us that weekend.
It quickly became clear that the athletic department had no intention of supporting us in any way. When we suggested resolving the conflict by having our team
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become an unfunded varsity team (similar to the men's squash team which is varsity but provides its own funding), the ath.' etic director refused. The athletic department refused to compromise with us at all, maintaining the attitude that we should
appreciate their kindness in letting our teams continue to exist at the club-varsity
level.

Another issue which has been indicative of Brown's attitude towards our program
has been Brown's treatment of our difficulties in recruiting new players. In the fall
of 1992, I testified that Brown's team would not have enough players to compete
at the varsity level, because Brown refused to admit any of our recruits. I was confronted on cross examination by Brown's counsel, telling me that Brown had let in
250 applicants who had chocked a box indicating interest in volleyball. Interest and
ability are two very different things. In the last year and a half, we have been told
by the athletic director, the dean of admissions, and the president of the University
that we should replace the graduating athletes with walk-ons, despite the fact that
every team we play all year consists of recruited players. Former Brown athletic director John Parry testified that only 10 percent of the varsity athletes would have
been admitted without. admissions preferences. The football team or the men's basketball team would n.ver, ever be told to play with walk-ons. I could not believe
that Brown was trying to tell us that recruiting is insignificant in a year when the
football team spent $24,000 on phone calls alone.
After we won the appeal in mid-April, and it was definite that our teams would
be varsity for the 1993-94 schoolyear, I was expecting Brown to take immediate
steps to comply with the decision. We hoped that the athletic department and the
deans in admissions would reconsider the applications of our recruits, so I immediately tried to arrange meetings with the dean of admissions and with the athletic
director. I was told by the athletic director's assistant that we could not meet until
Brown had decided what their next legal steps would be. The dean of admissions
canceled the meeting with members of the two teams without any explanation, and
when I called to reschedule, he never returned my phone calls. When I finally got
through to an associate dean in the athletic department, he asked why I thought
I deserved to have a conversation with the athletic director or anyone in the admissions department. I was tired of being ignored or condescended to by the people in
the admission's department, so I wrote a letter to the president reminding him of
the desperate nature of the team's predicaments and asking him to do something
to help our recruiting situation. I received a note in response indicating that the
decision was ultimately in the hands of the admissions department and that if we
did not have recruits, we could always play with walk-ons.
It became clear to me that Brown was not concerned at all about being in compliance with the injunction. Although my last 6 weeks at Brown as a varsity athlete,
I am leaving Brown without having ever seen the inside of a varsity locker room
or a laundry pin. I never had the opportunity to wear a varsity athlete's sweats or
to play in a match as a varsity volleyball player.
Ten years down the road maybe I will not remember missing out on these privileges reserved for varsity athletes, but what I will never forget is the way in which
I was treated as a female athlete and as a plaintiff in this lawsuit. What I wanted
most was to be treated with decency and respect and that never happened. I think
that is because at Brown the differences between the men's and women's athletic
programs are a lot deeper than finances.
Although I became involved with this lawsuP. because I felt I was being discriminated against as an individual, and I wanted to save our team, I have stayed involved because I know that when we win our case, it will be a great precedent for
other schools. I am hoping that our fight will teach other schools that they should
accept the law rather than struggling against it.
If possible, I also want to help change the way in which discrimination in college
athletics is handled. I want people to know about the Cohen v. Brown case so that
th.tre will be a better way to deal with Title IX violations in the future. Women
should not have to go through years of legal battle to have the law enforced. Most
women don't even have this option. There are countless women who experience discrimination resulting from Title IX violations, but have no power to change the situation. Many people, including athletic administrators, do not even know that this
discrimination is illegal. If Congress were to take over the enforcement of Title IX,
gender equity might finally become a reality at the thousands of schools where
women athletes are being unjustly excluded from the opportunities they clearly deserve.

Mrs. COLLINS. Our next witness is Mrs. Susan Kiechel.
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STATEMENT OF SUSAN BRADBURY KIECHEL

Mrs. KIECHEL. I am Susan Bradbury Kiechel. I am a 1992 Auburn graduate, also the lead plaintiff in a class action suit against
Auburn University under Title IX and the 14th Amendment. During the last 12 months, I have experienced firsthand the challenges
and hurdles of every avenue available for women who are seeking
the rights guaranteed them under Title IX. The lack of accessible
assistance available to these women is the reason I am here today.
The life of my case began as an internal request within the university. I spent the last 3 months of my senior year, June to August 1992, attempting to resolve the Title IX situation within my
university. I was specifically seeking the addition of a women's varsity women's soccer team. A simple surface examination of the university's Title IX situation showed the addition of a soccer team
was not only desirable, but a must.
After these internal attempts failed, I escalated the claim by filing an Office for Civil Rights complaint on October 10, 1992. The
university responded with delay tactics in providing OCR with the
appropriate information and with verbal discouragement. The OCR
granted several extensions to the university and did not enforce
deadlines for things that were due.
In March of this year, it became apparent that OCR was dragging its feet, and I was forced into hiring lawyers and taking a

more confrontational course of action. On April 14, 1993, 17 current

students and I filed a class action suit against Auburn. I am the
lead plaintiff in that suit. On May 21 of this year, OCR finally produced a letter of finding. Auburn was found in noncompliance with

Title IX, but they were told they did not have to add a women's
varsity soccer team until 1994, and no other provisions were put
on that statement.
OCR's finding was inadequate and did not sufficiently protect my

civil rights. Giving a university 2 years after a complaint is filed
to comply with the law they had been breaking for 20 years is not
protecting my rights.

We continued discovery and depositions of the athletic department. This course of action ultimately led to a favorable settlement
on May 28, 1993. My settlement includes a varsity team for the fall

of 1993, scholarships beginning in 1993, attorneys' fees and expenses of $160,000 to cover the plaintiffs. None of these things

were included in OCR's finding; no scholarships, no team.
I began my quest for protection of my civil rights last year. Since

that time, I have had many highs and lows. I was hopeful and

naive in my belief that OCR would fairly, quickly and efficiently
protect my rights.
In the last year I have listened to the doubters and those who
were afraid I would ruin my life by publicly taking on a major university in the South. I have tolerated those who have verbally attacked me for standing up for my rights. I have witnessed the misinformation and assumptions about my reasons for pursuing this
case. I have experienced the difficulties in getting true budgetary
numbers out of a university concerning its athletic program. I put
myself financially on the line by retaining lawyers and became liable for court costs. I risked my financial, and some people had
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feared my physical, security to fight for what I believed in in the
deep South.

What I have not done is go away. I continue to fight until the
rights of the players of the club team are protected. It is difficult
to fight when information concerning the university's athletic programs is so hard to obtain. During the last year, I was only able
to find one document that listed any athletic budgets. This budget
was not specific enough or exact and in the end it was not correct.
The other pertinent Title IX budget information was retrieved
through the discovery and deposition process of the courts. Most of
this has not come to light because of our settlement.
My recent Title IX settlement produced a new varsity women's
soccer team in the fall of 1993 at a major southeastern university.
That was our main goal. I am happy the women still in that college
will have this opportunity. I am saddened I was forced to retain
lawyers to have Title IX upheld, instead of the OCR doing its job
and requiring the addition of the team in 1993.
I have a deep sorrow for the fact that all my NCAA eligibility
is gone. No new team or amount of damages can replace the fact
that I was denied the opportunity to play varsity soccer in college.
It saddens me I was forced to choose between my education and my

athletics. I should have been able to have both. I was a true student athlete until I was denied that right to be a varsity athlete.
The memories of playing unfunded soccer in college will always
be with me. As an athlete, many of these memories are good; however, playing and being injured on an unsafe field has left me the
distant memory of an ankle that used to work correctly, one that
probably will never work correctly again. You cannot give me back

my ankle or eligibility, but what this body can do is help women
from ending up in my situation.
My case is unique because of the fact we added a team instead
of trying to get a deleted team put on. It is also unique because

we received money for our damages, our damages for the loss of op-

portunity and scholarships. That money cannot replace the varsity's loss of play time at our university. It won't give it back and
it cannot replace it. We are not unique in the fact we went through
every possible process to get Title IX enforced.

My settlement was announced at the SEC conference meeting.
The SEC announced they had Title IX problems in all of their
schools. Instead of doing something about it, they decided to study

the problem until 1995. How can a SEC conference admit they
have a problem and then expect women to be happy that they are
going to spend the next 2 years studying without even possibly taking action?
Women need the help of this body to make schools comply. We

are not asking for things to change but asking for Title IX to be

enforced.

Over the past year, I have experienced many things. I began and

ended with the same simple thought of having my civil rights

under Title IX upheld. I didn't want to bring down the athletic de-

partment or start a media blitz. I just wanted the opportunities
guaranteed to me by law. I wanted an equal chance to participate
in varsity college athletics. I have been a varsity athlete all of my
life. It was and is beyond my conceptual realm that in today's col-
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leges women are being denied . e right of participating just because of their sex.
Title IX was enacted over 20 years ago. Title IX doesn't need to
be changed, it simply needs to be enforced, and I ask this body to
help women get the enforcement that is required.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Kiechel follows:]
STATEMENT OF SUSAN BRADBURY KIM tEl.

Good morning, Madam Chairwoman, Distinguished Members of the Subcommittee

on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness: I am Susan Bradbury
Kiechal. I am a 19.92 Auburn graduate. I am the lead plaintiff in a class action suit
against Auburn University under Title IX and the 14th Amendment. During the last
12 months, I have experienced first-hand the challenges and hurdles of every avenue av 'lab le for women who arc seeking the rights guaranteed them under Title
IX. The lack of accessible assistance available to these women is the reason I am
here today.

The life of my case began as an internal request within the university. I

spent

the last 3 months of my senior year (June-August 1992) attempting to resolve the
Title IX situation within my university. I was specifically seeking the addition of
varsity women's soccer. This was not the first request for soccer as a new women's
varsity sport. The women's club soccer team, which had existed for over 7 years and
included dozens of athletes, had made several attempts to add womens soccer to the
athletic r-t-ogram. Each request was denied, claiming there was not adequate interest in the sport to support the team and a lack of available funding.
It should be noted that the female club soccer players paid all their own expenses,
including uniforms, equipment, away game expenses (hotel rooms, transportation,

food, etc.), officials, chalk for lining the field, gatorade, and anything else needed
to keep the team together. This was not a "hodge-podge" set of girls having fun, but
a team of serious soccer players. The 1992-1993 club team included four All-State
players and one All-European player.
During my internal requests to add women's varsity soccer, I pointed out the
strength of the existing female club soccer team. I also pointed out that the university may be out of compliance with Title IX. A simple surface examination of the
university's Title IX situation showed the iddition of a soccer team was not only
desirable, but a must.
After these internal attempts failed. I escalated the claim by filing an office of
Civil Rights (OCR) complaint on October 10, 1992. I was informed, in writing, that
"OCRs procedures for processing complaints require that OCR complete its investigation within 135 days after receipt of the complete complaint." The university responded with delay tactics in providing OCR with the appropriate information and
with verbal discouragement. The OCR granted several extensions to the university.
Due to the desire for the addition of a team for Fall, 1993, time was of critical importance. The last extension letter that I received from OCR stated my case would
be completed on or before April 13, 1993. (According to OCR's procedures, the investigation should have ended in February.)

OCR is in charge of Title IX enforcement. I naively believed filing an OCR complaint was the best way to have my civil rights upheld. I simply wanted Title IX

to be enforced. In an effort to have the investigation go quickly and smoothly, I constantly checked with OCR to ensure that I, as well as the women's club team, had
provided all the information they needed. I even made numerous trips to the university to provide additional information about the current club team and overall desire
for a women's varsity soccer team. During one of these trips, I spent 4 days collecting 1,384 signatures on a petition that stated: "As a female Auburn University student, I want the opportunity to participate in varsity women's soccer." This petition
was given to OCR and university officials. The purpose was to again show the massive interest within the student body of having women's soccer as a new varsity

sport The university made it clear that all of my efforts had changed nothing. In
March 1993, it became apparent thai OCR was dragging its feet. I was forced into
hiring lawyers and taking a more confrontational course of action.
On April 14, 1993, 17 female current students and I filed a class action lawsuit
against Auburn University. I am the lead plaintiff. Over the next few weeks our attorneys worked vigorously to accomplish things within the court setting. A preliminary injunction hearing was scheduled for July 19, 1993. This hearing was request-
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ing an injunction forcing Auburn to have women's varsity soccer this fall. We also
began discovery and depositions of Auburn Athletic Department officials.
On May 21, 1993 OCR finally produced a letter of finding. Auburn was found in
non-compliance with Title IX, but they were told they did not have to add a women's
varsity soccer team until 1994.
OCR's finding was inadequate and did not sufficiently protect my civil rights. Giving a university 2 years after a complaint is filed to comply with a 20 year old law
is not protecting the rights of the complainant. We continued discovery and depositions. This course of action ultimately led to a favorable settlement on May 28,
1993. This settlement included the introduction of a varsity women's soccer team
in the fall of 1993, scholarships for the players of the team beginning in 1993, attorneys' fees and expenses of $80,000, and $60,000 in damages to cover all 18 plaintiffs
and two other class members.

Twelve months ago, I felt Auburn had denied my civil rights and that it would
never change. I felt OCR would protect my rights. In the end, Auburn grudgingly
did what was right and OCR left me unprotected. Auburn's decision to add varsity
soccer for women in 1993 is a strong progressive step on their part. Auburn's settlement agreement will help the women of Auburn, as well as the university as a
whole. I can honestly say that the new women's soccer team at Auburn will be funded on a first-rate scale.
I began my quest for protection of my civil rights last year. Since that time, I have
had many highs and lows. I was hopeful and naive in my belief that OCR would
fairly, quickly, and efficiently protect my rights. In the last year, I have listened to
the doubters. I have listened to those who were afraid that I would ruin my life publicly taking on a major university. I have tolerated those who have verbally attacked
me for standing up for my rights. I have witnessed the misinformation and assumptions about my reasons for pursuing this case. I did one press release on my own
and one with the aid of lawyers. I have experienced the difficulties in getting true
budgetary numbers out of universities concerning athletics. I put myself financially
on the line by retaining attorneys and becoming liable for court costs. I risked my
financial and some people feared my physical security to fight for what I believed
was right.
What I haven't done is gone away. I continued to fight until the rights jf the players of the club soccer team were protected. It is difficult to fight when information
concerning the university's athletic programs is so hard to obtain. During the last
year, I was only able to find one document that listed any athletic budgets. This
budget was not specific enough or exact. The other pertinent Title IX budget information was retrieved through the discovery and deposition process. Some of it never
came to light due to the settlement halting the process.
Women should not have to go to court to see documented evidence about athletic
spending. Congresswoman's Collins "Gender in Athletics Disclosure Act" would have
greatly assisted in my process of gathering information. The numbers and statistics
I needed would have been accessible to the general public. "Gender in Athletics Disclosure Act" does not change Title IX. It helps with the enforcement of Title IX. Dis-

closure would help women who simply don't have the resources to go to court. It
would keep universities from claiming Title IX numbers that were completely false.
It would make the process of seeking compliance much easier because the facts will
be open for all sides to see.
Athletics are a part of education, because they have educational benefits such as
learning team work, learning how to win and lose, teaching self-esteem, respect for
the rules, and confidence. Athletics play a vital role in the educational process. Title
r Jquires women be given the opportunity to reap these educational benefits. Denying women these opportunities hurts the women, but it also hurts society as a
whole. Title IX must be enforced in junior high schools, high schools, and colleges.
My recent Title IX settlement produced a new varsity women's soccer team for
Fall 1993 at a major southeastern university with a record of success at the top levels of varsity sports. That was my main goal. I am happy that the women who are
still in college have this new opportunity. I am saddened that I was forced to retain
lawyers to have Title IX upheld, instead of OCR requiring the addition of a team
in 1993. I have a deep sorrow for the fact that all my NCAA eligibility is gone. No
new team or amount of damages can replace the fact that I was denied the opportunity to play varsity soccer in college. It saddens me that I was forced to choose
between my education and my athletics. I should have been able to have both. I was

a true student-athlete until I was denied the right to be a varsity athlete. The

memories of playing non-funded soccer in college will always be with me. As an athlete, many of these memories are good; however, playing and being injured on an
unsafe field has left me the distant memory of an ankle that used to work cor-
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rectlyone that probably never will again. You can't give me back my ankle or my
eligibility, but you can help other women from ending up the way I did.
My case is unique because I sought and did have a new team added at a big
sports-focused university. I was not fighting over a team that was being eliminated.
It is also unique because we received money for our damages. The damages were
for loss of opportunity and lost scholarships. In my case, I lost all of my opportunity
to play varsity soccer in college. Damage money won't give it back, nor can it replace

it.

My case is not unique in the fact that I had to go through every possible legal
recourse to receive enforcement of Title IX. OCR is not protecting the rights of
women. If things don't change, this country is going to see a great deal more Title
IX lawsuits.

My settlement was announced at the SEC conference meeting. The SEC announced and admitted they had Title IX problems. Instead of formulating a plan of
action to begin correcting Title IX problems, the SEC announced they will "study
the problem" for another year and maybe do something in 1995. Since when can you
announce that you have been violating a law for 20 years, then wait another 2 years

before even beginning to comply with the law? This type of action shows that

schools are still not taking Title IX seriously.
Women need the help of this body to make schools comply with Title IX. Title IX
has been on the books for 20 years, and little has changed. Schools have realized
that there are no real penalties for not complying with Title IX. There need to be
more hearings on Title IX. Title IX was important enough to be enacted 20 years
ago. Now, it must be enforced.
I want schools to know they are accountable under Title IX. Women are going to
fight, and the women are going to win. Schools that refuse to comply with Title IX
will end up paying damages and adding woman's teams.
My last message is for women who are experiencing discrimination under Title

IX. You can fight. You can win. It is a hard battle, but don't believe the threats
that it will ruin all other aspects of your life.
Over the past year, I have experienced many things. I began and ended with the
same simple thought of having my civil rights under Title IX upheld. I didn't want
to bring down the athletic department or start a media blitz. I just wanted the opportunities guaranteed to me by law. I wanted an equal chance to participate in varsity college athletics. I have been a varsity athlete all of my life. It was and is beyond my conceptual realm that in today's colleges women are being denied the right
of participating just because of their sex. Title IX was enacted over 20 years ago.
Title IX doesn't need to be changed. It simply needs to be enforced.

Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Haffer, I was extremely interested because
you mentioned you started fighting this in 1980, which was 13
years ago, and at that time no doubt you were among the very
first. You were a pioneer in this effort to make sure that gender

equity became a reality.

What are some of the things that you, what are some incidents
that you had to undergo at that time sort of being out there by
yourself'?
Ms. HAFFER. Well, as the plaintiff, you mean, or as the athlete?

Mrs. COLLINS. Well, when you brought the lawsuit what hap-

pened to you?

Ms. HAFFER. Well, initially, obviously, the university was not
happy with me, whatsoever. I assumed that they wished I had, A,
not shown up at Temple at all ever, and when I filed the case, that

I would have gone elsewhere.
I think that over the years the university expected me to give up,

but I sit here today obviously not having done that. One of the

most difficult things for me that came out of this case was the fact
that people I had come to respect at the university ignored me and
treated me disrespectfully once this case was filed. I had to endure
a variety of repercussions, some of which I have told you about already.
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Mrs. COLLINS. You also mention in your testimony about some of

the things that you did not just tell us about. I want to hear about

a couple of those for the record.
Ms. HAFFER. As I said to you, I was the president of the student

athlete council when I was a junior and senior at Temple University. Because I was, I had a mailbox with the faculty. Interestingly
enough, after the case was filed, my name kept disappearing from
the mailbox, and every time I put the name back up, the very next
day the name would be gone.
So nobody ever came to me and said, Rollin, we are taking your
name off because you filed this case, but you don't have to look far

to figure it out. I kept putting the name back up and eventually
they gave up because I guess they realized I was not going to.
One of the other difficult things was being in-classes with other

student athletes, predominantly male student athletes, who did a
lot of name calling and used words that I will not use here today
because I do not speak in that manner, but you can use your imagination, because every curse word was used in front of me and to
my face during that time period.
ThP faculty members who turned on me viciously was very difficult for me to deal with, because like I said before, I came to respect them. These were people that I looked up to. I was going to
become a teacher and they were obviously teachers, they were my

role models, and suddenly because I believed in something and I
was willing to stand up and say so, they turned on me. They suddenly wouldn't talk to me any longer and I found that very difficult
as well.
Mrs. COLLINS. What do you think you gained for women at Temple University by the settlement of the Haffer case?
Ms. HAFFER. Well, for the women at Temple, undoubtedly, great

strides were made. There are now expanded opportunities for
women with the addition of a women's soccer and crew team.

I should explain initially during the settlement that team was
agreed upon to be swimming but in a later agreement we agreed
to make it soccer because soccer was an upcoming sport for women

and there was more opportunity for women in soccer and so we

agreed upon that.
Also, at Temple University, the overall expenditures in the athletic department are to be within 10 percentage points of a participation rate. They today are clearly within that limit. The scholar-

ship rates were directly parallel to participation rates for the
women, which they were not even close at the university, and in
the overall program, the university is being forced to treat women
equitably. And for the very first time at Temple University, they
will be and are promoting women's sports, which they never did before.

Mrs. COLLINS. That is great.

Have you made any effort to try to end the discrimination of sex
at Temple University internally? Did you meet with any of the officials, the college president or anybody like that during your time?
Ms. HAFFER. Absolutely. Prior to filing the case, I met directly
with and sat down and spoke to the president of the university and
several other university officials to ask them what they would do

to end the discrimination at Temple University. I pointed out to
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them how we felt we were being discriminated against and wanted
to know basically what they would do. Unfortunately, they laughed

in my face and I was prepared at that time to tell them that we
were going to take further action. I did tell them that, but, obvi-

ously, when April 8, 1980, rolled around they didn't really believe
I was going to do that.
So without a doubt, the university knew of the discrimination.
We told them to rectify the situation internally, but they chose not

to and the end result was eight long years in court which could

have been clearly avoided.
Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Cohen, you mention in your written testimony

that you say "Brown expresses anger at the lawsuit claiming it
forces the administration to put athletics at the top of the list of
things to focus on yet while President Gregorian has not spoken
about the case or made an appearance at any of the court hearings,
he has recently established and is sharing a football committee to
discuss why football continues to lose games."
Brown has a record of one win and 19 losses for the past two sea-

sons. Now, I pointed to that because I have continuously maintained that football is not sacrosanct and that even though many
people feel that football brings in all the money, all the money now
mind you, for the universities and colleges, that this does not necessarily have to be the case.

I thought it was interesting that you point this out, because if
that is the true focus, and I am not sure we can debate it because
he is not here, but if the president is more concerned about who
is going to be chairing the football committee and those kinds of
things than he is about gender equity, it is a serious cause for concern.

Those are the kinds of things I think we are trying to get away
from when we talk about gender equity. We want to make sure
people understand gender equity is not about football, it is not
about taking anything away from men but talking about being fair
to women, so I was glad you brought that point out in your testimony. Thank you.
My time has expired. Mr. Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.

I wanted to ask just to start off a generic question for each of

you. As a result of your experience, have you found the universities'

attitudes of the administrators and the people who are involved
with women's sports changed dramatically or are we still faced
with an attitude that is, shall we say, not receptive? Jennifer, I will
start with you.
Ms. COOK. Sure, I definitely have an opinion on that. Even at
trial, when we went to trial, Colgate's administrators had not even
prepared themselves to know about the status of women's ice hockey across the country.

At trial, the athletic director, when asked by the magistrate

judge, testified that he had only seen the women's ice hockey team
at Colgate play for one-half hour in his 15-year tenure as athletic

director at Colgate University and felt that was enough time on

which to make his decision to deny us varsity status.
Right now, as the chairwoman mentioned, Colgate appealed our
decision from September 1992 and won because our last two plain-
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tiffs would have graduated by this 1993 season, which is when
Colgate was supposed to have a women's varsity team in place.
Even though they were still supposed to make attempts to get that
program going, no matter what happened with the appeal, they
never did. And now, having won the appeal, they issued a press
statement and said, oh, we are not, we did not commit gender discrimination; the case was thrown out and everything is fine and
dandy.

So they never have, and that is what I think is the heart of my
case; is that the discrimination was systemic and there was not
even a basic attempt to find out what was out there for women. It
was just an assumption it didn't exist and they just sort of de-

fended it all along the way.
Mr. STEARNS. A follow-up question I will ask each of you, either

this 5 minutes or afterwards, is what do you think is the most effective way to educate the university administrators, if what you
are telling me is even after all this process you are telling me that
this university at Colgate they are still not, in your opinion, knowledgeable?

Let me ask quickly again, is there a Title IX authorized rep-

resentative at each University?
Ms. COHEN. Every university under Title IX, every university, is
required to have a Title IX adviser officer.
Mr. STEARNS. One of you girls mentioned or seemed to indicate
there was no Title IX representative.
Mrs. KIECHEL. Auburn has one now. They did not have a Title
IX representative when this started.
Mr. STEARNS. Is that true, Megan, for you too? Was there a Title
IXdid you know who to go to? Wasn't it your father who sent you
something from Sports Illustrated?
Ms. HULL. Yes, I didn't know about Title IX and we did not find
out who the Title IX officialI didn't know you would call her, the
person who is supposed to be knowledgeable about it, adviser about
Title IX, we did not know who she was until she testified at a hearing last fall.
Mr. STEARNS. So basically she was incognito for all those years?
Ms. COHEN.

Title IX.

In her testimony she admitted she had not read

Mr. STEARNS. Well, let me, I think the general question is, has
there been a change in perception at the universities as a result,
and if not, generally what do you think should be done? So let me

ask Ms. Haller if you would comment. As a result, what do you see
now? Has there been a change, do you think?
Ms. HAFFER. Well, I have been away from the university for 12
years now, so I can tell you a few things. Obviously, things have

changed at Temple University because of the settlement and the

consent decree they are forced to change them and they have
changed.

Mr. STEARNS. I don't mean just in that one specific program but

now is there overall for women?
Ms. HAFFER The attitude for women. Overall I can't really com-

ment. I have been away from the university for a very long time
now. I can tell you that even today when I go back to the univer-
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I have arrived
sity, the high officials know within minutes when
right
there.
on campus. So perhaps that is the best answer
Mr. STEARNS. Ms. Cohen.
Ms. COHEN. Well, I was away from the university this year, but
I can say from talking to the gymnasts who remain, that they said
woman athlete, especially a gymit was harder than ever to be a nothing
had changed, and at this
nast, at Brown. They thought trial, Brown
is in full denial that
point, with the case coming to
they are in violation of Title IX.
attitude, in a
They would be admitting guilt to change their
have
to completely
They
sense. I feel that that is how they feel.
to
convince others that there is no problem. They don't wantattithere
has
been
any
change
in
change anything. I don't think
tude.
Mr. STEARNS. Susan?
Mrs. KIECHEL. I will have to see what Auburn does. The recent
settlement is a ray of hope, and what they do after thisthey are
will
being required to start the team next year, and I think that
the
setsay 3 weeks before
be the real challenge. Up until I wouldseriously.
They did not take
tlement, I don't think they took me
OCR seriously.

We handed them a petition with 1,400 female students that
told

wanted the opportunity to play soccer in February and I was
point-blank all they did was put it in a drawer.
Mr. STEARNS. Is there no Title IX representative now? complaint
Mrs. KIECHEL. She was hired in November. I filed my
November.
in October and she was hired inChairwoman,
let me just finish up.
Mr. STEARNS. And, Madam

Megan, did you want to make a comment?
Ms. HULL. I was going to agree with Amy. I don't think there has

been any real change at Brown and, if anything, I think things
clung to this argument that
have gotten worse. Brown has just
and
nothing could be wrong, and
they are this liberal institution
the people
I think they have just looked to the administration and
in the athletic department to support them in that.

Mr. STEARNS. All right. My time has expired.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Pa llone.
Mr. PALLONE. I have no comment.
Mrs. COLLINS. Well, I have some figures here that I thought were
fact

the
kind of interesting. You know, our bill H.R. 921 deals with Title
IX

as
that if a college or university does not comply as far
that
is all the
Federal
dollars
will
go.
I
mean,
is concerned all their
fundFederal dollars. Now, of course, that is not the only means oflike
to
but
I
thought
you
might
ing for colleges or universities,
from
know that Auburn received $30 million, $30.5 million in 1990 $42.2
million, and Brown
the Federal Government, Temple $40.7
much but we have enough Fed-

million. Colgate didn't receive very
eral dollars in there I guess. They only received about $1.2 million.
had to buy your
Not a whole lot of money, yet to us and to you who
the
own sticks and so forth and your own uniforms. But those are
univerabout
and
I
don't
know
if
the
kind of figures we are talking
sities can afford to lose that kind of money, but if they can, then
they have to give it up.
75-379 0 - 94 - 2
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Ms. Cook, in your case, the district court cites
a memo from a
Colgate official that says that, "Considered against the
needs of the
total women's athletic program at Colgate, it is the division's
opinion that women's intercollegiate ice hockey is a luxury
we
cannot
afford at this time," and according to the court, Colgate
was spending 50 times-50 times more on the men's hockey team than
on the
women's hockey team. And the court concluded: "equal athletic
treatment is not a luxury. It is not a luxury to grant equivalent
benefits and opportunities to women. It is not a luxury to comply
with the law."
Now, did you find that kind of attitude interesting or what?
Ms. COOK. Certainly. I mean, as I mentioned before, it
was a constantI remember when I gave the proposal and the athletic
tor gave a little colloquy about Title IX and that he would direchave to
buy me a new pair of skates and drive me around in a commercial
bus and fly me out to be recruited and so on and so forth. And in
our proposal we had only asked for $16,000. We were not asking
for a lot. We were just asking basically to
on a higher
level. These renditions of what Title IX and compete
the
law
meant
were
always sort of thrown at us.
You know, in addition, I wanted to mention that after
filed
suit, Colgate denied the wormn's club all use of mailing forwe
activities. We bought a $600 skate sharpener the previousalumni
and it disappeared, and they also, right after we filed the suit,year,
they
also appointed a woman to be an assistant athletic
director
for
women's sports there.
Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Hull, do you think that your sport is a luxury
or do you think it is something that young women can enjoy and
learn certain kinds of determination, et cetera?
Ms. Hun. I think that the two women's
that were cut,
gymnastics and volleyball, both had budgets sports
that were of such an
insignificant amount to the athletic department that they could not
be seen as a luxury. When Brown
decided to make
cuts, I think
they ended up cutting less than 3 percent of the the
athletic budget
and they cut four teams.

So I think it would have been very easy for Brown to offer
women opportunities at really no cost or no
significant cost to the
athletic department. I felt that the decision was one of attitude
rather than financial reasons.
Mrs. COLLINS. You agree with that of course, Ms. Cohen?

Ms. COHEN. Yes.
Mrs. COLLINS. Soccer is rapidly becoming a very interesting sport
in our country. You

turn on the television and you see a lot of soccer games. We have never been much of soccer
players or soccer
spectators in our country but it is growing tremendously.
And I
don't want to put words in your mouth, but do you believe
that
having women soccer players is just as important
as
it
would
be
in having men play soccer?
Mrs. KIECHEL. Yes, I do. It is growing as a southern sport as
well. The statistics, even in Parade Magazine, I believe
it was in
November of this year, in 1975 there were 10,000
women
between
the ages of 6 and 18 that played soccer; now there are currently
somewhere around the range of 300,000 in this country. And that
is in 15 years. That is a drastic change.
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A lot of stuAtlanta is a very close area to Auburn. It is 2 hours.
teams
ranging
to
Auburn.
It
has
dents come from Atlanta to go
50. People play
teams
that
range
over
from 4 years old to adult
SEC areas
consistently, and we are finding many, many of the because
they
going
to
other
schools
not just Auburnwomen areThey are going to go to Chapel Hill or
don't have that opportunity.
school, but they
ACC schools when they wanted to attend an SEC
are being denied that opportunity.
In fact, one of the national team
The good players are there.
State
that plays on a women's national
players is from a Southern
in Euroteam that is playing now across the country and playing
pean tournaments.
point?
Ms. HAFFER. Mrs. Collins, could I comment on this
Mrs. COLLINS. Yes, please.
You know,
Ms. HAFFER. This notion about a sport being a luxury.
here who do not lookI would

you are speaking to female athletes
luxury. All sports are an undisputed
not look at any sport as aathlete
takes their sport as seriously
right and each and every
much
and they should be afforded the
they dedicate themselves as
these sports and athletsame opportunities that men are, because
that they give
the
same
opportunities
ics, in general, give women
society that we live
ourselves
for
the
competitive
men in preparing would not look at any sport as a luxury. It is
in. In that way, I
just an undisputed right that women want.
Mrs. COLLINS. Exactly.
regardless
Ms. COHEN. I would also like to say, in my opinion, should be
luxury
or
as
a
necessity,
it
of if you regard sports as a
a luxury for women,
regarded equally for men or women. If it is
economic times and desIf
Colgate
is
in
dire
it is a luxury for men.
eliminate the men's
perate measures have to be taken, they should where the money
ice hockey team if ice hockey is a luxury. That is
each team $16,000,
is. The women's ice hockey teamif they gave
$250,000
for
themselves.
That is when it bethey would save over
luxury
because that is
to
say
a
sport
is
a
comes ridiculous to me
an excuse.

have placed is that,
Mrs. COLLINS. Well, the argument that many
that I guess you

and we are getting back to this football again, is
is that everyknow how I feel about this football, but the argument
for their schools,
it
is
a
big
money-maker
body just loves football,
on Saturand that you know, everybody wants to watch the games
college
football
games,
et
cetera.
day, they watch all the
thoughts
What do you think about that? What have been your

about television for women's sports? Mrs. Kiechel? first half, just
Mrs. KIECHEL. Well, I want to comment on theto be noted that
about football as a whole. I think something needs make
comments
athletic directors
when you watch carefully how
for footbrought
in
$6
million
this
year
about football, they say, we
out? Six milspend?
What
did
you
put
ball. Yes, but what did you
lion dollars in revenue is not a profit if you spent $10 million doing
it.
from a school
Those numbers are not outrageous. I am comingfemale
program
athletic
budget.
The
entire
that has an $18 million
because we get two more
get
$2.2
million
gets $2 million. Now we
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now because of what I just did. But we have 2 out of 18, and
we
make up almost half the population.
Football takes, and I don't have an exact number because
you
cannot get an exact answer, but football takes
over $10 million to
do. A lot of the reason behind that is, if
some of you will notice,
if you have ever looked at a budget,
things
just Auburn but at many schools. I have not likeand this is not
been discussing Auburn, but in many schools you haveparticularly
male athletic dorms
only. There are no female athletic dorms.
That goes under dorms
under "general" instead of the athletic budget.
ing players. If males eat in a separate dining The same for feedhall, they call it dining hall.
When you add in all of those that are actual costs, because these
are strictly male athletes, and football
even in NCAA, most schools don't make has the most cases. And
in $6 million and spending $10 million is a profit because bringing
not a profit.
Mrs. COLLINS. Well, how did you get this
information? Did they
tell you the information?
Mrs. KIECHEL. The NCAA provides most
of it. I don't have the
exact figure on what they claim to be a profit,
on the budgets, if you look hard enough and but the information
you search, you can
find the general information somewhere
you cannot find it, you do what I did, if a university is public. If
through depositions and
discovery, which is where I found a lot ofgomine.
Mrs. COLLINS. That is where you could
get these statistics relatively by gender?
Mrs. KIECHEL. Yes, and it is easy to see that way.
The other thing is
don't want to take directly from football.
No one on this panel we
or anyone filing a case wants football
to be
hurt or die in any situation.
We are saying
that much to your athletic program and if you are going to allot
spend that much on football, you have to regulate yourself and decide
to do it. You cannot justify telling women they how you are going
cannot play sports
when men get other teams that are
nonrevenues, such as men's
tennis, men's track, but you cannot have
them because you are
women. You cannot justify that with women.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
This is a question for Jennifer Cook, and
just working down
all of you. Ms. Cook, you stated that: "Fromthen
the time of the enactment of Title IX to the threat of this trial,
Colgate's administrators
never believed their treatment of the women's
ice
constituted discrimination." What do you think is hockey program
way to educate university administrators on thethe most effective
requirements of
Title IX?
And this goes to another question. What
should the Office for
Civil Rights be doing in this regard?
Ms. COOK. Well, first of all, to address the
educate the collegiate athletic administrators, question of how to
you know, I am not
an expert on government. I don't know if
to their Federal check that says, look, this you can attach a memo
is Title IX.
Mrs. COLLINS. Maybe we should.

Ms. COOK. But I think there has to be
other laws to which they have to adhere. some way they learn about
There has to be some way
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about having a national conference on Title IX. The NCAA through

this gender equity study, although a lot of it I disagree with, is at
least bringing the issue to the tongues of the people who are running our college athletic programs.

In terms of the Office for Civil Rights, you know, that was not
an option for me when I spoke to an attorney just to investigate.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.

STEARNS. They never contacted you?
COOK. Never contacted me.
STEARNS. Provided support or advised you?
COOK. And actually I was advised to not even try it.
STEARNS. Who advised you? I don't mean specifically

but was
it somebody at the university?
Ms. COOK. A woman at the university was having the same problem and she said, I have been calling them for days and they don't
answer the phone.

Mr. STEARNS. The Office for Civil Rights does not answer the

phone?
Ms. COOK. Right. I have heard that a lot. So I think we are hop-

ing that office will be strengthened in the future.

Mr. STEARNS. Ms. Haffer, do you want to
Ms. HAFFER. As far as how do we get the university to take no-

tice of Title IX and comply with the law? There is no doubt in my
mind that universities are well aware of what Title IX says. They
are choosing to ignore it. I don't know. Do we send up flares over
the university every time there is a act of sex discrimination?
Obviously, there has to be a national campaign to enforce this
law. How do we go about that? I am not an attorney, but I can tell

you that

Mr. STEARNS. Having been through the process I think you probably, if you could go back and start it again, you would probably
have asked for either Federal legislation or you would have recommended certain things and that is all I am saying now.
Ms. HAFFER. Absolutely. The other women on this panel also said
they didn't want to sue the university. I didn't want to sue Temple
University. It was a long, drawn out, costly, emotional event for
me.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Ms.

STEARNS. Did
HAFFER. No.
STEARNS. I

the Office for Civil Rights ever help you?

don't want to lose my time, Ms. Cohen.

Well, I would hope that all the lawsuits that have
been brought in the last few years are alerting the universities not
only that they have been brought against but also the universities
around the country that this is the clue, wake up.
Mr. STEARNS. I don't mean to interrupt you, so you are telling
me the universities still are not receptivesounds
Ms. COHEN. I think all the universities now are saying, oh, there
is Title IX, oh, we better start reading it. They are not immediately
COHEN.

like

changing their attitudes, but I do think
Mr. STEARNS. You sense there is still not a dramatic change?
Ms. COHEN. Right. But I think they are at least reading it.

I

think the people now at Brown are starting to understand what it
means. The athletic director at Brown said he cut two men's teams
and two women's teams when he had to make budget cuts because
to him that was fair because then he was in compliance with Title
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IX. He told us that at the meeting, to cut women's teams that was
how he was to comply with Title IX. He didn't understand you
could not be equal by cutting two men's and two women's teams
if the men's still received 80 percent of the budget if there were
fewer women's teams, fewer women athletes. He didn't have a concept of what Title IX meant. I believe he has a concept now.
Mr. STEARNS. Did the Office for Civil Rights ever help you?

Ms. COHEN. No, we were told through various parties that it
probably would be futile to deal with the Office for Civil Rights.
Mr. STEARNS. Mrs. Kiechel?

Mrs. KIECHEL. My thing is, the best way to educate is simply to
enforce, and to make enforcement from OCR. That means you will
have to change the way OCR works.
I may have missed one, but as far as I know, I am the only one
that went through OCR first. I would tell any woman at this point,

the way OCR runs, don't do it; you are wasting your time com-

pletely. I went through the whole process and eventually, according
to OCR rules, I won. I got a letter of finding, which I produced for
you. You have a copy that says Auburn is in noncompliance with
the law and they must add a women's soccer team.
The problem is, OCR has their own regulations: 135 days start
to finish. That is an OCR regulation of investigation. Then they decide compliance or noncompliance and work with the university to
correct it. I filed in October.
Mr. STEARNS. Did the rest of you girls know that, did you know
what she just said, they have this compliance deadline?
Mrs. KIECHEL. You will find out why they didn't do it. 135 days.
I filed in October. That means it is over in February. Auburn did

not send a letter of response at all responding to any of the
charges, anything, until February 26, 8 days after the investigation
was to be completed.

Auburn was permitted to stall for 139 days without responding.
That is wrong. There was nothing I could do. I drove the Atlanta
office nuts. I called them every week. I went to Auburn. I provided
information. I made four personal trips to Auburn in 5 months and
provided them with additional information. Much of that information is in that letter of finding that I got.
On top of that, once everything came to light, how was Auburn
penalized? They were told they don't have to add another team for
another year. No penalty for stalling, no penalty for breaking the
law, and no restrictions on what kind of team they have to have.
So why would you go through the Office for Civil Rights?

In 6 weeks I got a team, I got scholarships, I got a new field. I
got what should have been there for 8 years for at least one team.
It doesn't solve the problem. We still got 12 percent of the money.
That doesn't solve the problem, but I wouldn't do OCR again.
Mr. STEARNS. Ms. Hull?

Ms. HULL. I was just going to say I think I would agree with the
other statements, that enforcement and education about Title IX
are going to be intertwined. I don't know whether it was Representative Collins that suggested it, but I have heard the analogy
between trying to enforce Title IX and eligibility rules and recruiting rules. If you look around the country, I think you will find that
at most NCAA institutions everyone knows recruiting rules, every-
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one knows what you have to do to be eligible, and I know the

NCAA has a booklet that explains the whole thing and people pay
attention because if you break the rules your athletes won't be eligible to play. I think the administrators and the coaches really pay
attention to that. So once youmaybe if at some school their Federal funds were taken away people would start to pay attention to
this.
And I also think maybe the NCAA could work with the OCR in
coming out with some kind of booklet or something that explained,
that had not only the text of Title IX but the policy and interpretation that explains what you have to do to be in compliance.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Mrs. COLLINS. We have a vote on the Floor of the House of Representatives, so we are going to recess for 10 minutes and we will
be coming right back.
[Brief recess.]

Mrs. COLLINS. The hearing of the Subcommittee on Commerce,
Consumer Protection and Competitiveness will resume.
Mrs. Kiechel, would you tell us please what happens when the
Office of Civil Rights drags its feet?
Mrs. KIECHEL. As I said earlier, they are supposed to have the
investigation complete in 135 days and then deal with the university on how to deal with it if they are out of compliance.
What happened in my case and from other women I have talked
to about cases with OCR is very similar. They did not penalize Auburn. In fact, they gave them extensions for when they didn't provide information.
I have a real problem with that because, as the person who. filed
the complaint, if I had not provided OCR with enough information
to do their investigation within that 135 days, they simply would
have dismissed the investigation and said we don't see a problem.
The university was not penalized for it, so they got to put the

time frame they wanted. They were delaying it because they had
no penalty for it. That was the only reason. Why should we deal
with it, there is nothing you can do about it?
The other problem with the OCR situation is once something was
said we didn't have an opportunity to go against it. If Auburn
comes back or any university comes back and says, well, the club
team only had 15 players this year, it now becomes our responsibility to try and find out what they claimed was incorrect.
In my instance in particular, and it is in my letter of finding, so
I can repeat it, Auburn claimed we had 21 players in 1991 and
1992. I played on that team. We had 55. Not even close. And never
in the entire history of Auburn's women's club level soccer team
has any university official come to a game or a practice. So they
have no idea what we have.
The statements being made that none of us had any athletic ability. If you will note at one point they said only 6 of 24 people who
played this year had any athletic anility. I think it is noteworthy
that that number is extremely incorrect. We had an average of 10
years' of competitive soccer experience. We have four All-State
players, and one All-European soccer player sitting on the club
team.
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So my pL oblem with the OCR situation was that if the university
stated something, it became my problem to prove it otherwise, and
I thought it was OCR's problem to say let's find out if it is true.
If OCR drags its feet continually, we get even further off.
They are dragging. In this case, they accepted that the team
didn't have to be reinstated until 1994, even though they knew
they were out of compliance. Doesn't help anyone involved. I
wouldn't do OCR again simply because of the time frame and the
fact they hadthe letter was nice, if any of you have read it. It was

part of my statement. It has strong statements in there about the
problems of the university, but on the last page it says, add it in

1994. Nothing else. Nothing that you need to add additional teams,
nothing about the fact the scholarships are off.
You will note even on the number of teams that are currently existing at the university, the numbers between men and women are
way off. Look at track. It is two to one for men. Look at swimming,
it is almost two to one for men. And OCR has had no enforcement
on that.
The other problem with OCR is, if I file a soccer complaint and
I want Title IX investigated, they only investigate that. Anything
else is fine. We have to file 5, 6 more complaints to get it inves-

tigated. If I wanted the entire athletic department done, I would
have to file it again, which I am nct.
Auburn did for me what I needed done at this time, which was
add a soccer team, but there are still other women at other universities, including other SEC and ACC schools, other colleges in the
North that need to have the opportunity, and OCR needs to be set

up where that can be done; not to set it up where it hinders you.

These women, I honestly believe, made the right choice not to go
to OCR. If I had it to do over, I would do it internally with Auburn,
to give them every opportunity to do something, and then I would
have filed in court. I would not have waited until this April. I probably would have filed in November of last year.
Ms. COHEN. I want to stress if possible theI think the impres-

sion is being given that the courts are a solution to this problem,
and I would like to stress that they really are not an optimal solution.

Many cases have been successful because the threat of a suit has
led to settlement, but in the Colgate case, now nothing has happened. They won in court but in appeal it was dismissed. In the
Brown case, we have been already in a yearlong battle and won a
preliminary injunction, but Brown has not done anything on the
preliminary injunction. Now they are sitting on it. We don't know

when they will enforce the preliminary injunction, rehire the coach,
and make sure we are going to have teams next year.
In addition, we are scheduled for trial in Noyember. There is no
way to know if trial will come in November, how long that trial will
last, what will happen, what the outcome of that trial will be, and
how long it will take to enforce what we win in that trial.
Courts are really too slow for this problem. The athletes will all

have graduated by the time a settlement or a decision has been
made. Courts are really not an optimal way to deal with Title IX.

Mrs. KIECHEL. I agree with her statement and that is why OCR
needs to be corrected to where women can go and get their rights
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upheld. I totally agree the court is not the way, because the other
problem is in most cases you have to be ready to put yourself financially on the line to do this. I did, so did the other 17 women, and
that is not right.
This was enacted 20 years ago. This was enacted a year after I
was born, and I went all the way through school and now I don't
have the opportunities. My mother never thought this would still
be existing once I grew up.

That is why OCR needs to be amended. Not amended, it needs
to be enforced, becau:.,e if it were enforced properly, none of us
would ever have gone to attorneys. We would have gone to the
OCR. They would have done the 135-day investigation, the ling
would have been done, we would have moved on.

The other problem is if a university does not comply with OCR
to add a team, do you know it can take a year, 2 years, and 3 years
to get anything done after that point? So you have won, but you
are sometimes sitting there with no team, no additional funding,
no additional scholarships.
Mrs. COLLINS. In light of all this. you still think it is worthwhile,
so that those young women who are following you will not have to
go through this and will have an opportunity to participate in

sports in college?
Mrs. KIECHEL. That is the only reason I began it. That is the reason I went to OCR instead of looking at the court first, was I didn't
want to go public; I didn't want to embarrass myself or my university. I wanted to go through OCR, have the women behind me have

the rights I didn't have and move on. When I found out I didn't
have an option, then in February I began taking another route.
Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Cohen, you are still in school?
Ms. COHEN. I graduated in 1992. Megan is still in school.

Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Hull is still in school. Are you going to continue on at Brown?
Ms. HULL. I am transferring to Georgetown.
Mrs. COLLINS. You are transferring to Georgetown because you
will have the opportunity to pursue your sport?
Ms. HULL. Definitely. Although Brown technically will have a
varsity volleyball team next year, the program is really run down.
We have been club for the past 2 years, there are no new players,

there is not the talent there right now. There is not the number,
the same amount ofI mean, not the same amount of people or the

same amount of enthusiasm because you don't have the core of recruited players that care about the program.
Mrs COLLINS. So for all practical purposes, would you say that
Brown has stifled the interest of players from coming to Brown?
Ms. HULL. Well, definitely, because I think Brown really plays a
huge role in controlling the amount of interest I guess you would
call it, because they decide who gets in and who does not. They de-

cide which athletes get in and which athletes don't. There were
athletes that wanted to come to Brown to play volleyball, there
were athletes that wanted to be on the gymnastics team but they
were not accepted, so Brown just eliminated the interest at the varsity level inor at least I would say they eliminated that population that had both the interest and the ability to compete at the
varsity level.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Stearns?
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I think Mrs.

Kiechel's comment that the Office for Civil Rights, if it had done
its job, was a very important comment, particularly since the legislation is in place and everything and they didn't react quickly. And
now to find there is not a campus representative who is knowledgeable about Title IX, as you pointed out that just recently they hired
one, is a little disconcerting.
I had a question again for all of you, a general question. Under
Title IX regulations, one of the relevant criterion is to determine
the level of interest and abilities of women on campus in various
sports programs. How do you suggest such "level of interest" and
"abilities" be determined? How do you measure the ability of women's sports participants?
I think that is an area I would like your comments on, Ms. Cook.
Ms. COOK. Sure, I can comment on that.
First of all, let me talk about two brief points. When you are involved in a club program, such as Colgate's women's ice hockey
team, you are given no admission spots like a varsity team, meaning that a lot of people who have an interest to play hockey are
not going to apply to this school. I was one of those rare exceptions.
I had played ice hockey in high school, I played at a varsity level,
I was skating, had been skating since I was 2 years old, and I decided to go to Colgate.
So you are not going to get a group of high caliber players apply-

ing to a club team program if it is there. And that is where the

Catch-22 is. Because to get people out on the ice, some who have
never skated before, some like me who had done really well in high
school, and you have to deal with them.
We had 35 people on the ice at one time skating. We had a 20person traveling team and the fact that we, given we only had student coaches, went and beat two varsity teams my senior year and
came in second in our championships and made an effort to participate in tournaments and really did improve by leaps and bounds,
the university still told us that that didn't constitute interest and
ability.

Mr. STEARNS. Level of interest.
Ms. COOK. On the second point I want to make, I wonder why

this does not happen in high school? At least it didn't happen to
me. When I was in high school, my varsity girls ice hockey team
got the same exact stuff that the boys ice hockey team did. When
we traveled to games, we traveled in school buses. They didn't get
a commercial bus and we get vans. It was the same along the lines.
And it is hard when you then go to college and it is different, the
rules are changed on you.
Mr. STEARNS, Ms. Haffer?
Ms. HAFFER. At Temple University

there was clear interest in
four teams that were not offered to womengolf, crew, rugby, and
soccerat the time the case was filed.
How do you know of interest? You do what I did. The university
certainly could do it. I did it. You put out a survey and you ask,

and we clearly found in 1980 that there was interest in these
sports. I don't think it is that difficult.
Mr. STEARNS. They don't do that with incoming freshmen?
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MS. HAFFER.

Not that I am aware of. Not at the time I was at

the university. It doesn't seem like a tremendous job to me to find

what the interest is. If I was able to do it, they certainly can do
it. And the interest was there in all of those sports and there was
no reason why those sports should not have been offered.
Mr. STEARNS. Ms. Cohen?
Ms. COHEN. I would say

a successful club team that has been
participating for several years and that applies for varsity status
is indicating ability and interest. I think there are probably people
and athletes that are demonstrating ability and interest that are
not necessarily being covered in that, but Brown put out a statement during our lawsuit that we feel confident that we are effectively accommodating the ability and interest of women athletes.
We were suing them. Clearly, they were not effectively accommodating us. We were a varsity team already. We were successful. We
had the ability and we had the interest. You know, it is statements

like that that make me realize they really are not paying attention
in cases like that.
Mr. STEARNS. I had one question that pertains to you that you
state that Brown's athletic director, David Roach, had been ordered
to cut the athletic program by 3 percent but that: "He refused to
cut prks and watered down big programs." What do you mean by
that?
Ms. COHEN. When we met with him and he discussed the dropping of our team, he told us that he was going to try to focus on
the big sports, the important sports at Brown, meaning men's football, men's basketball, men's ice hockey, men's wrestling. He was
unwilling to cut their perks, theirthings. He said if we cut things
away from these programs, if we water down these programs, we
cannot attract good athletes; we cannot attract good football players that way.
He decided the same year he cut our program to raise the
amount of meal money each athlete got on their away trips from
$15 to $22 a day. Which I already being an athl, and receiving
this, you went to Wendy's after the game and spent $5; $15 was
sufficient.

That was a perk to us. That was something that other schools,

gave $22. He felt football players were not going to come to Brown
if they were going to get $15 a day instead of $22. That increase
cost the university more than the gymnastics team. Those types of
A

perks, those types of things he was unwilling to take away from
the central, what we considered the central sports.
Mr. STEARNS. Susan?
Mrs. KIECHEL. Still on the interest and abilities, I assume?

Mr. STEARNS. Yes.
Mrs. KIECHEL. What I would say, one of the key things is the

status of a club team. If you have it for a number of years, there
is an interest in that area and in that college having a new team.
Our soccer team was there 7 years before I began our OCR investigation.
Mr. STEARNS. The program was getting stronger and stronger?
Mrs. KIECHEL. It began with a group of players from high school
wanting to play.
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The demand in the South is quite large for soccer now. To give
you a clue of how large, after our case was settled, 4 days later the
University of Alabama, another SEC school, announced women's
soccer, and Sunny Florida announced SEC soccer for women. So be-

cause of that, there are a lot of players who are qualified that go

in flux.

Four All-State and one European. That is half the varsity team
right there ready to go, and the credentials are there.
Mr. STEARNS. Any other women's sports you know of that are in
the South that are coming up like soccer? Just curious.
Mrs. KIECHEL. Many people are interested in having softball reinstated in numerous institutions.
Mr. STEARNS. I see basketball starting to move.
Mrs. KIECHEL. It is in and it is huge, but the next would be soft-

ball. Many of the schools had softball and chose to either drop it
or not to go. to fast pitch when the NCAA quit recognizing slow
pitch. Auburn University had a softball team until the mid-1980's.
It was dropped. Nothing else was replaced with it and nothing was
put in place of it or the money was not redistributed.
At one point, Auburn dropped golf and volleyball and they were
reinstated 2 years later all in the same 3-year time period.
Mr. STEARNS. And these programs were providing more participants and they were strong programs?
Mrs. KIECHEL. Yes.

Mr. STEARNS. SO it wasn't a case of it dwindling and less inter-

est?

Mrs. KIECHEL. Listed specifically in the OCR finding in two of
those instances was that the athletic directors reported it was

budgetary problems. They could not support the number of women's teams on the money the university gave them, but that was
because the percentage of the money was so low.
Mr. STEARNS. Ms. Hull?

Ms. HULL. I was just going to say that in terms of interest, I
think what has already been said about just looking at club teams
that are really well-established, that would indicate interest, and

once the interest is there and usually the ability is there with it
if the club team has been in existence for a few years.
Also once you decide there is interest and ability and you want
to raise a program up to the varsity level, then I think the university is going to make the same commitment to that team that it
makes to all the other teams to ensure a continual supply of athletes who have the talent to compete at the varsity level.
For instance, at Brown there are numerous women's teams that
have both interest and abilityvolleyball, gymnastics, rugby, the

equestrian team, water polo. These are all teams that have been
in existence for a few years, and have asked for varsity status.

They would like to be varsity but Brown has just refused.
Mr. STEARNS. Turned them down.

Ms. COHEN. I want to also add that interest and ability is something that schools can make. Schools make interest and ability.
The football recruiting budget at Brown is, I think, over $80,000
a year. They feel that they need to continually go out there and
seek interested and able athletes. They don't feel these people just
happen to come to the university.
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So it is definitely a Catch-22 in the sense that it is hard to just
have 10 gymnasts that are interested and able show up at Brown.
If they need to spend $80,000 to get football players, they will need
to spend money to get gymnasts. So the university is copping out
to say, well, no one is interested; we don't have any varsity caliber
athletes. You know, you have to demonstrate that you are going to
supply a team before varsity caliber athletes are going to want to
come to your school.
Mr. STEARNS. You are saying if they provide $80,000 in recruit-

ment for women gymnasts there would be interest?
Ms. COHEN. There would be plenty of interest and ability.
Mrs. KIECHEL. In oth- situation, I do believe the settlement that

I have reached with Auburn for the team starting this fall, I believe, at this point, and I hope that I am proven correct, that they
are going to do this team the way it was intended to be done: first-

rate.
Women's programs, most of them that they do promote, women's

basketball, is one of the best in the country. It is promoted firstrate, brings in top players; is always in the top 10. I believe if they
do the same type of promotion for the soccer team, you will have
the same opportunity.

You can look at specific sports in specific States and see the
same thing for soccer. Chapel Hill is the best in the country, all
the way around. Won 11 of the last 13 NCAA championships and
it is simply promotion. By Auburn announcing a varsity team, they

will have scholarships. Even without them, just having a varsity
team will bring in more varsity level players than are already on
campus.
Mr. STEARNS. This interest and ability goes not only back to col-

lege but back to high school, back to junior high, back to elementary. You have to go way back to get this interest and encouragement for women's sports. So it is something that historically is a
Catch-22.
Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Let me ask, I didn't get a chance to ask all of you,

but I did ask Mrs. Kiechel. Would any of the other members on the

panel want to comment on whether you were able to obtain any
data on gender equity easily or whether the disclosure required by
the Equity In Athletics Disclosure Act, which I am sponsoring,
would have made any difference? Have you all looked at that? Ms.
Hull?

Ms. HULL. I can respond to that briefly in that I know that we
found it really difficult, even once we had filed the lawsuit to find
out what exactly Brown was spending on the various male teams
and the female teams. And I think that when a woman or a team
at a university suspects that there are Title IX violations that exist
at that school, if you cannot find out how much they are spending
and even how many athletes there are, they would not release to
us the number of people on these teams, if you cannot find that

out, you cannot be sure when you file. It is hard to even get an

idea because that information just is not available. Especially since
Brown is a private university. Essentially, they are allowed to say
everything is confidential and you can find nothing out. So it would
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help if schools are required to tell people how the money in their
athletic department was allocated.
Ms. COHEN. Brown grilled us at the preliminary injunction hearing saying why did you come to Brown? Shouldn't you have known
things were not equal, shouldn't you have known this? Couldn't you
have gone somewhere else? I don't think as a high school student
I chose BrownI thought if anywhere, Brown would be a place
where women and men were treated equally, where if they were
not, the university would be open and willing to listen to what the
problems were and to correct them. I think it would be invaluable
to high school athletes to have this information at their disposal,
to be able to look and say this school treats women better than this
school. If I go here, I feel like I am going to be guaranteed that
I will be able to play, compete for 4 years.
I had no idea as a high school athlete. I didn't know Title IX existed and I had no idea to even think of looking into how universities treated female athletes versus the male athletes or the likelihood of my team being discontinued because of supposed budget
problems. I think it is something very important for high school
student athletes to be able to find out.
Mrs. COLLINS. Well, you just pointed out something. We are
going to make sure that all the high schools that we can think of
get some information on Title IX.
Ms. COOK. Chairwoman Collins, I also had a lot of difficulty in

trying to find the budget figures for the men's team and so forth
and was always told, oh, we will get it to you next week or I cannot
've you that information. We didn't get it until discovery. And in
act in our complaint, my attorney asked me, well, can you come
up with a figure of what the men's team gets. Oh, maybe $150,000.
She said, we will call it $200,000. Turned out it was over $300,000
during the depositions. We didn't even know. That is how far off
we are.
I have read your bill and I am a supporter of it and I think it
will go a long way because it provides culpability. Right now, colle-

giate athletic directors don't feel like they have to answer to anybody. If they knew they were going to have to send a piece of paper
to the Federal Government, you better believe they would take a
better look at what they are spending.
Ms. HAFFER. Excuse me, could I just comment?
Mrs. COLLINS. I am sorry.

Ms. HAFFER. I have to be a little more assertive I guess. These
younger women are outshining me here. My age is showing, I suppose.

Clearly, there needs to be an easier way to access the information. I feel like I am talking about the dark ages, but when I talk
about when Temple, when we first instituted this case, back in,
when we got the information was back in 1979, I did it a little differently. I didn't go to the university and say I need this information. I guess you could say I was a little sneaky about it. I went
to the library and I just asked to see the university budget. It is
public information. It is huge. It is stacks of paper like this, but
I spent hours and weeks going through it and finding the athletic
budgets. Everything is there, the line items are there. It is all in
black and white. I shouldn't have had to go through those weeks
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of information. It should have been more readily accessed to me,
but it wasn't. But we did it. We did it because there was a need
to do it.

The other thing was, as far as gathering information for this
case, perhaps because I had nothing to look back on, you become
somewhat creative in your attempts to get information. Every sign
that is on a door and every memo that comes out and bulletins that
are posted suddenly become useful pieces of information, and they
did become useful pieces of information, and after a while you
know everyone knew that Rollin was going to go around taking notices down and taking signs and copying them. I always put them
back up, but they became useful pieces of information, but it
shouldn't be like that. It shouldn't be that difficult. So there needs
to be a better way for access for information.
Mrs. KIECHEL. It also makes it fair for universities who are
claiming we don't know what the problem is if every university has
to report publicly, where any of usI could look up Temple or
Colgate. Then the other universities are going to look at each other
and the prospect they may do some work on their own by threats
is good.
When everybody has the numbers,
you cannot go to the
press and say she is lying, those are notthen
the correct numbers. You
are not going to take a chance of going to court if the numbers can
be proven. I think it will increase some self-policing within some

of the conferences as well because they don't want problems.
Mrs. COLLINS. Well, now, let me ask you about the NCAA. Now
that you are aware of Title IX and gender equity in sports, do you
have any comments as to the role that the NCAA should be
ing? Start with you, Ms. Hull, you mentioned NCAA earlier. playMs. HULL. Yes, I think that, I was thinking of the NCAA just in
looking---Mrs. COLLINS. Go ahead and then?
Ms. HULL. From what I know about the NCAA, they have been
really effective in enforcing some of their other rules, and I know
that the NCAA rules are taken seriously. So maybeand I don't
know how this would be worked

out, but maybe the NCAA could
come upone option would be to have the NCAA enforce it in some
way. But I don't thinkI don't know if that is really realistic.
Mrs. COLLINS. Are you aware the NCAA has had meeting, a
task force on gender equity, and they are supposed toa be
defining
what gender equity is?
Ms. HULL. Yes, I think in terms of that task force, I mean I am
glad they are looking into it, but I think they need to come
up with
some very specific requirements so you can look at a school and
say
yes or no, is this school in compliance with Title IX; and then they
have to come up with some kind of penalty for schools that are not.
And I don't know what kind of penalty that would be,
or not they would not receive the funding from the NCAA whether
or other
privileges that go with being a NCAA member, but they need
specific requirements and then penalties for not being in compliance.
Mrs. COLLINS. I am sorry I can't get a chance to ask all
of you
that question. If you would like to submit to the subcommittee
written statement as to that question or anything else that youa
might want to add, please do so.
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to vote on
At this point we have exactly 3 minutes to get over
that
is
before
the
Floor.
this piece of legislation
have been exI thank all of you for coming. Your experiences
people behind you
beneficial
to
us
and
the
tremely informative and

from
and a wonderful congressional hearing record that we will use
now on to talk about your experiences.
you very much for coming.
This hearing is adjourned. Thanksubcommittee
was adjourned, to
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the
reconvene at the call of the Chair.]
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INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4, 1993
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, CONSUMER PROTECTION,
AND COMPETITIVENESS,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:02 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Cardiss Collins (chairwoman) presiding.
Mrs. COLLINS. Good morning. This hearing of the Energy and
Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and
Competitiveness will come to order.

In 1970, less than one out of every 25 high school girls was an
athlete. By 1990, nearly 1 out of every 3 was a girl. The number
of female high school athletes has grown by 1.7 million in the last
20 years. As a result, 35 percent of all high school athletes are now
girls compared to a mere 7 percent 20 years ago. This is good. This
shows improvement. But continued sex discrimination remains a
factor in keeping this percentage below 50 percent, which represents the enrollment percentage.
This subcommittee has held several hearings on gender equity in
college sports. Today we will examine the progress in gender equity

at secondary schools as well as the problems that are still being
faced. We will hear from those in the front lines, coaches and athletes, as well as testimony on how States are tackling gender eq-

uity issues.
I am delighted to welcome two distinguished women coaches to
our hearing. Dorothy Gaters has successfully coached the girls' basA

ketball team at John Marshall High School in the Seventh Congressional District of Illinois which I represent. In fact, her team
is the two-time defending Class AA champion in the State of Illinois. Ms. Gaters is known for her triumphs with the young women
on her team in the face of many trials. I am certain she is going
to help us better understand how playing basketball has helped
these young women in all aspects of their lives.

Wanda Oates comes to us from not very far away, from Southeast Washington, D.C., where there are great challenges facing the

children and their teachers. For 14 years, Ms. Oates taught the
girls of Ballou High to believe in themselves and to achieve.
Throughout her coaching career, the girls' team held 10 city and
tournament titles. She has since returned to Ballou to coach the
boys' basketball team.
(45)
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High school years lay the foundation for our youngsters' future
either in pursuit of a college degree or in search of employment.
Participation in athletics teaches our children how to play as a
member of a team, how to take risks, how to discipline and challenge oneself.

According to a 1990 study from the Institute on Athletics and

Education at the University of Chicago, high school girls who play

sports are 80 percent less likely to be involved in an unwanted
pregnancy, 93 percent less likely to be involved with drugs, and
three times more likely to graduate from high school. Athletic girls

tend to have higher attendance records, better GPA's, and lower
dropout rates.

Girls in high school do not have the resources that their collegiate sisters who have taken the issue of sex discrimination in athletic opportunities to courts do, but they are beginning to notice the
differences and to speak up.

At a recent basketball tournament, an athletic shoe manufac-

turer sent along nice new shoes for the boys but none for the girls.
Girls at the tournament rode in 100-degree weather on buses without air conditioning while the football players and boys basketball
players enjoyed riding in air-conditioned comfort. The girls brought
these differences up to the coordinator, who deemed them minor
complaints. Subtle differences but continued disparities such as
these have a tremendous impact on young, maturing girls.
Enlightened State officials are beginning to pick up the ball. In
Illinois, the State Board of Education has adopted sex equity rules,

more popularly known as Title IX, with teeth in them. Public
schools are subject to a periodic school approval process which they

have to pass to receive funding. This process includes a thorough
review of the school's athletic program. In addition, schools must
complete a sports interest survey every 4 years to ensure that the
interests and abilities of the students are being met.
Recently, I conducted a survey of the schools in my own district
and found that roughly 1 in 3 athletes is a girl. This ratio is similar to that which is found at the national level, with one exception.
The girls in schools with more resources fared far better than those
girls in the poorest schools. I suspect this may be the case in other,
less fortunate, urban schools.
Every time a young woman is told that her team can only practice when the boys are done, every time she sees her male counterpart enjoying better equipment and better facilities, and every time
she sees women coaches treated worse than their male counterparts she is learning all the wrong lessons, that men are somehow
entitled to better treatment than women.
My bill, H.R. 921, the Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act, is designed to bring about gender equity in college sports through full
disclosure. Yet gender equity at the college level will only be fully
successful when opportunities for girls from kindergarten to high
school are made equal.

I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses and to collectively finding a way of getting .ur girls and women off the sidelines
on to the court and playing the game.
I yield now to our ranking member, Mr. Stearns.
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Mr. STEAliNS. Good morning, and thank you, Madam Chair,woman.
I am also pleased to be able to participate in today's hearing, the
fourth in a series on gender equity on interscholastic athletics.
Previously, Nye focused our attention on inter-collegiate athletics
where we have seen evidence of the disparities that exist between
the athletic opportunities available for men versus those available
for women. Toclay's hearing looks at the question from a different
angle, focusing on the secondary school level where much of the in.tterest and ability is developed for those seeking to compete at col-

leges and universities. If programs were not developed for young
women atthe secondary level, then there would be very little development later on.
I am pleased that we will be hearing from representatives of two
States which have distinguished themselves as leaders in gender
equity for students athletics. The first, of course, is my home State
of Florida, which has produced a comprehensive report on gender
equity among student athletes. The second is the distinguished
chairwoman's home State of Illinois, which developed a comprehensive set of gender equity guidelines to ensure that female student
athletes are not discriminated against.
; would like, to take this opportunity to welcome the representative from Flbrida's Department of Education, Nancy Benda. Ms.
Benda is the director of the Equal Education Opportunity Program
for the Florida Department of Education and oversees the Department's Statewide initiative to increase participation of women in
athletics. I am sorry that Commissioner of Education Caster could
not appear, but I was pleased to see that she did send a statement
and would ask unanimous consent to have it made a part of the

A

record.

Mrs. COLLINS. Without objection, it will be made a part of the

record. [see p. 139.1

Mr. STENZNS. I must admit that I was somewhat disturbed by
the findings 9f Florida's Study Commission on Women's and Girls'
Participation. tin Athletics and Extracurricular Activities which authored the study. The Commission found gross disparities between

the participation rates of men and women at all levels of athletic
competition. For instance, the Commission found that Florida's
high schools offer 27,percent more teams to men than to women.
They also found that community colleges offered 18 percent more
teams to men than to women and universities offer 10 percent
,

more men's teams. '
While the Florida Commission's findings on female participation

generally mirror the pational statistics, the rate of participation at
community colleges was significantly better than the national average. In addition, the' Commission also found that only 24 percent
of the coaches in Florida's high schools were women and that the
number of female teams coached by women has declined in recent
years.

It is my understanding that the Florida State legislature recently
adopted legislation 4esigned to correct these discrepancies. Currently, the Commission ,is working with the Department of Education to develop rula 'to enforce the legislation's requirements.
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I look forward to hearing from Ms. Benda as well as all of our
witnesses. Their testimony should be helpful as we continue to look
at ways to solve gender inequities in our schools' athletic programs,
and I commend you, Madam Chairwoman, for having these hearings.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

We have been joined by the ranking member of the full committee, Mr. Carlos Moorhead.
Mr. Moorhead, for an opening statement.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
I would like to commend the chairwoman for her continuing dili-

gence in confronting the issue of gender equity in athletics with
this, the fourth in a series of hearings, on the subject. This is an
issue which deserves our attention, and the chairwoman has done

an admirable job of focusing the legislative spotlight on it.
I would like to welcome all of the representatives of the athletic
community to this hearing, both the students and coaches on the
first panel and the representatives from Florida and Illinois on the
second panel. All of you have proven yourselves to be leaders in the
field of equity between the sexes, and I believe that there is much
to be learned from your example even in my own State of California.

I look forward to hearing from all of our witnesses, and I want

to thank you, Madam Chairwoman, for your efforts.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Moorhead.

Let me advise our panelists that this subcommittee and all subcommittees of the House of Representatives work under the 5minute rulein fact, those are the rules of the full Housewhich
means that you will be allowed 5 minutes to give your oral statementit can be anything you want to sayor to read your written
statement. However, at the end of that 5 minutes we will have to
move on to other witnesses. Understand that your full statement
will be made a part of the record, and perhaps some of what you
may want to say during that 5 minutes, if the bell goes off and you

haven't said it, is likely to come out during the question and an-

swer period.
Before getting to all of the witnesses now, let me say that on the

first panel will be Ms. Dorothy Gaters, who is the girls' basketball
coach at John Marshall High School, as I said, in my district; Ms.
Wanda Oates, who is the basketball coach at Ballou High School
here in Washington, D.C.; and Ms. Christine Pride, who is a high

school senior here in the areain fact, in Silver Spring, MD. Ms.
Oates is accompanied by Ms. B. Kali Speaks, assistant coach at
Ballou.

Ms. Gaters, I just want to take this opportunity to say briefly
that all of us in Chicago are very proud of the job you have done
with the young women at John Marshall High School. I happen to
have been afforded the opportunity to meet some of those young
womenI believe it was last summer, not this yearat a dinner
that you had for them shortly after they had won a very wonderful
championship in the city of Chicago in that general vicinity. They
are very wonderful young women, and I can tell you the great esteem they have for you certainly, I am sure, was an inspiration for
them to do the wonderful job that they have done, and we are
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proud not only of them but certainly of you, who have inspired
them to really great heights in our State.

Welcome, and I welcome all of you.
We will begin with you, Ms. Pride.
STATEMENTS OF CHRISTINE PRIDE, SENIOR, JOHN F. KEN-

NEDY HIGH SCHOOL, SILVER SPRING, MD.; DOROTHY
GATERS, BASKETBALL COACH, JOHN MARSHALL HIGH

SCHOOL, MAYWOOD, ILL.; AND WANDA OATES, BASKETBALL
COACH, BALLOU HIGH SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY B. KALI SPEAKS, ASSISTANT COACH
MS. PRIDE. Thank you.

My name is Christine Pride, and I am a senior at John F. Ken-

nedy High School in Silver Spring, Maryland. First, I would like to
thank you for this opportunity to speak before this committee on
this very important issue. While I am not an expert on gender equity or the Title IX law, as a female athlete I can relate some experiences I have faced concerning gender equity.
I grew up in the world of athletics. My brother was a three-sport
star at John F. Kennedy High School 7 years ago. He earned a full
basketball scholarship to the College of William and Mary, played
for the U.S. soccer team in the Under-17 World Cup in China, and
is now playing professional baseball for the Montreal Expos organi-

zation. I observed that, as a male athlete, he received a lot of
"perks," especially at the College of William and Mary, a Division
1 basketball program. Not only did he receive more shoes than he
could possibly use but he also received other athletic wear includ-

ing jackets, sweat-suits, and shorts. His life as a minor league
baseball player is not as glamorous yet, but when he makes it to
the major leagues he will be able to make more in 1 year than I

will probably make during my entire career as a journalist.
Seeing first-hand how much he enjoyed and how much success
he achieved playing these sports inspired me to try out for softball
my freshman year. It was my first experience playing in an organized sport. Through my participation, 1 have learned the importance of cooperation, teamwork, and the importance of making a
commitment and working hard to achieve personal and team goals.
I have also learned the importance of establishing priorities.

I am an honor student at my school. I have been able to main-

tain my 3.75 grade poiht average while keeping up with homework

from six advanced placement and honors classes. I am also involved in many other extracurricular activities. It is very difficult
to maintain this busy schedule when not playing a sport, so you
can imagine the stress when softball season comes around. But it

is definitely worth it. I have made many new friends through softball from my school and other schools. It has really enhanced my
high school career.

However, it saddens me to see the prominent double standard
that exists between male and female athletics. There is a distinct
disparity when you compare male sports and female sports on the
high school level. The one experience that really opened my eyes
to gender inequity and precipitated my involvement in the Montgomery County Gender Equity Advisory Committee involved the
selection of a new softball coach this past season.
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The applicants included one female and three males. Two softball
team members and two staff members were on the panel to interview the applicants. My teammates on the panel were given the
impression that their votes for the prospective coach would carry
equal weight as those of the faculty members.
As a result of the interviews, both the players were strongly in
favor of the female candidate. At the time, she was serving with
distinction as the field hockey coach, and she still is. The administration ultimately hired the male coach on the basis that he had
more experience and was more qualified, despite the fact that the
female had coached softball many years before at Kennedy.
The decision was widely protested. Several community meetings
were held with officials of Kennedy High School who attempted to
explain the rationale behind their decision. I, along with the majority of my team members and many parents, still do not understand
it. It certainly raises questions about the school's commitment to
gender equity when a male coach could be selected to coach a female team over a female who, in the opinion of many familiar with
the situation, was equally if not more qualified than the male.
Because I was one of the most visible and vocal leaders of the
movement to have the selection of the male coach nullified, I entered the season fearful that reprisals would be taken against me,
and while I have no direct evidence and do not wish to accuse my
coach, my season started off bad and became progressively worse.
I was not the only one who perceived the situation this way. In
fact, only 11 of the 17 original players remained on the team by
season's end. This mere selection of the softball coach without
being coupled with the disastrous season is just one of the prominent examples of gender inequity at Kennedy High School. There

are many others, and I am sure there are similar throughout
schools in Montgomery County.

For example, the varsity field hockey team, as of today, does not
have a field on which to play. It was covered up last year in order
to provide a space for the new baseball field. The team was promised a new field by the time summer practice began this month, yet
no preparations have been made to plant grass or level the old
baseball field. As a matter of fact, I spoke with the field hockey
coach last week, and she informed me that the administration has
informed her that they are not going to build the new field hockey
field. So the team faces another season of rescheduled practices
and games around the boys' varsity soccer team. The field hockey
team also has to play on the football field where the height of the
grass may be fine for football but is certainly not appropriate for
field hockey.

The new baseball field also created a problem for the softball
team. The new field backs into the softball field so that both the
outfields overlap. The baseball team and coaches claimed this
structure wasn't a problem "girls can't hit that far anyway." However, during our games it was very distracting to have the baseball
team practicing so close to our field. We, the team, complained to
our coach and our school athletic director immediately following
the fir.3t home game. We explained that it was disturbing to have
them practicing during our games and asked if they wouh' please
instruct them to practice somewhere else. This did not occur.
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What is completely ironic about the entire season is that our

coach asked the original female applicant for assistance toward the
end of the season. This was after five players had already quit.
I have related to you a couple of experiences I have had over this
past year. These events precipitated my interest in the gender equity issue. Through my involvement in the Montgomery County
Gender Equity Advisory Committee, I hope to raise awareness to
the many disparities that exist between male and female athletics
on the secondary high school level. Only with this awareness can
positive changes occur.

I know that these changes cannot possibly occur overnight, but
I also know that it is harshly unfair that I, with my 3.75 GPA and
1200-plus SAT scores, will have to sweat out my acceptance to the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill while some male basketball player, who barely qualifies under Proposition 48, will be
relaxed, knowing that he will be accepted at almost any school he
wishes to attend.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Pride follows:]
STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE PRIDE

My name is Christine Pride and I am a senior at John F. Kennedy High School
in Silver Spring, Maryland. First, I would like to thank you for this opportunity to
speak before this committee on this very important issue. While I am not an expert
on Title IX or the gender equity issue, as a female athlete I can relate some experiences I have faced concerning gender equity.

I grew up in the world of athletics. My brother was a three sport star at John

F. Kennedy High School 7 years ago. He earned a full basketball scholarship to the
College of William and Mary, played for the U.S. soccer team in the under 17 World
Cup in China and is now playing professional baseball with the Montreal Expos organization. I observed that as a male athletic hero, he received a lot of "perks", especially at the College of William and Mary a Division I basketball program. Not
only did he receive more shoes than he could possibly use, but also other athletic

wear including sweat suits, shorts and jackets. I envied his travel to places like
California, Georgia and Florida to play in tournaments. His life as a minor league
baseball player is not as glamorous yet, but when he makes it to the major leagues
he will be able to make more in 1 year than I will probably make during my entire

career an a journalist.
Seeing firsthand how much he enjoyed and how much success he achieved playing
these sports inspired me to try out for softball my freshman year. It was my first
experience playing in an organized sport. Through my participation I have learned
the importance of cooperation, teamwork and the importance of making a commitment and working hard to achieve personal and team goals. I have also learned the
importance of establishing priorities. I am an honor student at my school. I have
been able to maintain my 3.75 grade point average while keeping up with homework
from six advance placement and honors classes. During the softball season there are
many away games which require me to miss one, two or sometimes even three classes. This leaves a lot of work to be made up. I am also involved in many other activities including, National Honor Society, Peer Counselling, Montgomery County Regional Student Government, school wide Student Government, yearbook, newspaper
and astronomy club. It is very difficult to maintain this busy schedule when not
playing a sport, so you can imagine the stress during softball season. But it is definitely worth it. I have met many people through softball that maybe I don't otherwise see in school. I have also forged many friendships with girls on other teams.
I think playing softball or any other organized sport is a great experience. It has
really enhanced my high school career.
However, it saddens me to see the prominent double standard that exists between

male and female athletics. There is a distinct disparity when you compare male
sports and female sports with regard to attendance, support and equipment. The
one experience that really opened my eyes to gender inequity and precipitated my
involvement in the Montgomery County Gender Equity Advisory Committee in-

volved the selection of a new softball coach this past season. The applicants included
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one female and three males. Two softball team members and two staff members
were on the panel to interview the applicants. My teammates on the panel were
given the impression that their votes for the prospective coach would carry equal
weight as those of the faculty members. As a result of the interviews both the play-

ers were strongly in favor of the female candidate. At the time she was serving with
distinction as the field hockey coach. She still holds that position. The administration ultimately hired the male coach claiming that he had more experience and was
more qualified, despite the fact that the female had coached softball many years before at Kennedy. The decision was widely protested. Several community meetings
were held with officials of Kennedy High School who attempted to explain the rationale behind their decision. I, along with the majority of my team members and

many parents still do not understand it. It certainly raises questions about the

school's commitment to gender equity when a male coach would loe selected to coach
a female team over a male who, in the opinion of many familiar with the situation,

was equally, if not more qualified than the male. Because I was one of the most
visible and vocal leaders of the movement to have the selection of the male coach
nullified, I entered the season fearful that reprisals would be taken against me. And
while I have no direct evidence that this was the case and do not wish to accuse
my coach, my season started off bad and became progressively worse. I was not the
only one who perceived the situation this way. In fact, only eleven of the seventeen

original players remained on the team by the seasons end. The mere selection of
the softball coach without being coupled with the disastrous season is just one of
the prominent examples of gender inequity and Kennedy High School. There are
many others and I'm sure that many of these disparities are similar in other schools
throughout Montgomery County.

F'or example, the varsity field hockey team as of tcday, does not have a field on
which to play. It was covered up last year in order to provide a space for the new
baseball field. The team was promised a new field by the time summer practice
began this month. Yet, no preparations have been made to plant grass or level the
old baseball field. As a matter of fact, I spoke with the field hockey coach last week
and she informed me that the administration has informed her the school is going
to be "unable" to build the field hockey field. So the team faces another season of
rescheduled practices and games around the boys' varsity soccer team. The field
hockey team also has to play on the football field where the height of the grass may
be fine for football but is certainly not appropriate for field hockey.
The new baseball field also created a problem for the softball team. The new field

backs into the softball field so that both outfields overlap. The baseball team and
coaches claimed this structure wasn't a problem because "girls can't hit that far anyway". However, during our games it was very distracting to have the baseball team
practicing so close to our field. We, as a team, complained to our coach and our
school athletic director immediately following the first home game. We explained
that it was disturbing to have them practice during our games and asked if they
would please instruct them to practice somewhere else. After all, the softball team
wasn't permitted to practice on the softball field when the baseball team had a

game. Our coach assured us it would not happen again. But it did repeatedly

throughout the season. On one occasion an umpire complained to our coach that the
1....aseball team was indeed distracting. Our coach apologized, yet still nothing was
done. I use this example to show the apathy towards our team the coach maintained
throughout the season. He was very unsympathetic to our needs. For example, our

softball field does not have benches. The administration claims that there is too
much concrete underneath the sidelines to install benches and prior to my arrival
at Kennedy the portable benches were stolen and never replaced. We complained
to our coach and the administration several times and were given empty promises
about getting new benches. As a team we felt that it was the responsibility of our
coach to see that the needs of our team were met. This included not only making
sure we had the proper equipment such as benches, but also taking care of the field.
Well, while the baseball coach was consistently raking and smonthing the baseball
field, to my knowledge our coach did nothing of the sort to our field. What is com-

pletely ironic about the entire season is that our coach asked the original female
applicant for assistance toward the end of the season. This was after five players
had already quit. The administration also claimed that our coach was hired on his

presumed ability to build a softball program. However when the Junior Varsity softball coach could not make it to practice, and this was frequently due to jury duty,
junior varsity practices were never held. We, the varsity players asked how the program was supposed to build up if the younger players often didn't get the opportunity to practice. We were told it was none of our concern.
I have related to you a couple of experiences I have had over this past year. These
events precipitated my interest in the gender equity issue. Through my involvement
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in the Montgomery County Gender Equity Advisory Committee I hope to raise
awareness to the many disparities that exist between male and female athletics on
the secondary high school level. Only with this awareness can positive changes
occur. I know that these changes cannot possibly occur overnight but I also know
that it is harshly unfair that I, with my 3.75 g.p.a. and 1200+ S.A.T. score will have

to sweat out my acceptance to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
while some male basketball player who barely qualifies under Proposition 48 will
be relaxed knowing that he will be accepted at almost any school he wishes to attend. Thank you.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

Ms. Gaters.
STATEMENT OF DOROTHY GATERS

MS. GATERS. Good morning. I am very honored to address this
congressional subcommittee on gender equity.
I am a graduate of John Marshall High School. I received an as-

sociate of arts degree from Crane Junior College, which is now
Malcolm X College. I received a bachelor of science degree from
De Paul University. My master's degree is from Governors State
Univeroity, and I have completed 40 hours beyond my master's,
and I am currently taking summer classes at St. Xavier University
in Chicago.

Marshall Metropolitan High School is located in the West Garfield Community on the West Side of Chicago. The majority of the

residents of West Garfield are under-educated and either unemployed or underemployed. It is estimated that 40 percent of those
16 years of age and older are unemployed. Of the 33,000-plus resi-

dents, more than 41 percent live below the poverty line, and approximately 40 percent receive public aid. Residents in our attendance area are plagued with a myriad of problems that beset the
urban poorpoor health care, teen pregnancy, high infant mortality, crime, and gangs.

Despite these problems, Marshall High School is a source of

pride and hope for our students and for the community. Our female

and male basketball teams were the first teams from Chicago to
win State titles in basketball. The boys won in 1958 and 1960. The
girls won in 1982, 1985, 1989, 1990, 1992, and 1993.
Our female basketball program is one of the best in the country.

We have been nationally ranked many times. This year, we were
ranked number one in the Nation by USA Today, and after losing
a game in a December tournament we were dropped to third. We
finished the season with one loss and back-to-back State titles and
a No. 2 national ranking. I was also the national runner-up for
coach of the year.
Since 1978, Marshall's Lady Commandoes have won 15 of 17 city

championships, 13 consecutive. Our team has finished second in
the State twice, three times third place, and twice fourth place. We
have won 501 games and lost 42 since the team started in 1975.
We have produced nine high school All American players since
1980. Our most notable player, Ms. Janet Harris, has played professionally in Europe and Japan since 1985.
Our players are in every walk of life. Two are currently assistant
coaches at the Division 1 college level. Our former players are law
enforcement officers, firefighters; others serve in our military and
a variety of other professions.
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In 1985, three players from our programs competed in the NCAA
Final Four. They all played on different teams. Two competed in
the final that was won by Old Dominion, with our point guide,

Marie Christian, a former Lady Commando All American.
We do more than play basketball at Marshall Metro High School.
We have mandatory library study as well as summer ACT preparation classes. Ninety-nine percent of our players who remain in our
program have graduated from high school, 98 percent of our play-

ers have gone on to college, and our overall attendance is more

than 90 percent.

Of all the players who have come through our program, their
common bond was a lack of opportunity to participate in elementary schools. The ones who did play had to play on the boys' teams
in most places, and none played before the seventh grade. Our best
player for next season, a pre-season All American, did not play at
all in elementary school. To have come so far in such a short time
is a tremendous feat for this young lady.
In the Chicago public schools system, there are no paid elementary school coaches. Those coaches who do volunteer their time do
so mostly for boys. Out of 472 elementary schools in Chicago, there
are fewer than 20 girls' teams even though almost every school has
a boys' basketball team. The girls at most schools are either cheerleaders or porn-porn girls for the boys.

Of the 64 high school boys' basketball teams, all have paid varsity and fros-soph coaches since the early 1950's. By contrast, our
girls' fros-soph team is only 3 years old. Many teams do not have
adequate uniforms or practice facilities because the boys' program
takes precedence. Girls must sometimes play their games in smaller, darker gyms to give the main gym to the boys for practice. I
must point out that this is not the case at our school.
Mrs. COLLINS. Are you practically through?
Ms. GATERS. Yes. I would just like to say that I would like to en-

courage people on this committee to support girls' sporting events,
to encourage the employment of women coaches and administrators, to volunteer coach or become a part of a supportive environment for girls, and also to support House Resolution 921.
Thank you.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

Coach Oates.

STATEMENT OF WANDA OATES

MS. OATES. Good morning. It is indeed an honor and a pleasure

for me and my assistant coach, Ms. B. Kali Speaks, to be here

today. We are most graciously indebted to you, Chairwoman Collins, for being a trailblazer in the vanguard of women in athletics
and having a deep commitment to its growth and development.
After passage of Title IX in 1972, women in athletics were on
their way, or so we thought. The realization of lingering inequality
became abundantly clear when I applied for and was denied the position of athletic director, a man's job. It took me 8 years after the
passage of Title IX to become the first female athletic director in
a D.C. public school. This was only the tip of the iceberg of struggles which I personally encountered.
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Helena Jones became principal of Ballou High School, the first
woman to hold that position in the school's history. She was a
woman of vision with a high sense of purpose and commitment.

Due to my record as a championship coach in many sports and my

past experience as athletic director. in June 1985 Ms. Jones appointed me head coach of the men's varsity football team. Controversial indeed. That bold step was a costly one, to say the least.
Any man with these credentials would have had the school system
crawling to him to be the head football coach.

I was denied the position by the assistant superintendent, Dr.

Andrew Jenkins, who later became superintendent of the D.C. public schools. A court fight ensued, which I lost in the U.S. Court of
Appeals. However, the three-member panel, of which Robert Bork
was a sitting judge, added that the city may have missed an historic opportunity by not giving the job to me. I later filed a grievance with the Washington Teachers Union, which was settled April
22, 1988. The D.C. Board of Education agreed to appoint me as the

head coach of the male basketball team at Ballou, a first in the
Washington metropolitan area. It is appropriate to note at this

point that Helena Jones was transferred from Ballou and demoted.
During my tenure as head coach of the men's varsity basketball
team, I, along with my assistant, Ms. B. Kali Speaks, have suffered
some of the most discriminatory practices imaginable by a school
system. I shall attempt to elaborate for you some of the negative
policies, procedures, and practices by administrators and other personnel in the D.C. public school system for the past 5 years that
directly violate the intent and spirit of Title IX.
One, proper personnel hiring procedures were never followed in
the employment of the athletic director for the D.C. public schools.
The position was neither advertised nor posted and subsequently
has been held by a male since its inception.
Two, failure of the D.C. public school system to recruit and train
women to coach. Most of the positions are now held by males for
all sports, even those encompassing female athletes.

Blatant sex discrimination permeating the varsity and junior

varsity basketball programs at Ballou by Mr. Reginald Ballard, assistant principal in charge of athletics in the following manner: (1)

my new varsity uniforms were given to the junior varsity team
without my knowledge or consent; (2) a junior varsity Christmas
tournament was held this year at Ballou, a first. No such tournament has ever been suggested or held for the varsity; and (3)

practice facilities were found by the administration for the JV team
in a school with a regulation basketball court when our gymnasium
was being repaired, which took 2 years to complete. During this
same period, I had to secure the police boys' club for the varsity
team to practice on a basketball facility totally inadequate for varsity competition.
The D.C. Coaches Association, sancLioned by the D.C. public
schools athletic director, fails to represent all coaches in an equitable manner. One of my players, Michael Robinson, the top scorer
in the Washington metropolitan area and an All-Metropolitan selection in the Washington Post, was denied a position on the prestigious McDonald's Classic All-Sta; Team by this organization. This

team has included such NBA stars as Patrick Ewing, Kareem
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Abdul Jabbar, Michael Jordan, and others. In the past, the top

scorer in the area was automatically selected for this honor. However, because Michael Robinson was coached by a woman, he was
omitted from the team.
Mrs. COLLINS. Please finish your last sentence.

Ms. OATES. In 1988, a historical game between two women
coaches of men's varsity teams was reduced to a scrimmage be-

cause no formal contract was issued by the principal of F.W. Ballou
High School at the time, Mr. Ronald Parker, to the opposing school.
Over $12,000 of my personal savings was provided for this event.
There was no effort on the part of the school system or principal
of Ballou to aid me through fund-raisers or donations in this great
endeavor.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Oates follows:]
STATEMENT OF WANDA OATES

It is indeed an honor and a pleasure for me and my Assistant Coach, Ms. B. Kali
Speaks, to be here today. We are most graciously ind.ebted to you Chairwoman Collins for being a trailblazer in the vanguard of women in athletics and having a deep
commitment to its growth and development.
My personal growth, development and struggles, which I shall attempt to share
with you today, evolved from my humble beginnings. Like so many women of my
generation, we were relegated to second class status. In our society, girls were traditionally discouraged from participating in strenuous physical activities. And, while
it is true "we've come a long way baby" in changing the image of women as dainty,

fragile creatures whose only proper strenuous physical activity is that of giving
birth, our society has not yet become so liberated that girls are encouraged from the
very beginning of their existence to develop athletic physiques or powerful musculature. A large segment of our population, both men and women, still prefer women
to be feminine rather than female.

The role of women has changed vastly in the last decade, and will continue to
change in the next several decades as each woman tries to determine just exactly
who and what she is. And this role is changing not only in the business world but
also in organized competitive programs.

Today, girls and women are beginning to seek themselvestrying to determine

just who they really are. Accordingly, most women today paid a high price for being
"different." I am a prime example.
Regardless of the negative or positive influence of our society, women will never
reach their full potential physically or psychologically until they can appreciate their
bodies and their minds, and until they are free enough of cultural pressures to become fully aware of the tremendous underdeveloped and untapped power they possess. Having said that, I shall now endeavor to reflect on my life's experiences which

have been guided by 3 idealsfaith--commitmentand courage.

I entered Howard University during the Summer of 1960, iil-prepared for college
work because in high school I was hostile, disenchanted with school and my educational development, not goal.oriented, lacked direction, and, above all, had a deep
sense of failure. My grade point average was 1.98 on a 4.0 scale; however, my college board scores reflected a tremendous ability to be successful in college. While
in college, I concentrated on athletic development; courses at that time that were
not readily available to women. Much of my subsequent knowledge of ath10,ics was
developed through independent study. My love for sports and atnletic development
carried over into my professional teaching career. And, in 1967, I helped form a girls
basketball program at F.W. Ballou High School.

With a growing sense of who I was and what I was supposed to accomplish in
my lifetime, I organized the first interhigh basketball tournament for girls beginning with eight teams in 1969. The Director of Athletics at the timea mandiscouraged me, even threatening to deny me access to school funds and use of gymnasiums and equipment. Undoubtedly, I forged ahead buying equipment and uniforms with my nersonal savings and threatened court action if we were denied use
of a governme t facility. Needless to say, we were successful. This tournament was
the forerunn.)r of the present day athletic program for girls in the D.C. public
schools.

After passage of Title IX in 1972, women in athletics were on their way--or so
we thought. The realization of lingering inequality became abundantly clear when
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I applied for and was denied the position of school Athletic Director, "a man's job."
It took me 8 years after the passage of Title IX to become the first female Athletic
Director in a D.C. public school. This was only the tip of the iceberg of struggles
which I personally encountered.
Helena Jones became Principal of Ballou High School, the first woman to hold
that position in the school's history. She was a woman of vision with a high sense
of purpose and commitment. Due to my record as a championship coach in many

sports and my past experience as Athletic Director, in June 1985, Ms. Jones appointed me Head Coach of the men's varsity football team. Controversial indeed.
That bold step was a costly one to say the least. Any man with these credentials
would have had the school system crawling to him to be the head football coach.
I was denied the position by the Assistant Superintendent, Dr. Andrew Jenkins,
who later became Superintendent of the D.C. public schools. A court fight ensued,
which I lost in the U.S. Court of Appeals. However, the three member panel of
which Robert Bork was a sitting Judge, added that the City "may have missed an
historic opportunity" by not giving the job to me. I later filed a grievance with the
Washington Teachers Union which was settled April 22, 1988. The D.C. Board of
Education agreed to appoint me as the Head Coach of the male basketball team at
Balloua first for the Washington metropolitan area. It is appropriate to note at

this point that Helena Jones was transferred from Ballou and demoted.
.During my tenure as Head Coach of the men's varsity basketball team, I, along
with my Assistant Coach, B. Kali Speaks, have suffered some of the most discriminatory practices imaginable by a school system. I shall attempt to elaborate for you
some of the negative policies, procedures, and practices by administrators and other
personnel in the D.C. public school system for the past 5 years that directly violate
the intent and spirit of Title IX.
1. Proper personnel hiring procedures were never followed in the appointment of
the Athletic 'Director for the D.C. public schools. The position was neither advertised
nor posted and subsequently has been held by a male since its inception.
2. Failure of the D.C. public school system to recruit and train women to coach.
Most of the positions are now held by males for all sports even those encompassing
female athletes.
3. Blatant sex discrimination permeating the varsity and junior varsity basketball
programs at Ballou by Mr. Reginald Ballard, Assistant Principal in Charge of Athletics, in the following manner:
(a) My new varsity uniforms were given to the junior varsity team without my
knowledge or consent;
(b) Equipment earmarked for the varsity was given to the JV coach, Mr. William
Fitchett;
(c) I was allowed by Mr. Ben Overton, Athletic Director at Ballou to order uniforms for the varsity team. The order was later rescinded by Mr. Reginald Ballard,
leaving me Nith a bill of over $2,000 to pay out of my personal savings. There was
no help offered to me by way of fundraisers to aid me in paying the cost of the uniforms;

(d) The junior varsity coach was allowed to sponsor a benefit basketball game

with the aid of Mr. Ballard;
(e) Individual plaques were given to the junior varsity team (13 plaques), while
varsity players received a lesser award (3 plaques) during the Annual Sports Assembly at Ballou;

(f) A junior varsity Christmas Tournament was held this year at Balloua first.

No such tournament has ever been suggested or held for the varsity;
(g) During an athletic recognition assembly, the varsity team and coach's names
were intentionally omitted from the program after it was brought to the attention
of the administration to correct, another first;
(h) Practice facilities were found by the administration for the JV team in a school
with a regulation basketball court when our gymnasium was being repaired; which
took 2 years to complete. During this same time period, I had to secure the Police

Boys Club for the varsity team to practice ona basketball facility totally inadequate for varsity competition.

4. The hiring of Mr. William Fitchett as the JV coach against my wishesafter
he encouraged his team to cheer against the varsity in competition and frequently
encouraged his players to transfer out of Ballou to other D.C. public schools to avoid
being coached by a woman.
5. Over the years, athletic directors for the D.C. public schools have allowed ineli-

gible players to participate in games against my teamsdespite my filing formal
protests against such conduct by these athletic directors and male coaches; my
teams have been intentionally left stranded on numerous occasions because the
school bus failed to pick them upon one occasion, my assistant coach and I had
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to rely on friends to get my team back to D.C.; failure of the athletic director to

pay the registration fees for me and my assistant to attend sports clinics while paying the fees for the male coaches.
6. The D.C. Coaches Association, sanctioned by the D.C. public schools athletic director, fails to represent all coaches in an equitable manner. One of my players, Michael Robinson, the top scorer in the Washington metropolitan area and an All-Metropolitan selection in the Washington Post, was denied a position on the prestigious
McDonald's Classic Allstar Team by this organization. This team has included such
NBA stars as Patrick Ewing, Kareem Abdul Jabbar, Michael Jordan, et al. In the
past, the top scorer in the area was automatically selected for this honor. However,
because Michael Robinson was coached by a woman, he was omitted from the team.
7. Parents of participants at Ballou in athletic activities such as football were admitted free to all games; however, my varsity basketball team parents had to pay
admission to all games until a formal complaint.
8. In 1988, an historic game between two women coaches of men's varsity teams
was reduced to a scrimmage because no formal contract was issued by the principal
of F.W. Ballou High School at the time, Mr. Ronald Parker, to the opposing school.
Over $12,000 of my personal savings was provided for this event. There was no effort on the part of the school system or principal of Ballou to aid me through fundraisers or donations in this great endeavor.
9. Several of my players were intentionally given failing grades in classes by male
teachers to prevent them from participating on the vars4'y team.
10. In 1989, Dr. Andrew Jenkins, Superintendent of the D.C. public schools, transferred me to another high school in an attempt to remc ye me from coaching men's
varsity basketball at Ballou. Attorneys David Povich and John P. Monahan, III of
Williams and Connolly filed a temporary restraining order on my behalf preventing
the action.
11. Recruitment mail from ',oilege coaches was withheld from my players by the
administration and many of my telephone calls from coaches inquiring about my
players for possible scholarships were diverted to the football coach. He never told
me of the calls.
12. My physical education class, which was sanctioned by the former principal
and scheduled before school was officially in session (8 o'clock), was abruptly eliminated from the curriculum by Mr. Richard Washington. The class was mandatory
for all varsity basketball players and open to the entire student body. At one point,

there were over 60 students enrolledboth male and femaleand it was the largest
class in the school. There was no reason given for the cancellation.
13. A prospective All-American varsity basketball player was not allowed to enroll

in Ballou and was advised by several administrators to enroll in Anacostia, a high
school outside of his residential boundary. This action was taken to avoid having
this young man assist me in producing a championship for Ballou. My team was
successful in spite of their efforts, winning the East Division Championship, a feat
that had not been accomplished in 17 years.
14. Mr. Richard Washington denied a request by one of my varsity players, Marc
Dozier, to remain at Ballou an additional year because he felt that he was neither
educationally nor mentally ready for college. His SAT score was 600+, which did not
qualify him for an athletic scholarship. Under D.C. public school system eligibility
rules, he could have participated in basketball another year and possibly raised his
test scores through additional instruction.

A prime example of that happening is Dave Bing, a product of the D.C. public
school system (Spingarn1 who was advised by his principal to repeat his senior year
to hone his academic skills. He later received a basketball scholarship to Syracuse
University, was an outstanding professional basketball player with the Washington
Bullets, and presently is the CEO of a multi-million dollar corporation that he created.
I salute you Chairwoman Collins and your committee for breaking new ground in
the continuing struggle for equality of women in athletics.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

I am sure that the remainder of your testimony will come out in
the question and answer session which we are going to begin now.
Ms. Gaters, with the glowing record that Marshall High School
girls' basketball team has amassed over the past several years, we
all thought that everything was hunky dory and that these young
women were certainly on their way to offers of great scholarships
and that their college education was assured, and so forth.
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Then, much to our chagrin, we found by reading the newspapers
that some of the young ladies who had been offered college scholarships had not been able to pass their ACT's, and we ask you now,
not in any belittling way but to ask you, what is expected of young

students who have become great athletes in school and yet who

cannot pass their ACT's to get into college? How do you work with
that?

Ms. GATERS. All of our students are required to attend the library every day that they have a study on their program. Summer
ACT preparation is a part of our program as well as playing summer league basketball, yet we continue to have students who do not
pass the ACT exam, and I am sure that that will continue.
We have many students who qualify. As a matter of fact, one of
my players, Latanya Foster, was the Player of the Year from Illinois. She led her team to the Final Four this year from the University of Iowa. Another one of our players who passed the ACT just
completed her career at De Paul University. She was two times the
MVP, and she will be the grad assistant next year.
Mrs. COLLINS. Were there any on this year's team who were not

able to pass the ACT.
Ms. GATERS. Yes.

Mrs. COLLINS. And was help given to them?
Ms. GATERS.

Yes, there was. Ever since they have been in the

program, it has been available to them.

Mrs. COLLINS. And have they now been able to pass?
Ms. GATERS. No, they still do not pass.
Mrs. COLLINS. So in all probability they won't be getting any college scholarships?
Ms. GATERS. Yes, they will get scholarships.

Mrs. COLLINS. How will that work? Will they be tutored when
they are in college?

Ms. GATERS. Two of them will be attending junior college. One

has not made up her mind. She may attend the University of
Michigan as a nonscholarship student, or she might go to a prep
school, or she maythird optiondecide to go to a junior college.

But all is not lost because they have not passed an ACT or SAT
exam. They can still get a quality college education, which I did
myself.

Mrs. COLLINS. Certainly this is very important. What do you attribute these kinds of problems to? I think you might have hit on
something when you were talking about the educational system
overall in the city of Chicago. Do you attribute some of the fact that
they cannot pass SAT's and ACT's to the fact that the Chicago
school system in certain areas of the city is not as good as it should
4

be?
Ms. GATERS. Well, that is certainly part of it. It is difficult to say

what the exact problem is. But no matter how much support you
give some students, you are going to have some that fall through
the cracks, and that will remain so, regardless of the types of support systems that you give them.
As a coach, you can hope that the majority of your students will
be successes in terms of the NCAA's eyes in passing the Prop 48.
Mrs. COLLINS. I wonder what happens to a young girl's self-esteem when she is on a winning team like the Lady Commandos of
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Marshall High School, and she is held in very high esteem as a tremendous player by her peers in her high school, and her picture
is in the Chicago newspapers and others, finds herself on the front
page of the sports section of USA Today, and everybody in the Nation knows that she is part of a wonderful top team, and perhaps

one of the best basketball playersI am using this as a hypo-

theticalone of the best basketball players in the country, perhaps
number one or number two, and then finds herself then not having
the kinds of options that she thought she was going to have simply
because the educational system in her school was not for her. That
should certainly be a most shattering thing, I would think.
Ms. GATERS. No, I don't consider it as being shattering. I am very
disappointed that the young ladies in our program this year did not
pass the ACT or SAT. However, one's self-acceptance should not be
based upon what other people feel about you. If they can feel good
about the progress that they have made, about the things they
have accomplished, then it is not the end of the world. Their careers are ahead of them. So because other people perceive that you
have done something less than what is expected of you, it does not
mean that you should carry that tag around with you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Coach Oates, do you think that perhaps schools
should adopt more rigorous academic requirements as a condition
for playing sports, like "no pass/no play"?
Ms. OATES. Yes, absolutely.
I would just like to bring to the committee's attention that I had
a young man named Mark Dosher, and he had completed 3 years
of high school. However, his SAT scores were just a little over 600,
and he wanted to return to Ballou High School to hone his academic skills so that he could possibly, through further instruction,
gain the 700-plus necessary for obtaining an athletic scholarship.
He was denied that request by the principal.

You see, at the time, you could participate in varsity athletics
after 3 years if you met the age requirement and the grade point
requirement, which he did, and he was denied that request and
made to graduate from Ballou Senior High School before he was
mentally and emotionally ready to do so.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.

The purpose of these hearings is to see what we can do to imCoach Gaters, I was reading in your testimony that there are
fewer than 20 girl teams in the 472 elementary schools in Chicago.
Why do you personally feel there are so few girls' teams, and what,
if you could wave a magic wand, could we do to make it more balprove and to do away with inequities.

anced?

Ms. GATERS. Part of the reason is that many people don't volunteer their time to work with girls. They feel that their skills require

so much attention and they would just prefer to spend that time
with the boys.
Another factor, of course, is that there is no compensation, and
many people, teachers and others, are just very busy and trying to

make enough money to survive.
Mr. STEARNS. So if you were the Congresswoman from your district, what do you think we should do?
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time to volunMs. GATERS. Encourage those people who have the ladies as well

teer to please do so and help some of these young

-

as the young men.
on Thursday. We
For instance, I just completed a summer league
that
was held in the
summer league
had 12 teams. It is the only
community,
boys'
summer
leagues
in
every
city this year. There are
all over. You can barely go a mile's radius without finding some
sort of competition for boys or men.
to start this properly
Mr. STEARNS. I have said this earlier, that
You have to encourage
back
even
to
grade
school.
you have to go
start developing the
women in sports way back then, so that they
school and
sustained
through
junior
interest and that it is If abruptly in college we high
did it, it would
high school and college.
just have to start in the
not have enough of the women. I think we
very beginning here.
Title IX says that there has to be a
I had the staff check, and
school
who is knowledgeable about Title
representative at the high
Christine:
To
your knowledge, is anybody at
IX, and let me ask
knowledgeable?
Where
could you go? Was there
your high school
where
you
could
say, you know, "Here's
anybody you could go to
both
legally
and professionally
me
my problem. Can you advise
anybody
at
the
high
school?
what to do?" Was there

Ms. PRIDE. Not to my knowledge.
at every high
Mr. STEARNS. The law says, or regulation says,
have to
Now
that
person
doesn't
school you have to have someone.
knowledgeable.
has to be
be somebody full time, but somebody
one of these
Dorothy, wouldn't you agree, if there was at eachwho
knew the
high schools somebody knowledgeable about Title IX,
to the principal,

regulations, and said to the administration and Government, you
"Listen, under the regulations of the Federal
would be the first step
have got to do X, Y, and Z"I think that
that person.
make
sure
that
we
have
towards awareness, to

Ms. GATERS. Certainly, I think so.
Mr. STEARNS. Coach Oates, do you want to comment?
Senior High School
Ms. OATES. We don't have 9nyone at Ballou

knowledgeable except myself.
Mr. STEARNS. But you

had to find out the hard way

out something
Ms. OATES. Well, I was definitely going to find
about Title IX, but
I
am
knowledgeable
that affected me. So, yes,
not.
a number of other people arestood
up at the teachers meeting, sat
Mr. STEARNS. If someone
"Look, the Federal Governup and talked to the principal and said,
and
this
is
what
you
are supposed to be doing,"
ment has Title IX,
to blink and understep,
to
get
everybody
that would be the first
stand what they should be doing.
of women's participaSome have suggested that the lower levels
simply
not as interested in
are
tion in sports is because women
do you think that is
participating as men. Let me ask Christine,involved
with softball.
suddenly
decided
to
get
true? I mean, you
to your peers, do you agree or disagree

But, in general, talking
of interest? I have
with that assertion about just general level
made.
heard that argument
lot of young girls interMs. PRIDE. I disagree. I think there are a discouraged. They are
but
I
think
they
are
ested in playing a sport,
75-379 0 - 94 - 3
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often discouraged by the fact that there
are more opportunities out
there for boysboys'

boys' JV, just boys' sports in generaland I think thatvarsity,
the fear or just the loss
of confidence that

teams will be treated equally or that it will be a competitive
sport
is what discourages girls from participating.
Mr. STEARNS. Did the administration
provide you a reason when
you talked about in your testimony the fact
that the men's baseball
team could practice on the adjacent field during
the women's softball games but not allowing the women's
during the men's baseball game? Did the softball team to practice
or teachers, or anybody give you some inside reasonadministration,
why?
Ms. PRIDE. The only thing the
administration claimed was that
it wouldn't matter because we couldn't
hit balls in their field, we
couldn't hit that far, so we couldn't hit into
their outfield, but they
didn't think about how distracting it
was,
and
them, but, like I said, nothing was done. So we explained this to
they couldn't provide
an understandable rationale behind their decision.
Mr. STEARNS. Coach Oates, in that
area that she commented on,
from your perspective as a coachthe level
of interest by the girls
in grade school, junior high, the ladies
in
high
of interest not there, or do you think it is there? schoolis the level
Ms. OATES. I most definitely feel that
interest is there. It is
just that we can't find qualified coaches the
to
coach
them, especially
in elementary school. We don't have
a program at all in elementary
school. I have been fighting for years
have a program right
through grade school, junior high school, to
and senior high
school, as
a build-up, and we still don't have adequate
programs, especially
for young ladies on the elementary level.
Mr. STEARNS. In Washington, D.C.,
they have a boys' club and
they have other organizations that start
probably there is not that parallel for girls,young boys early, and
and what we need to
do is increase awareness,
is what the chairwoman is doing.
But it seems to me the firstwhich
solution is to
able, like yourself, at the grade school, get somebody knowledgethe junior high, and the
high school level, and that will start the process.
Ms. OATES. You see, our problem
is that all the athletic directors
in the D.C. public schools have been
and men, I'm sorry to
say, you know, ar s. just not sensitive tomen,
the
needs
of our young ladies, and that is a fact. They place more of their emphasis
athletes, and because I am coaching men now, my boys on male
discriminated against as though they were girlsyou are being
know, a lot
of things that, if they were girls, would
it is happening to them because they be happening to them, and
Mrs. COLLINS. The gentleman's timehappen to have a lady coach.
expired, so I will begin
my questioning by asking you, what arehas
those differences that you
see now that you are coaching a boys' team?
Ms. OATES. Well, to get back
academics, I had a physical education class scheduled for 8 a.m.,toand
this was before school. At one
point, I had over 60 young people enrolled
mandatory for my varsity loasketball players in that class. It was
the class was open to anyone in the school to attend. However,
who wanted to attend
my class at 8 a.m., and I had the largest class
in the school at 8
a.m., and this class was abruptly
taken out of the curriculum by
Mr. Richard Washington, who became
principal at that time.
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Mrs. COLLINS. In your testimony, you allude to problems that are
faced by the coaches in getting hired and receiving fair treatment.
Ms. Pride also suggested that this problem occurred in her school.
I am asking you, Coach Oates, are you aware of other similar instances, and could you describe the nature of the discriminatory
treatment?
Ms. OATES. Most of the coaches in my schoolin fact, I believe
I am the only one that happens to be female, all the rest are men,
and I have even suggested to the principal a number of women outside of the school system who would be happy to serve as coaches,
and as of yet he hasn't hired any of them.
Mrs. COLLINS. One of the things that bothers mefirst of all, I
want to ask a question of the coaches. That is, have you had the
experience of finding that recruiters are going out recruiting young
men and women who are just finishing junior high school and so
forth in order to come to high schools, your high schools or high
schools in the District or in Silver Spring, or wherever they may
be? Are you aware of those kinds of things happening in recruiting?
Ms. OATES. Yes, I am. In fact, I am one of the only coaches in
the District that does not recruit. I do not believe in recruiting
young people to come to school to play any kind of sport, and I
refuse to do that.
When I first became the coach, the male coach, at Ballou High
School, the other coaches came to my school and tried to recruit my
team, and I told them, "Take them out of here. If you want to recruit them, take them out of here, because I'm going to take a gym
class and beat you, because you have been the problem all along.
You have not been the positive role model that you should be, and
I'm going to take a gym class and beat you. So take the varsity
players out of here, if you want to, but I'm going to beat you anyway."

Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Gaters, you may recall, last year many of us
were very upset because on the front page of one of the newspapers
they had this eighth-grade kid who was offered a full ride to go to
Mount Carmel in order to play basketball. It was in all of our Chi-

cago papers. That full ride included all kinds of little perks and
what-not, and it was alleged, and found to be true, that the school
alum gave him checks to pay for his summer tuition and all these
kinds of different things. I am just wondering if you are aware of
other situations like that in the Chicago area, and anybody come

to your school to recruit any of your students?
Ms. GATERS. I am not personally aware of it. Sometimes I get the
information second- or third-hand. However, we are prohibited by
the Illinois High School Association from recruiting elementary
school kids.
Mrs. COLLINS. I wonder if any your students, those in their junior and senior years, experience something that we also saw in the
papers. I don't happen to have it here, but it happened in Chicago.
Recruiters were coming in to see this young man.
Do we have that article here? May I have it?
Recruiters were trying to recruit this young man to play.
Ms. GATERS. Was that from this year in the spring?
Mrs. COLLINS. This was this year, yes.
Ms. GATERS. Yes, I am familiar with that.
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Mrs. COLLINS. He was an eighth-grade basketball star, and he
was only 14 or 15 years old. His name was Henderson. "Mrs. Henderson has a message for the Chicago high school basketball community: 'Leave my son alone." She said she didn't want to cause
any kind of trouble, that she never wanted to talk to a reporter,
but she also never expected her son to become the rope in a recruiting tug-of-war, not while he was 15 years old.
What had happened, according to the article in the Chicago Tribune, is that recruiters had been coming to her eighth-grade kid to
be recruited in their high school and were frustrating this kid to
the point of tears, and his mother said, "Stop it. Just leave my kid

alone."

I mean these are horrible things to do to a young kid who is 13,

14, 15 years old.
Coach Speaks.

Ms. SPEAKS. Yes, we have experienced kids being recruited in
junior high and high schools, because some of the high schools now

start with ninth grade, so they start to recruit them then, and a
lot of kids are worried to death, they are pestered, their parents

are lied to, and they are pulled out of their neighborhood school

you know, the school in their neighborhoodto go to a school
across town.
I work at Coolidge High School, which is in Northwest Washington, in the day time, and coach at Ballou High School, which is in
Southeast Washington, in the evening, and a lot of the Southeast
kids are at my school in Northwest. They have gone out to Southeast and recruited them and brought them to Northwest Washington.
Mrs. COLLINS. It happens that both of these incidents were
around young men. Do these same kinds of recruiting things happen to young ladies?
MS. SPEAKS. No.
MS. OATES. Yes.
Ms. SPEAKS. Oh, they do?
Ms. OATES. Yes, they do.
Ms. SPEAKS. Oh, I have never experienced that.
Ms. OATES. Yes. Let me just say that in the District

we have a
number of coaches, especially over at H.D. Woodson High School,
Mr. Bob Heddon. Mr. Bob Heddon recruits all over the city to get
his championship teams together. They recruit at Anacostia High
School, girls as well as boys.
I had an instance of an all-American, a prospective all-American,
young man who wanted to come to Ballou High School because he
wanted to play for this woman coach that he had heard about, and
when he got to Ballou he was denied admission.
Now, Ballou was his neighborhood school. They were supposed to
let him in. But they wouldn't let him in. They advised him to go
to Anacostia High School rather than have this young man come
to Ballou High School, play for me, and possibly win a championship. Well, we won the championship without him. In spite of all
of the efforts to keep him out, we won the championship anyway.
So, yes, we have recruitment of girls as well as boys, yes.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you. My time has expired.
Mr. Stearns.
EzS
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Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I have no further
questions of panel one.

Mrs. COLLINS. All right. I want to say first of all to Ms. Pride

that, we are pleased that you were a panelist for us, because it
seems that when we have these hearings, most of the time, the
adults are here, trying to make decisions about what is going to
happen to the young people as they go through our education system, be it here at this high school level or at the collegiate level

and so forth. But with your being here, giving us the benefit of
your experience in gender equity, it has been very meaningful to
us.
I

particularly liked your last remark on your statement. You

said, "I know that these changes cannot possibly occur overnight,
but I alsc know that it is harshly unfair that I, with my 3.75 grade
point average and 1200-plus SAT score, will have to sweat out my
acceptance to the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, while
some male basketball player who barely qualifies under Proposition
48, will be relaxed, knowing that he will be accepted at almost any
school he wishes to attend." I really think that sums up what this
hearing is all about, that this is an unfairness that is in our system
in sports for young women your age and older, and I hope that you
will con ,,inue to fight, with us, to see to it that these inequities become a thing of the past.
I want to thank all of our first panel, because the jobs that you
are doing with your young people are certainly very important. It

gives them self-esteem, it makes us all proud of them, it surcly
makes you proud when you have winning teams, but, more than
that, in building the character of our young people, you are building America, and I thank you for coming.
Ms. OATES. Thank you for having us.
Mrs. COLLINS. We certainly welcome our second panel.

As we have said before, this panel will include Ms. Ola Bundy,
who is the assistant executive director for the Illinois High School
Association, and Ms. Nancy Benda, who is the director of the Florida Department of Education, Equal Education Opportunity Program, from Tallahassee.
We are going to begin with you, Ms. Bundy.
STATEMENTS OF OLA M. BUNDY, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS HIGH SCHOOL ASSOCIATION; AND NANCY
BENDA, DIRECTOR, EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAM, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
MS. BUNDY. Thank you.

My written testimony tells the complete story of girls' interscholastic sports in the high schools in Illinois, how the program
was implemented ai d has grown since 1969. So my testimony here
today will only include some of the highlights.

Before the expansion of the girls' program began in 1969, there
were virtually no interscholastic athletic opportunities for high
school girls in Illinois. In 1972-1973, the IHSA began conducting
State tournaments for girls in three sports, and there were already
an estimated 26,500 girls participating in all sports on a Statewide
basis.
E,(4
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The IHSA now conducts 12 State tournaments for girls, the most
of any State association. In 1991-1992, approximately 85,486 girls
participated, representing a growth of over 322 percent in just 20
years. We believe our Illinois high school girls' program, if not the
best, is one of America's best.
The dramatic and continuing growth in the program has occurred because of the cooperation between the schools, legislators,
the Illinois State Board of Education, and the Illinois High School
Association. This cooperation has bean founded on a commitment
to the common understanding that there are valid, essential educational values for including interscholastic sports in the total educational program of the schools, and therefore interscholastic athletic opportunities should be made available to all students, both
boys and girls, on a comparable and equitable basis.
By State law, the IHSA is held accountable, and the IHSA has

served as an important ally to the high schools as they have

worked toward compliance with Title IX and the Illinois sex equity
rules and to the Office for Civil Rights, the Illinois General Assembly, and the State Board of Education, as they have been the en-

forcement agencies of these Federal and State laws in guiding,
monitoring, and evaluating the progress of our schools.

As my written testimony verifies, the growth of girls' programs
has not been without controversy and working, even battling on occasion, through difficulties and differences. Regardless, there has

always been agreement that the educational goals of the interscholastic athletic programs in the high schools, both for the
schools and their student athletes, are best served by providing the

greatest number of opportunities to the greatest number of students, both boys and girls.
I wish you could have been there with me on a morning in 1972

that was so cold, the girls could hardly hold their tennis rackets,
as they began their matches in the first ever girls' State final tournament; on a day in 1975, when four boys and a girl won the girls'
bowling State tournament; when Dorothy Gaters and the girls' basketball team from Marshall High School in Chicago won their first
girls' basketball State championship; in 1979, when Jackie Joyner,
on her way to becoming Jackie Joyner Kersee, the greatest woman
athlete of all time, set a new State record in the long jump at the
girls' State final track and field meet.
If you had been there with me, you would know why all of this
is important in the lives of our young women and why it is important for us to continue our drive forward in the cause of gender equity in high school girls' athletic programs. As we forge ahead, we
are fueled by our past success.
Since delay may be one of the worst forms of discrimination, it
is important that the colleges and universities now follow the lead
of the high schools in implementing and developing women's intercollegiate athletic programs in the United States and not settle for
what may be diversionary tactics at the collegiate level, as reported
in this morning's USA Today.
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The story of our high school girls interscholastic athletic program
in Illinois is not yet finished, and we are looking forward to the sequels in the years 2003 and 2013.
[Testimony resumes on p. 130.]
[The prepared statement and attachments of Ms. Bundy follow:]
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STATEMENT OF OLA M BUNDY, ALSSISTANT EXECrITIE DIRECTOR,
ILLINoIS HIGH SCHOOL ASSOcIATION

In

1903,

the high school principals

Athletic Association

to emerging
girls'

as

established the Illinois High School

a statewide organization to give unity and leadership

interscholastic

programs.

interscholastic athletic

In the early 1900s, there were some

programs in Illinois high sdhools, especially

in Girls Basketball.

But

from

Association,

1912 to 1927, the by-laws of

prehibited

interscholastic athletic

belief of the times.

its

member

contests.

what is now the Il inois High Sdhool
schools

e.ga.ging

in

girls'

This prohibition was representative of the

Leading educators, women physical educators included,

members of the medical profession and society
extensive participation

from

Ln general,

in competitive athletics was

believed that

harmful for girls and

women.

In

1920,

a

few dedicated women physical

educators in Illinois, formed the
Illinois League of High School Girls Athletic Associations.
The League program

was primarily intramural in nature and was designed to offer
any girl in a high
sdhool the opportunity to participate
in a variety of, what were considered to
be,
appropriate extra-curricular sport and dance activities at
her own level of
interest and ability.
Recognizing the worth of such a program, the Illinois
High sthool Association gave the
League full financial support and in
1926

became the

first State Association

administrator to be

in

in the United States to hire a woman

charge of the girls' statewide

sports program in the

IHSA Office.
In

girls'

1927, the high schools emerged

only slightly from a conservative view of

athletics to approve interscholastic

sports, Girls Golf and Girls Tennis.

-1-
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athletic contests for girls in two

Girls Archery was added to the list of

69
approved sports
the

and, 29 years later, in 1964, Girls Badminton became

1935

in

fourth sport approved

for girls' interscholastic athletic competition in

IHSA member schools.

Between the

of

years

1927 and the early 1960s, the main thrust of girls'

sports programs in Illinois high schools came in the form of very sophisticated
Girls

local

Athletic

Association

of High

(GAA)

programs that were

a

part of the

Illinois

League

schools,

the League annually conducted a Postal Basket Shooting Contest, 1-ostal

School

Girls Athletic Associations.

For its member

Archery Tournament, TelegraphicSwim Meet, Postal Bowling Tournament, three GAA
statewide

WOrkshops,

The League

Camps.

members could

not much

also maintained

athletic contests

in

a

Days and two GAA Leadership

GAA Point System by whidh local GAA

High schools could not engage in girls'

the sports approved except if they were

League and conducted those contests in accordance with rules

the

for the

adopted

and Spring GAA Play

earn state GAA awards.

intersCholastic

members of

Fall

League

by the IHSA Board of Directors.

This meant there was

in girls' interscholastic athletic competition in Illinois

happening

high schools, even in the approved sports, and there were only a few sdhools in

the Chicago

suburban area participating

in

a limited number of contests in

those sports.

But the dye was already being cast in girls' and women's sports in the late
1950s

and early

"dark

ages of sport" to take their place on the playing fields and to fight the

battle

for

Commission

girls
of

and women

the

considered proposals
interscholastic
support

until

to amend

Girls and women were beginning to come out from the

1960s.

Illinois

zports.

For several years, the Legislative

High School

Association, at its annual meeting,

in

to amend the

athletic

program.

by-laws that would

expand the girls'

Each year, such proposals gained additional

finally

in 1968, the Legislative Commission approved a proposal

the by-laws

to permit sdhools to enter girls in two sports days (a

modified form of interscholastic athletic competition) per school year in each
-2-
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six sports, namely Girls Volleyball, Girls Softball, Girls Tradk and Field,

Girls

Field

Hockey,

Girls Swimming and Girls

Bowling,

in addition to

intersdholastic athletic contests in Girls Archery, Girls Badminton, Girls Golf

and Girls Tennis.

This amendment was approved by a mr-ljority mail vote of the

principals of ERSA member sdhools and became effective July 1, 1969.

It was

soon apparent that the amended by-law represented a "watered down"

version of the program that women physical educators who supported an expanded

program for girls really thouqht was adequate.
spend

the next

However, they were content to

two years organizing their schools

implementing the new programs,

for competition and

recognizing this as a time for establishing

necessary controls, policies and procedures at the local school level.

During the

1970-71

whether or not the

sthool

there was

year,

IHSA program

question of girls being permitted to play
strong

possibility,

especially

again much digrnsgion about

for girls Should be further expanded.

The

on boys' teams was rumored as a

if girls were not offered an adequate

interscholastic competitive athletic program of their own.

In the

spring of 1971, the IBM Board of Directors approved the mailing of

a questionnaire to principals of member sdhools requesting their opinions on a

number of

items,

interscholastic
principals
boys'

including

athletic

a

section

sports.

favored an expanded

teams.

referring to girls' participation in

It was evident that the majority of
girls'

program and opposed girls playing on

As a result, the IHSA Board of Directors sUbmitted two proposals

to amend the by-laws relating to girls' athletics.

Both of the proposals were

approved by the Legislative Commission and received a 5 to 1 majority mail vote
of the principals for adoption.

One of
stated,

those by-laws,

which became effective immediately upon adoption,

"No sdhool belonging to this Association shall permit boys and girls to

participate

with

or against members of

interscholastic athletic activity."

opposite

sex in the same

The other by-law, whidh became effective
-3-
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July

1, 1969, included some special provisions and provided for interscholastic

athletic

Girls

contests

Fencing,

for girls in Girls Archery, Girls Badminton, Girls Bowling,

Girls

Golf, Girls Gymnastics, Girls Swimming, Girls Tennis and

Girls Track and Field, and schools were permitted to enter girls in four sports

days per school year in each of five sports, namely Girls Basketball, Girls
Field Hockey, Girls Soccer, Girls Softball and Girls Volleyball.

Once

again,

was

it

interscholastic athletic

building and growing time

a

programs

what was provided was not enough.

in Illinois high sdhools.

in

the

girls'

But, once again,

The by-laws of the Association were amended

again and effective July 1, 1973, unlimited intersdholaStic athletic contests
for girls were permitted in Girls Archery, Girls Badminton, Girls Basketball,
Girls Bowling, Girls Fencing, Girls Field Hockey, Girls Golf, Girls Gymnastics,
Girls

Girls Softball,

Soccer,

Field

and

Girls Swimming, Girls Tennis, Girls Track and

Girls Volleyball.

However,

accompanied these provisions,

a girls'

provide

intramural

some special

including the
program,

requirements

stipulations still

for a school to

that eadh sport included in the girls'

interscholastic athletic program must be ta'Jght by a girls' physical education
teacher

part of the girls'

as

program,

physical

education curriculum or intramural

that the girls' teams must be coached by certified women teadhers and

for the contests to be conducted under the rules prescribed by the Illinois
Ieague

of High School Girls Athletic Associations which continued to fall under

the jurisdiction of the 1BSA Board of Directors.

The

special

registration
contests

the use of
playing

Girls

in

Gymnastics,

rules prescribed by the League included provisions for:

(1)

of women officials to officiate girls' interscholastic athletic
Volleyball,

Girls

Softball,

Girls Basketball,

Girls

Girls Traok and Field: Girls Field Hodkey and Girls Swirsning; (2)
DGWS (Division for Girls and Women's Sports) rules as the official

rules

for

all

girls'

contests;

and,

(3)

that otherwise, the same

athletic eligibility and contest rules that applied to boys' would also apply
-4-
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to girls' interscholastic athletic contests in IHSA member schools.

In

1972-73,

implementing
1972-73,

the

Association began an affirmative action plan

state championship tamlimnent series

in the girls' sports.

for

In

the IHSA conducted the first state tournaments in Girls Tennis, Girls

Bowling and Girls Track and

Field.

Girls Volleyball was added in 1974-75.

Girls Golf, Girls Field Hockey, Girls Swimming and Girls Softball were added in
1975-76.

In

1976-77, Girls Basketball, Girls Badminton, Girls Gymnastics and

Girls Ardhery were added.

Hockey was

deleted

in

Girls Archery was deleted in 1980-81 and Girls Field
1981-82.

Girls Croes Country was added in 1979-80 and

Girls Soccer was added in 1987-88.

During

the

1973-74

school

year,

the

IHSA was involved in a court ca

involving Diane Bell, a student at Urbana High School, in Urbana, Illinois, who

wanted to participate
offered

the

Boys

Cross Country team.

Urbana High School

seven sports for boys and only three sports for girls and did not offer

Girls Cross
in

on

Country.

favor of

However, this inequity was overlooked as the court ruled

Diane Bell on the basis of interpretations of provisions included

in Title IX of the Educational Anerdments of 1972, the Final Regulations of
which did not became effective until July, 1975.

the special

provislons of

The court also ruled all of

the girls' interscholastic athletic program to be

unconstitutional.

The Association

lid not appeal the decision and ERSA By-laws were amended

and effect:me July

1, 1974, the Constitution and By-laws of the Illinois High

School
boys'

Association were revised to be gender neutral and applied equally to
and girls' interscholastic athletic contests.

This meant that following

provisions were henceforth deleted: (1) prbhibition of girls and boys playing
witn

or

against

each

other

requirement of waren officials

in

tor

interscholastic

athletic contests;

girls' contests; and,

(3) requirement of

wcmen to coach girls' athletic te4,s.

Along with these dramatic changes in the girls' program, in 1974-75, the
-5-
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IRSA adopted the

playing

pUblished by the

National

same

rules

for girls' interscholastic sports that were

Federation of State High School Associations, the

that were used in the boys' program.
the

Federation,
rules

rules

As a member of the National

IRSA had the opportunity for input in dete/mining the playing

and could utilize the accompanying programs and services of the National

to help train coaches and officials

Federation

in

their knowledge and

application of the playing rules.

The

IRSA was then caught off-guard in the 1974-75 IRSA Girls Bowling State

Series.

With the deletion of the by-law provision that prbhibited boys and

from playing with

girls

the Terms

contest,

or against each other in an interscholastic athletic

and Cbnditions for the Girls Bowling State Series did not

prohibit boys

from being on the girls' teams.

Bowling

tournament marks a very dark time for girls' athletics -n IHSA

state

meMber sdhools because the

won by

As a result, the 1974-75 Girls

1974-75 IRSA Girls Bowling State Championship was

Dixon High School, from Dixon, Illinois, with a team comprised of four

boys and one girl.

As a personal witness of this event, I saw what can happenwhen boys are
allowed

to play on girls' teams, even in Girls Bowling.

their

Once again, girls were

from even their own athletic program that was designed to meet

disenfranchised

separate and unique needs and interests.

And, the teams comprised of all

girls were devastated and did not have a chance to win the state dhampionship

on a

fair and

After that event, I vowed to do everything I

equitable basis.

possibly could to make sure there is never a repeat of sudh a happening in any
future IRSA girls' state series tournament.

The

statewide

response to

state tournament was
principals,

of

Directors

four boys and a girl winning the Girls Bowling

overwhelming.

student-athletes

and

The Association heard

fron parents,

members of the media, who let the IRSA Board

know, in no uncertain terms, that boys should not be permitted to

play on girls' teams.

The Board then adopted a special Term and Condition to
-6-
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prohibit boys on girls' teams, and vice versa, in any IHSA state series.

Prior to 1977-78, officials for the girls' sports were required to register

with the
sports

1HSP, Girls Athletic Officials

Department; officials for the boys'

registered with the IHSA Athletic Officials Department.

1977-78,

the

official,

two officials'

man or woman,

Basketball

contests

in

departments were merged.

Beginning in

From that time on, an

who wished to officiate Boys Basketball and/or Girls

1HSA member

schools,

for example, would register in

Boys/Girls Basketball with the IHSA Athletic Officials Department.

With the

recodification

of the ICHSA Constitution and By-laws in 1976-77,

sports seasons were established
following

few years,

Finally,

in

in the girls'

these sports

sports.

In the immediate

seasons were adjusted

several

tines.

response to a complaint sUbmitted to the Office for Civil Fights,

the IHSA worked cooperatively with OCR to establish the current approved sports
seasons in all sports, for both boys and girls.

With the

length of sports seasons being the same for boys and girls in the

same or comparable
effect:

Girls

Fall

Cross

Swimming;

sports,

--

Country,

Girls

Gymnastics,

Boys

following sports

seasons

are currently in

Boys Cross Country, Boys Soccer, Eoys Football, Boys Go] f,

Winter --

Basketball,

the

Girls Golf,
Boys

Bowling,

Girls Tennis,

Basketball,

Boys Wrestling,

Girls Gymnastics;

Track and

Field,

Girls Volleyball,

Spring

Boys Tennis,

Girls

Boys SwLmming, Girls
-- Boys Baseball, Boys

Boys Volleyball,

Girls

Badminton, Girls Softball, Girls Soccer, Girls Track and Field.

1978-79 was the
Athletic Associations.
programs
for

last year for the Illinois League of High School Girls

With the

implementation of interscholastic athletic

for girls in IBM member sChools, there seemed to be no longer a need

this

statewide

organization that emphasized development

of student

leadership and participation in primarily intramural sports at the loc. 1 school
level.

Although at times the League was perceived by some advocates of girls'

interscholastic athletics to be a stumbling block to aChieving a full blown
-7-
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interscholastic program

for hiqh school

credited with serving the

girls,

the

League will

always be

needs and interests of girls in athletics for

over

fifty years, especially during the "dark ages in girls' and women's sports" and
for providing educationally sound philosophies and objectives that have served
as

foundation and building laccks

the

for the outstanding statewide girls'

interscholastic athletic program that exists today in EHSAdaNber schools.

During the
the

1974-75

sdhool year, a joint committee of representatives from

Illinois State Board of Education and the Illinois High School Association

met several

times

in

the

'BSA Offices,

in

Bloomington, Illinois, for the

purpose of developing recrnmendations for the Sex Enmity Guidelines, whiCh were
prescribed

in the Illinois School Code with the intention of their serving as

"guidelines"

With the

IX

in Illincis public sChool districts.

Reform Act of 1986, these "guidelines" became the

Sex Equity Rules and became "Title IX with teeth" for Illinois public

Illinois
sdhool

implementing Title

for

Illinois School

including the

districts,

Chicago

PUblic Schools as of revisions that

became effective June 29, 1989.

We now had
providing

the tools with which to move forward in adhieving the goal of

Sex

Equity

for girls

to participate

athletic programs in Illinois:
Rules;

Superintendent

of

the commitment
member

opportunities

equal

intersCholastic

(3)

=rudiment

the

in hiqh sdhool

(1) Title IX; (2) the Illinois

and cooperation

of the State

Schools and the Illinois State Board of Edacation; and,

and resources

(4)

of the Illinois High School Association and its

Even with having the needed tools, the jdb has not been easy.

schools.

Many obstacles have been overcome and many issues have been faced.

How the

girls' athletic programs are implemented at the local sdhool level

continues to be a key factor in their success or failure.

witnessed the
the

early

Few of us personally

growing pains of the boys' interscholastic athletic programs in

19005,

and there

are

few written

accounts to give us guidance.

However, we know that two main obstacles in the boys'

-8-
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major problems

in the bays'

programs today, ladk of facilities and ladk of

finances.
Now,

here came the high school girls, asking, and sametimes demanding, that

their competitive needs and
requests

interests be given equal consideration.

came at wrong time or a right time, depending on your outlook.

a wrong tine

in terms of school facilities and finances.

These
It was

It was a right time

in terms of changing the attitudes and perceptions of society toward girls and
women who wished to participate in sports.

What were same of the obstacles that were overcome and issues that were faced
in

implementing the high school girls'

intersdholastic athletic program in

Illinois?

Sports Seasons
nention

same

seasons.

--

Having already discussed this

highlights

in

issue,

I

will

only

regard to the establishment of the girls' sports

There was certainly some "scratdhing and biting" going Dn as Boys

Gymnastics was moved to the Spring season and Girls Gymnastics was placed in

the Winter
same

in

season.

The length of seasons for the boys and girls had to be the

identical or =parable sports sudh as in Girls Golf and Boys Golf, or

in Boys Baseball and Girls Softball.

In the

beginning,

the Girls

Basketball

State Final toarnament was held

after the Cliss A and Class AA Boys Basketball State Final tournaments.

the Girls State
Basketball

Final

coaches

Now

is held before the Boys State Final and the Girls

seem to think the "paper" sport season for Girls

still

Basketball is longer than the actual playing season.
Overall,
well.

the

Now,

adjustment

is

arrangement

of

sports seasons for boys and girls is working

whenever an adjustment is made in a boys' sport season, the same
made

in

the

girls'

sport

season

in

that sport.

When Boys

Volleyball was recently added, it was placed in the Spring season so the
-9-
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sChools

avoid

could

facility equipment conflicts with the Girls Volleyball

and to be able to utilize the coaches and officials from the Girls

program,

Volleyball program.

Facilities/Equiprent -- Gaining

"equal

a

"

"girls gym" and the "boys gym" and the boys gym was usually the big,

the

often

to the use of facilities

In the beginning, there was

for the girls' programs has been a tough obstacle.

spectator gym.

sChool athletic administrators helped their looAl Boards of Education to

As

solve the problem of
programs,

a

lack of

facilities

for both the girls' and boys'

soon became evident that existing facilities must be Shared on an

it

equitable basis or additional

facilities must be built to acoommodate the

Regardless,

the schools that have been most successful in

programs.

girls'

facility

solving

problems have been where

Boards of

Education,

school

athletic administrators, coaches, student-athletes and parents

administrators,

have worked together for the good of both the boys' and the girls' programs.

use of facilities is still an issue in many schools.

time"

"Prime

many schools,

"prime

time" for the girls' programs is considered to be Monday

night contests

and Thursday

and

"prime

time"

for the

considered to be the traditional TUesday and Friday nights.
the

"prime

time"

contests are
nights

Thursday

nights.

Basketball

is being

solved

boys'

programs is

In other sdhools,

as the nights for boys' and girls'

If the boys' contests are held on TUesday and Friday

the next week the boys' contests will be held on Monday and
if the girls' contests are held on Monday and Thursday nights

nights;

one week,

issue

alternated.

one week,

In too

the next week the girls' contests will be held on Tuesday and Friday

Some

schools

games

are also beginning to schedule

and Girls

some varsity Boys

Basketball games with the same opposing sdhool on

same night, with the junior varsity contests being conducted on a different

the
date.

In the beginning, girls' contests were often scheduled to begin immediately
-10-
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following

the end of the regular sdhool day.

Sudh scheduling made it difficult

to secure officials for the girls' contests and certainly did not "bring in the
fans" who would have to leave work early to be at the girls' contests

of these

drawbacks,

Because

most of the schools now sdhedule girls' contests to start

at the same time as boys' contests.

As Girls

Gymnastics programs were being implemented, there were complaints

about having to purchase floor exercise mats.

The mats used in Boys Wrestling

are just as costly and athletic administrators and Boards of Education, at
first,

event

thought they Should be able to use wrestling mats for the floor exercise
in Girls Gymnastics.

appropriate and did
participated

not

It was soon apparent that the wrestling mat was not

encourage the

in the floor exercise event.

best performance by the girls who
Virtually all the sdhools that offer

Girls Gymnastics today have floor exercise mats.

Similar prohlems have been faced and dealt with in almost every f..,port that
been

.has

problems,

implemented by the schools in the girls' program.

In spite or these

on an overall basis, the high sdhools in Illinois are to be carmended

for the positive ways they have solved the facility and equipment problems that
have arisen as they implement comparable and equitable interscholastic athletic
programs for girls.

State Tournament Structures
Basketball

State Series,

the

In

Board

the beginning years of the MBA Girls

of

Directors experimented with having

Semi-state games and advancing only four teams in each class to the Class A and

Class AA Girls
teams

in

each

tournaments.

had already
this

Basketball State Final tournaments while still advancing eight

clesm to the Cls A and Class AA Boys Basketball State Final
In

the middle of the state series, the IRS& Board of Directors

received the message, loud and clear, about what people thought of

"experiment."

to advancing

eight

The Board of Directors had already taken action to return
teams

in

each

class

to the Class A and Class AA Girls

Basketball State Final tournaments when the Governor signed a bill that created
-11-
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state

a

conduct

law

Girls

tournament

the

similar school organizations, to

and

IRSA,

Basketball and Boys Basketball state tournaments under lelentical
Ihe IHSA did not oppose this legislation.

structures.

has

IHSA

required

that

In fact, the

ccoperated and complied fully.with this state law whiCh has served as

positive lesson in determining state tournament structures for all DMA state

a

tournaments for both the boys and the girls since that time.

Classification of Schools
classified
with

into

two

--

classes,

Boys

Basketball was the first sport to be

Clang A and Class AA, Cla

A being the schools

smaller student enrollments and Class AA being the schools with the larger

student

enrollments.

followed

system

Other

There

suit.

sports

the

in

and girls' programs have

boys'

has never been a question about going to the two-class

in a girls' sport when a sufficient number of schools offer the sport in

the girls' program.

flnanoes
pUblic

schools,

dealing

with

offerings,

school

to

--

knows that the schools in Illinois, especially the

Everyone
are
the

facing

real

problems

of

deficit

spending,

School districts are

cutbacks

curricular

in

school closings and school ccnsolidations.

reductions,

staff

finamial prbblems.

referendams fail, local Boards of Education seem inclined to take action

first cutback on and/or cut out school athletic and activity programs.

this

When

financial

impleventing

"crunch"

girls'

time

is

the same time

occurring at

And,

schools are

interscholastic athletic plcyLums to be in compliance with

Title IX and the Illinois Sex Equity Rules.
It

takes money

athletic

program,

to implement a new sport in either the girls' or the boys'
whether it is in a small school or a large sohool.

Before a

sport can be offered, the school district must make sure there is enough money
available
officials,

security

to cover the
transportation,
personnel,

other

program costs,
insurance,

including the

trainers,

costs

uniforms,

of

coaches,

supervisory and

personnel such as ticket sellers and ticket takers,

utilities, facility and equirvent preparation and maintenance, and on and on.
-12-
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But money spent on sdhool athletic and activity programs is moneywell

spent because of the value of such programs in contributing to the overall
educational

of the

..)bjectives

administrators,

coaches,

schools.

student-athletes,

School

parents

administrators,

athletic

and people in the sdhool

community need to do whatever is necessary to provide the money that is needed

to continue
sports,

current athletic and activity program offerings and to add new

especially

for girls,

as night be indicated in the results of Sport

Interest Surveys conducted by the schools every four years as requirel by Title

IX and the
pron., ion

past

Illinois Sex Equity Rules.

campaign

in

As the IHSA's

"Padk the Place"

Boys Basketball and Girls Basketball has Shown over the

several years, sdhools can be very innovative and creative in finding ways

to attract attendance to high school contests, generate revenue and earn an
IHSA Pack the Place banner.

Early on

in the expansion in the girls' interscholastic athletic programs,

IHSA member

schools learned that they could no

that the

argunent
providing

boys'

girls' programs.

programs bring

longer use the "age-old"

in the revenue as an excuse for not

Although Title IX and the Illinois Sex Equity Rules

do not require equal expenditures in the boys' and girls' pTograns, the sdhools

must provide
participate
Education

to be
pass

comparable and equitable opportunities for both boys and girls to

in

As

lona.'

Boards of

face the prospect of having to delete some programs for boys in order

in

compliance with these state and federal laws, it is mudh easier to

referenduas

programs

interscholastic athletic competition.

and

find other sources of money

in the community if the

are serving the needs and interests of all the students in the sdhool,

the needs and interests of the girls as well as the boys.

Since

1926, the Illinois High School Association has provided the financial

resources

for the statewide program for girls' athletics in its member schools,

for the program of girls' athletics that was considered to be appropriate at
-13-
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the

time.

When times changed, the LEGA changed, and the Association continues

to be committed to the adhievement of equal and oomparable opportunities for

girls to compete

in

interscholastic athletic competition

The Association

schools.

to

is

in IHSA meMber

be commended for its foresight in having a

woman administrator on the IRSA staff since 1926; such foresight certainly has

helped the Association to remain focused on the goal of providing programs and
to

services

its

member schools

in girls' athletics.

I am very proud of the

fact that in all of my 26 yPars as a meMber of the IHSA adVinistrative staff, I
can

say

IHSA Board of

the

Directors

program on the basis of what

has made its decisions in the girls'

is best and right to do, not on the basis of

whether or not the girls' program could or would generate revenues.

never been
necessary

a

There has

question but that the money for whatever expenditures might be

in the girls' programs and services would come from the general funds

of the Association,

even though the major portion of Association funds are

generated through Boys Basketball gate receipts.

Girls On

Boys Teams --

Association has
lawsuits

because

excuse

citing

the

Illinois High School

a girl wanted to play on a boys' team in a sport

there was no girls' team offered in her school in that sport.

would become
an

the years,

been involved in a nuMber of lawsuits and been threatened with

instances where

in

Through

The IHSA

involved when the school used the IRSA state series tournament as

keeping a

for

the provision

provided that

girl off of a boys' team during the regular season,

in

the Terms and Conditions for the state series that

only boys were permitted to participate

in

a

boys' state

tournament.

Since

1974-75,

EHSA Girls

Bowling

when

four boys and a girl from Dixon Hiqh School won the

State

TOurnament, the Association has been convinced that

the best way.to achieve equal opportunities for girls in IRSA state tournaments
is

to maintain

separate

but comparable state tournaments for girls and bays.

In addition, the IIRSA does not want a member school to allow a girl to be on a
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boys' team when the school should be oEfering that sport for the girls.
In

the

culminated
School,

fall

in

a

the Associatiorrs

1989,

implication

in

such lawsuits

suit that involved Tanya Libby, a student at Romeoville High

in Romeoville, Illinois, who wanted to play on the Boys Soccer team and

the sChool
Soccer

of

did not offer a Girls Soccer team.

team,

for the

sdhool

In keeping Tanya off the Boys

officials cited conference rules, thn Term and Cbcdition

'RSA Boys Soccer State Series and a lack of sufficient interest for a

Girls Soccer team as being the reasons.

An

interesting thing happened in

Association
sufficient

this lawsuit.

attorneys brought out the
interest

In presenting our case,

fact that the

for a Girls Soccer team"

reason of

rather than on the results of a Sports Interest Survey the sdhool
conduct

as

had failed to

required by Title IX and the Illinois Sex Equity Rules.

point was highlighted,

the Judge temporarily

"lack of

had been based on asumption

When this

suspended the proceedings so

Romeoville High School could conduct its riports Interest Survey.

Romeoville High School conducted its survey and the results indicated there
were two more girls than boys who were interested in playing soccer.
sdhool

Since the

offered two teams in Boys Soccer and no teams in Girls Soccer, the real

problem in this situation was apparent to everyone.

Under a

Temporary Restraining Order, Tanya Libby playeoi on the Boys Soccer

team from Romeoville High School

in

the

IHSA Boys Soccer State Series.

Interestingly

enough,

Soccer

including Tanya Libby, that paayed in the IRS& Girls Soccer State

team,

the following Spring, Romeoville High School had a Girls

Series.

In the
However,

it

final

on

the

LUSA won the Tanya Libby

ca

on appeal.

was the last of many lengthy and costly lawsuits on this issue for

the Association.
working

outcome,

an

And,

even before the Tanya Libby case, the IHSA had been

alternative to such

costly

litigation.

It was believed the

Association could make better use of its money by providing additional programs
-15-
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services that wculd benefit all the girls in its member schools.

In seeking an alternative to continued costly litigation, the THSAUorked

closely with the Illinois State

Board of Education Office in developing a

policy that would permit a girl to participate on a boys' team in an IHSA boys'

state series

in a sport under certain provision.

The key provision is that a

sdhool may not enter a girl in a boys' state series unless the sdhool receives
a

letter from the

sdhool's

Illinois

State Board

of Education Office verifying the

interscholastic athletic programs are in compliance with the Illinois

Sex Equity

The policy also

Rules.

rhilosophy that

includes

statements of rationale and

accurately reflect the position of the Association and its

member schools on the issue of girls on boys' teams and boys on girls' teams.

A copy of the

IHSA AFFIRMATIVE ACTIM PoLICY FOR GIRLS oN BOYS STATE SERIES

TEAMS is included in Appendix B of this report.

Olympian Jackie Joyner-Kersee serves as the Association's greatest ocample

of why the sehools
girls.

of

Jackie Joyner-Fersee is recognized as being the greatest woman athlete

all

time.

is today

She

Should offer separate and comparable athletic teams for

track and

But our records illustrate that Jackie Joyner might not be where
in

field

the world of sport if her only opportunity to participate in
at Lincoln High School, in East St. Louis, Illinois, had been

on the Boys Track and Field team.

As

a Junior,

Jackie Joyner set a new state record of 20' 7 1/2" in the

Long Jump event at the 1979 IHSA Girls State Final Track and Field Meet.

Jackie's only
not
meet

even have been entered in the Long Jump event at the Sectional qualifying
because

Sectional
1980,

If

opportunity had been on the Boys Track and Field team, she would

there were two boys from East St. Louis Lincoln High School whose

performances

as a Senior,

Long Jump

surpassed Jackie's

record breaking performance.

In

Jackie successfully defended her individual title in the

event with a winning performance of 19' 7 1/2".

Once again, Jackie

would not have had the opportunity to be a State Champion in the Long Jump
-16-
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event

if

boys'

team.

at

East

the

Louis

St.

In fact, the winning performarces of all the girls in all events

1980 IHSA Girls State Final Track and Field Meet would not have met the

Qpalifying Standards
it

So,

go

for the 1980 ERSA Boys State Final Tradk and Field Meet.

important that Jackie Joyner had her opportunity to participate

is

to attend college

on

But,

it

just

is

sports.

every

It

Track and Field Meet each year to have their own

This

story

repeated over and over again, every

is

of the IRSA's girls' state series tournaments in 12 different

each

in

on an athletic scholarship and become an Olympian.

Final

separate opportunities.
year,

d

as important for each of the over 2,000 girls who advance to

IHSA Girls State

the

Lincoln High School had only offered one team, the

a

is

story that is repeated over and over again, every year, in

THSA member high school ',cross the state.

In the scheme of things, the

the Suzie Q's who Fhould have the

Association

is

just

opportunity

to

participate on their own Fresh-Soph girls' teams at Podurik High

Sthool

as

as

interested

in

it is in the Jackie Joyner's, or the potential Jackie Joyner's.

heart warming thing

about making

this

statement

The

is knowing that if Jackie

Joyner-Kersee read it or heard it she would understand it and support it.
Just

one more

illustration before

I

leave the issue of girls on boys'

teams.

In

Series.

That is great an represents growth in the Girls Golf program aver the

years.

The sad thing is that approximately half of the sdhools entered in the

1991-92, 182 IRSA m4mber schools entered the THSA Girls Golf State

Girls Golf State Series, entered individual girls who play on the sdhools' Boys
Golf

teams

during the regular season.

boys'

performance

boys'

team.

might

never have

who might
because

This means these girls have to meet the

standards in order to even have the opportunity to be on the

It means that

if the boys on the team are good enough, a girl

the opportunity to play.

It means other girls in the sdhool

like to participate on a Girls Golf team do not have the opportunity

they

are

not good

enough to play on the Boys Golf tPlm or would not

even think about trying out for the boys' team.
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It also means that a
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girl

compete as

must

men's tees,

if

She were a boy, that is, She must 'Zee off from the

whidh automatically puts her at a disadvantage When competing

against boys.

It means that the girls who play on Girls Golf teams at other

high schools during the regular season do not have the opportunity to compete

against the girls who play on the boys' teams during the regular season.

that a

means

It

sdhool may be allowing a girl to play on a Boys Golf team rather

than to have to provide a Girls Golf team for the girls in the school on a fair

and equitable basis.
the

But, the interesting thing to note in all of this is that

IHSA has never received a request for a girl who plays on a Boys Golf team

during the
series.

regular

season to be allowed to compete in the Boys Golf state

I believe we know why.

Bovs On Girls Teams -- In the
Association

Fall

of 1978, the Illinois High. School

faced yet another challenge to mainiain girls' state tournaments

for girls only.

Trent

Petrie,

Illinois,

a Junior at Champaign Central High School, in Champaign,

wanted to play on the Girls Volleyball team and the sdhool did not

offer a

Boys Volleyball

Petrie,

sued

Association.
1973-74,

wanted

in

to

Ironically,

the cA9.

of

participate

Association's
Little's

Champalgn

favor

team.

When he was not allowed to participate, Trent

school
the

district and

same Judge that

Diane

Bell,

on the

the

Illinois High Sdhool

ruled against the DIRSA in

the student at Urbana High School who

Boys

cross

Country

in the case of Trent Petrie.

team,

ruled

in the

I like to t'link of Judge

ruling in the Petrie case as an enlightened ruling -- his daughter was

a meMber of Champaign Witral High School's Girls Volleyball team at the time.

Judge

Little's decision was sUbsequently appealed and the Association again

received a

favorable ruling from the Appellate Court of the State of Illinois.

The Appellate Court ruling clearly establiShed that the Il:inois High Sdhool
Association has a

"compelling

tournaments for girls only.

state

interest"
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in maintaining girls' state

The ruling has supported the Association's

S9

86
position

on

issue of

the

boys

participating on girls' teams in IH2A weMber

sthools since that time.

Awards and Trochies
special

--

The Association used to present huge trophies and

gold basketball awards at the Boys Basketh111 State Final tournaments.

These trophies

and

awards were different

from even the awards and trophies

presented in the other boys' sports.

It took a
cketha11

policy of
provided

few years until

state

tournament

awards

finally,

series,

and trophies

in

with the beginning of the Girls

the BSA Board of Directors adopted a
all

boys'

and

girls' state series that

for the same nuMber and size of awards and trophies to be presented at

the various level tcurnanents in a state series.

The

trophy companies also had to make adjustments to accommodate the girls'

program.

In

1974-75,

"feminine-looking"

for

the first IHSA Girls Volleyball state series, the

male figures on the Regional and Sectional plaques had to be

replaced with "definitely" female figures.

Playing Rules
women coaches

--

in

The
National

of the
had

long

Federation

rules

for the

girls'

sports programs in IHSA

for Girls' and Women's Sports, the forerunner of the current

Association

for

Girls and Women in Sports, an affiliate organization

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance,

been

"the"

advocate organization

Although
on

for

intercollogiate
the

the

intramural

opportunities

venues,

long time for women physical educators and

There may still be some women who will never forgive the IHSA.

Division

programs.
emplhasis

took a

Illinois to forgive the Illinois High School Association for

adopting National
member schools.

It

and

girls

focus

and
and

of

IGG.iS

for girls'

and women's sports

had changed over the yPars, from an

recreational

sports to working

women to participate

in

equal

interscholastic,

other competitive athletic opportunities

Division

for

in

all sport

for Girls and Women's Sports had long been recognized as

the organization that existed to serve girls and women in sports when ndbody
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else cared.

and

You name the sport and if girls and women were participating in the

women.

sport,

rules books and guides in virtually every sport for girls'

published

EGWS

Primarily women served on the

DGWS published a rule book in that sport.
of

OGsS

and women physical

the

OCRS

rules.

rules writing committees

educators across the

In addition, DGWS offered training

country

had

input

clinics

for

officials, and had a system of rating officials through local DGWS

Boards

into

of Officials
and

practical

a

each

in

TO be rated, an official had to take a

state.

closed-book

supervised,

examination.

rules

The level of

proficiency of the official was reflected in the rating the official received.
rn

Boards

the
of

However,

program.

Illinois High Sc,col Association utilized the DOWS

the

beginning,

Officials

Illinois to train and rate officials for the girls'

in

because the DWS Boards of Officials answered to DGWS, the

IHSA did not have input

into the rules, per se, and the IRSA. could not gain

access

to the

School

Association had no alternative but to adopt the rules published by +-he

National

Federation

contests

in

programs

and

Federation.

publishing

a

rules

Even

games

to

separate

It

the

meant the EHSA could use the rules training

also

Federation,

books

competition.

Why?

both high

know whether
the

after a couple of years

of

books for girls' had to abandon its good intentions

rules
rules

for

officials and the IHSA would have

coaches,

National

officiating

rules

Adopting National

Associations.

examination services provided in a sport by the National

separate

interscholastic

on a statewide basis, the Illinois Hiqh

of the rules that would govern the high sdhool girls'

sport.

and begin publishing

who were

Illinois

the writing

into

for use

State High School

of

rules meant

Federation
input

exams

rules

for both

boys'

and girls'

Because it was too confusing for officials
school

or not the
boys'

a sport

in

and

Boys Basketball and Girls Basketball

separate rules books really included any
girls'

contests.

Now, for example, the

National Federation Track and Field Rules Book includes rules for the pole
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vault

event,

which is a boys' event, and rules for the 800-medley relay, which

is

girls'

event

a

in

Illinois.

different hurdle spacings

The rules for the hurdle events include the

for boys and girls; the rules for the discus event

include the different specifications for the discus, etc.

Regardless of the difficulties encountered
National

Federation rules

in

the girls'

in the transition from DGWS to

program,

the Illinois High School

Association will forever be irdebted to the women of the Division for Girls and
%omen's

their

Sports

and the

leadership,

Illinois Division for Girls' and Wdmen's Sports, for

guidance,

dedication, devotion and hard work in helping the

Association get off to a great st.:st in the girls' interstholastic athletic
p yytdM in IHSAmeMber sdhools.

officials --

In the beginning,

the

EHSA required that only women could

officiate girls' athletic oontests in its member schools.

This requirement was

lost in judge Little's ruling in the Diane Bell court cv(

Even

if

the IHSA had not lost that court cAsP, the Association would have

had to resort to using men officials in the girls' sports because of the great
nuMber of officials that were needed to service the program almost overnight.

of course, what was feared did happen.

to officiate girls'
boys'

games,

game contracts.

seriously

Too many of the officials who began

were officials who were not good enough to secure

Too many of these officials did not take their job

for a girls' game.

There were many reports of officials who hurried

with the girls' games, whidh were held after school, so they could rudh off
to
officiate

a

boys'

game that same evening.

In 1977-78, when two officials'

departments were merged into one department, over 5,000 men officials from the
Boys

Basketball

result,

in

program were poured into the Girls Basketball program.

1992-93,

of the approximately

3,647

officials

As a

registered

in

Boys/Girls Basketball, only 72, or 1.9 percent, are women.

The IHSA

is experiencing a lack of registered officials in all sports, for

both boys and girls.

However, the Association is especially concerned about
-21-
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the lack of women officials, especially in the girls' sports.
Officials'

Acting
shown

in

fees

have always been a sensitive issue in the girls' program.

accordance with the Illinois Sex Equity Rules, the Association has

leaderthip in establishing officials' fees in its state tournaments.

the officials

example,

same

in

the

For

1HSA Boys Basketball state series receive the

fees as the officials in the BMA Girls Basketball state series.

The same

holds true in other same or comparable state series for boys and girls.

establishing
girls'

did

where

And,

the

pay

"equal

complaints come
equal

for

state tournaments?

job"

You've got

from about the Association's

for the officials in the boys' and
it!

The complaints came from the

officials

in

sectional

game in Boys Basketball was more inixxicant and difficult to officiate

the

because of the
BaSketball.

Boys

Basketball

state

larger number of

And,

series Who thought that a Super

spectators than a Sectional game in Girls

don't forget, the officials in Boys Basketball deserve some

extra ccapensation because they must move up and down the floor faster because
the

"pace

play"

of

Basketball game!

Member high

is faster in a Boys Basketball game than it is in a Girls

Ha!

schools

have

followed the Association's lead in establishing

the same officials' fees for boys' and girls' contests in the same sport except
in

Boys

Basketball and Girls Basketball.

in

this

area,

schools
until

are

the

particularly

in

the

Although muCh progress has been made

Chicago sUburban high sdhools, too many

simply waiting until someone specifically tells them to change, or

Illinois State Board of Education Office receives a complaint and a

school is involved in an Illinois Sex Equity Rules compliance review.
I

will

through,

not

even

woman official
indicath

even get
in

into

the tough times the wouen officials have gone

the girls' programs, except to relate the experience of one

in Girls Volleyball.

she was

a

woman and

The official's first name did not clearly

she

signed a

contract to officiate a Girls

Volleyball match at an 1RSA member school in the northwest part of the state.
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When she

showed

up to officiate, the male athletic director paid her off and

sent her packing,
care

if

it

You bet!

stating,

"I won't have a'uoman official in my gym, I don't

is for a girls' game."

Did this woman have grounds for a lawsuit?

She opted instead to go where she was wanted.

As Nate Anderson,
Miceigan High School

at the National

a

minority male

administrative

staff member of the

Athletic Association stated during a recent presentation

Federation Annual

Meeting, in Nashville, Tennessee, "People

will go where they are invited and they will stay where they are welcomed and
appreciated."

Coadhes

--

In

the beginning,

all the ccadhes in the girls' program were

women because of a special IHSA requirement.

This was another requirement that

was lost in the Diane Bell court case.

Once again,

even if the IHSA had not lost the Diane Bell case, IHSA member

schools would have had to employ men coaches for their rapidly growing girls'
intersdholastic athletic programs.

But, once again, the thing that was feared,

happened.

A recent

survey of varsity girls' athletic teams in IHSA meMber schools,

indicates that only
coaches
is

in girls'

1,621 out of
sports are women.

in Girls Volleyball

coaches

are women.

the head coaches

or 0.3

percent,

501

The best scenario for women head coaches
out

of 674, or 74.3 percent, of the head

In Girls Basketball, 192 out of 637, or 30.1 percent, of
are women.

In comparison, in Boys Backethall, 2 out of 721,

of the head coaches are women. A copy of the REPORTS OF THE

INVOLVEMENT OF WOMEN
SPORTS

where

3,955, or 41 percent, of the head varsity

IN

THE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND IN THE BOYS AND GIRLS

PROGRAMS OF THE ILLINOIS HIGH SCHOOL ASSXIATION is included in Appendix

F of this report.

During the

first

several

teams faced many challenges.

years of the girls' programs, coaches of girls'

They had to du battle to establith the girls'
-23-
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athletic

programs

They had to

facilities.

the

for

fight to get

boys' coadhes to swallow.

going on.

fighting

who

They had to fight for the use of school

the money to operate their girls'

as well as fight to reoeive "equal pay for equal job" which was a hard

programs
pill

in the first place.

bear

still

It may sound as if there was a lot of

And, there are still many girls' coaches around

There was!

scars from the battle and have plenty of "war stories" to

the

There are still too many girls' coaches today who have to fight the same

tell.

Sometimes I want to say, "Don't you get it?"

battles over and over again.

coaches experienced

Many women
girls'

coaching

programs

In one downstate small school, one woman coached six

teams.

different girls'

She did it because the girls wculd not have had the

sports.

She had not coached

if

out" in the first several years of

"burn

six

She did it because she was

sports.

committed to the cause of girls in sports.
In

the early years,

Because

overnight miracles.
school

onto

basketball

floor and play

the
the

like

they

had

a

couple weeks of practice, had new

a place to play and an opposing team, the girls were expected

uniforms,

to come

the creches of girls' teams were expected to perform

boys play

"real" basketball (interpreted as meaning

it) in their very first interscholastic Girls

Basketha 1 1 game.

If

girls'

could have

I

two wiShes in the beginning years of the

interscholastic athletic program in the high school in Illinois, I wculd

have wished

for

appreciation

they

the coaches
deserved

of

the girls'

teams to have

received the

for their patience, courage, dedication and their

spirit as they helped their athletes to develop the playing skills they

great
needed
coaches
the

been granted

to be

allowed

be

boys'

competitive.

teams

and programs.

my

second

wish would have been that the girls'

the same kind of time period that I am sure the coaches of

received

in the early 19005 to build and develop their teams

Instead, everything in the girls' program happened overnight.

Overall, the coaches of the girls' teams are to be =Trended for what they
-24-
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have accomplished in just over 20
pivyLdlm.

years.

The high school girls' athletic

in Illinois are recognized as being among the best in the nation and

many of the young women who participate are highly recruited for women's teams
at the intercollegiate level.

Hest of

all,

with the help of the coadhes, girls in Illinois now enjoy

opportunities to participate on

intersdholastic athletic teams representing

their schools,

opportunities to ride in the big, yellow school "team" buses to

away contests,

opportunities to receive college scholarships and opportunities

to become State Champions.

Media Coverage and Publicity -- There were only a few members of the news

media on hand
Field Meet.

to cover the first-ever 1973 IRSA Girls State Final Track and
Just

with reporters
Field Meet.

21

years later, the press box and the stadium were loaded

and photographers at the 1993 IHSA Girls State Final Tradk and
But,

suOh media coverage and publicity in the high school girls

interscholastic athletic programs

is still

in Illinois did not just "happen" and there

much to be done in order for the girls' programs to receive the media

coverage and publicity they deserve, especially girls'

interscholastic contests

during the regular season at the local school level.

Since
a

and

1973, the Illinois High School Association has been fortunate to have

"real pro" on the IHSA administrative staff to be in charge of media coverage
pUblicity for all IRSA athletic and activity programs.

Director Jim

Flynn

Assistant Executive

is a media professional and he has done an outstanding job

in building statewide media

coverage and publicity

for the IHSA's girls'

interscholastic athletic programs.

As a
programs

result,

as

to the media are
tournament.

tourrament.

the IHSA mails out just as many press releases in the girls'

it does in the boys' programs.

Press credentials and instructions

issued through the IRSA Office for every girls' State Final

Souvenir programs are pUbliShed

for every girls' State Final

Pesults are piLcytly telephoned or faxed to the media at every
-25-
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State Final

girls'

Telephone hotlines are provided and monitored

tournament.

girls' State Final tournament so members of the media can call in for

at every
local

results.

media

in

Records are kept and record books are pUbliShed and sent to the
the girls' sports.

all

Jim and other IHSA staff members are on hand

at the Girls Volleyball and Girls Basketball State Final tournaments to provide

the media

with

play-by-play results and statistics immediately following each
Press

game/match.

at

game/mateh

the

interviews

are

conducted

and Girls

V011eyball

Girls

immediately

following eadh

Basketball

State

Final

Final Results are sent to every IRSA meMber sehool that qualifies

tournaments.

competitors or teams

for every

State

girls'

tournament.

Final

televises

the State Championship matches/games

statewide

cable television network.

in

The IHSA

nine girls' sports on a

The girls' programs, coaches of girls'

sports

and young women athletes are often featured on the statewide IHSA Sports

Report

radio

broadcasts.

Official

tournaments provide photographs
Broadcast

for use

in

IHSA

publications.

The IRSA

the

IHSA Television Policy apply equally in all girls'

tournaments.

The IRSA also has a News Media Advisory Committee

Policy and

state series

IHSA photographers at girls' State Final

that makes recommendations

to the IRSA Board of Directors in all areas of the

girls' and boys' programs that involve media coverage and publicity.

In spite of all
"peachy

keen"

this,

things have not always been, and are not always,

with members of the media in the girls' sports programs.

In the

beginning years of the Girls Basketball state tournament series, members of the

media were merciless
Volleyball,

4

in their

attacks

on the women officials.

In Girls

photographers thought they Should be Able to lean against the guy
standards to take their pictures.

In the ear'.y years, in

wires

for the net

Girls

Swimming, a photograph appeared in a Chicago suburban newspaper of a girl

struggling
Field,

to keep

on a "tank" suit during competition.

following the Girls

State Final

In Girls Track and

Meet, a Chicago newspaper gave good

coverage of the meet but the photographs were of girls on a relay team who were
-26-
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crying because they had been disqualified,
and of girls whose performances did
not qualify for the finals.

the photographs

The following week, in the sure leading
newspaper,

from the Boys State Final Track and Field Meet
were of boys

during their winning performances.

One

time,

when

I

was telephoning results from

Meet to the wire services,

the Girls State Final Swim

the young man Who was taking the results kept

commenting about the times not being very good.

Finally, when I gave the

results of one of the

events, he stated, "EVen I can do better than that."
TO
which I quickly responded,
"Who cares? JUst take the results and print
them!"

The greatest challenges in the area of media
girls'

intersdholastic athletic

level during the regular season.
Boys

Football games and Boys

programs, occur at the local school community
Night after night, the results of high sthool

Basketball games are given on television.

is hardly ever any mention of the high sdhcol
Basketball

games.

coverage and publicity in the

There

Girls Volleyball matdhes or Girls

Stories and photographs

from high school boys' games and
meets appear on a daily basis in the newspapers
across the state. In addition,
there are often articles
leading up to the big
game, invitational or tournament

coming up for

the high school bcys that let readers know the
exact date, time

and place of the "big"

many
school

members' of

girls'

game and whidh spark interest in the event.
the media still believe

(and college women's

listeners and' fewer

viewers.

Arlington Heights Herald,
agree with that theory.
school girls' sports

On an
coverage
schools.

that greater coverage of the high

sports)

would mean fewer readers, fewer

At lPact one sports editor,

a leading Chicago suburban

Bob Frisk is convinced

Bob Frisk, from the

area newspaper, does not

that more coverage for the hiqh

programs means more readers.

overall basis, the EISA has made great progress in
the area of media

and pUblicity
And,

for girls'

interscholastic athletics in IBS& member

although the coverage

satisfying, as my colleague

and publicity received is not always

Jim Flynn often reminds
-27-
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me, "You can't argue with

95
people who buy ink by the barrel."

Cheerleading -- There are
sdhools

in

still

significant number of

a

Illinois who do not offer Girls Basketball.

approximately

100

fewer

IHSA member sdhools

small

high

In fact, in 1991-92,

offered Girls Basketball than

off-zed Boys Basketball.

When

I

Basketball,

asked why these

high schools do not offer Girls

the answer has cone back that

the girls would rather be the

have

sometimes

cheerleaders than play Girls Basketball and they can't do both.

has been interesting to note that many of the high sdhools that are not

It
in

compliance with Title

IX and the Illinois Sex Equity Rules always want to

count cheerleading as a sport offering for the girls.

cheerleading is interpreted as being a "non-athletic" activity

since

permitted

Of course, this is not

pom pon/drill

and cheerleading,

teams, pep bands and marching bands as being

support activities that add to the festivities at high sdhool contests.
Again,

it

surprising how many schools do not realize that the Illinois

is

Sex Equity Rules provide that both boys and girls must be given the opportunity
to try out for the cheerleading squads, and that the cheerleaders Should be the
"spirit

girls' games as well as the boys' games.

at

leaders"

the pom pon/drill teams and the pep bands?

And, what about

Having these support groups perform

at girls' contests would really add some festivity to these evemt.

What

is

the current status of the high school girls' interscholastic athletic

nrogram in Illinois?

In

1972-73,

there were

approximately 795 IRSA member high schools (which

was before the Catholic high schools in Chicago became members of L... Illinois

9

High Sdhool Association).

boys participated
schools.

in

During the 1972-73 school year, an estimated 180,000

interscholastic

athletic

competition

in

IHSA member

1972-73 marked the first year the IHSA conducted "first-ever" girls'
-28-
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state tournaments
and

Field.

in

3 sports, in Girls Tennis, Girls Bowling and Girls Track

During that school year, an estimated 26,500 girls participated in

interscholastic athletic competition in IHSA member schools.
In

1991-92,

approximately

athletic contests
approximately
12

in

85,486 girls participated

sports

12

in

in interscholastic

796 IHSA meMber sdhools.

The same year,

167,322 boys participated in interscholastic athletic contests in

sports in IHSA member schools.

This represents a growth of over 322 percent

in the nubber of girls participating in 1991-92 as compared with the number of
girls who participated in 1972-73.
In

1991-92,

there were approximately

interscholastic

athletic programs

school

there

year,

were

in

796

4,558

DIHSA

approximately

offerings in the boys'

member sdhools.

3,888

offerings

In the same

in the girls'

interscholastic athletic programs in Association member schools.

These

figures tell the story of the growth

interscholastic
"0"

athletic

participants

in

programs in Illinois from virtually "0" offerings and

1969-70,

the year the IRSA began its affirmative action

plan to expand the girls' program.

High Sehool Association and
girls'

in the high school girls'

program before Title

Regulations became effective

It should also be noted that the Illinois

its member sdhools began the expansion of the
IX

existed and before the Title IX Final

in July of

1975.

However, Title IX and the

Illinois Sex Equity Rules have certainly kept the girls' program moving rapidly
forward in the right direction.

In

1991-92,

the

athletic tournaments

Association offers
include:

Boys

Illinois High School

for boys and
for girls.

Baseball,

12

Association conducted

for girls,

CUrrently,

12

state

the most that any State

IHSA state tournaments for boys

Boys Basketball, Boys Cross Country, Boys Pootball,

Boys

Golf, Boys Gymnastics, Boys Soccer, Boys Swimming, Boys Tennis,

and

Field,

Boys Volleyball

tournaments for girls include:

and

Boys Wrestling.

Currently,

Boys Track

1RSA state

Girls Badminton, Girls Basketball, Girls
-29-
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Bowling,

Girls Cross Country, Girls Golf, Girls Gymnastics, Girls Soccer, Girls

Girls Swimming,

Softball,

Volleyball.

Girls Tennis,

Girls Tradk and Field and Girls

A copy of the 1991-92 ENTERSCHOIASTIC ATHLETIC PAMICIPATION IN

769 ERSA MEMBER HIGH SCHOOLS is included in Appendix A of this report.

In the

105

Chicago pUblic and non-public high schools alone, in 1992-93,

there were

606

interscholastic athletic program offerings for boys and 506

program offerings
girls'

for girls.

interscholastic

These figures represent amazing growth in the

athletic

progrars

in the Chicago high

sdhools,

especially when you consider the financial and other resource problems the
Chicago PUblic League high schools have faced for the past several years.
copy

On

of

A

the Chicago PUblic and Non-PUblic High Schools Sports Comparison Based

1992-93

IHSA Member School Directory Information is included in Appendix D

of this report.

What does the future hold for girls' ixtraMtidastic athletic nrograzre i0
Illinois hijh sdhools?

The
girls

1991-92

participation

than boys who have

athletic competition
offerings
is

in

figures

opportunities to participate

in interscholastic

IHSA member schools; and, there are 670 fewer program

for girls than for boys.

still

indicate there are still 81,836 fewer

These figures sound a clarion call -- there

much to be done if girls' interscholastic athletic programs in IHSA

member schools to adhieve parity with the boys' programs.

The Illinois High School Association will continue to work closely with the
Illinois

State Board of Education Office to:

compliance with Title
schools

in

assistance

IX and the Illinois

(1) encourage and promote full

Sex Equity Pules by IHSA member

the conduct of their interscholastic athletic programs; (2) provide
and

resources to help sponsor Educational Equity conferences; and,

(3) refer compliance questions and complaints in the school athletic programs
-30-
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to ISBEO since it is the enforcement agency for the Illinois Sex Equity Rules.

The IHSA will continue to heartily support the mission of the Illinois Sex
Equity Rules.

The 'BSA will
coaches,

continue to ssek ways to recruit coathes, especially women

for the girls' proqxams.

As in the past, the Association is comuitted

to working with and assisting the Illinois Girls Coaches Association and its
affiliate girls'

coaches aso,iation, and the Illinois Coaches Association, in

oonducting conferences that address

the

issues,

provide leadership assistance and recognition

provide unity of purpose,

for the coaches in the girls'

program.

The IHSA will continue to seek ways to recruit officials, especially women

for the girls'

officials,

programs.

As

in

the past, the Association is

committed to working with local officials' associations to provide officials'

and assist

clinics

in

training and evaluation

of officials in the girls'

Programs.

The

Association

believes

interscholastic athletic

the

girls'

who

are the best

programs

are

participating

source of

officials and athletic administrators in the girls' programs.
for

in

future coaches,

It is now time

those who have had the opportunity to participate to give something badk to

the programs
reverse the
the girls'

they have enjoyed.

trend and

In this way, the Association will be Able to

more women will have the opportunity to be involved in

programs at every post.

For, it is important that interscholastic

athletic participation experiences be just as meaningful in the lives of young
women as they are in the lives of young men.
As

IRSA member sdhools

ccmpliance with Title
their

have worked and continue their efforts to be in

IX and the Illinois Sex Equity Rules in the conduct of

interscholastic athletic programs for boys and girls, they have looked,

and will continue to look to the Association for leadership and guidance.

The Illinois High School Association is committed to the cause of providing
-31-
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opportunities

equal

programs

Ln

to participate

girls

for

ERSA member

ERSA Executive Director H. David Fry, is

schools.

committed to this great cause

interscholastic athletic

in

in

girls' intersholastic athletics and I am

confident he will provide the needed leadership to the IRSA Board of Directors
and the Association's member sdhools that will keep this project on course and
moving

In

forward.

Committee of the National
Fry will

as

addition,

newly elected member of the Executive

a

Federation of State High School Associations, Dave

also have the opportunity to further the cause for equity and parity

in high school girls' interscholastic athletic programs on the national level.

4

In

conclusion,

The
will

is an old addage, "Where there is a will, there is a

there

"will" of the Illinois High School Association in this great cause
Future opportunities for girls and

find the "way" to accomplish the task.

women to participate and be
athletic programs
assurance

in

IHSA member

important?

so

in high school girls' interscholastic

involved

Because

sdhools

are

lives

the

assured.

And, why is this

of the thousands and thousands

future Suzie Q's and Jackie Joyner's will be enriched and be just that much
because

better

interscholastic

values

they

had

the

athletic programs

opportunity
in

inherent in such participation.

high

to

sdhool

participate

and

in girls'

reap the educational

That is what all of this Illinois story

has been about!

It

has

involved

been my privilege,

as an IHSA administrative staff member, to be

in the development of girls' interscholastic athletic programs in IHSA

member

sdhools

appear

before

during the past 26 years.
you

to

tell

Ig1El6CHOLASIIC ATHLETIC PROGRAMS.

'1HE

It is a great honor to be invited to

IIIJNOIS

Thank you!
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AFEINCIDC A

1991-92 INEER9:113LASITC ATHLETIC IARITCCPATICII

IN 769 DM MEMBER Blai SCHZOIS

Boys SPorts

No. of
Schools

No. of
Participants

Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys

634
743
377
552
392
55
246
238
281
594
66
380

22,140
24,712
6,938
46,803
6,544
1,137
10,423
4,944
6,150
20,813
1,077
15,641

Totals

4,558

167,322

Girls Sports

No.'of
Schools

No. of
Participants

Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls

69
654
80
331
182
102
124
561
234
273
574
704

1,865
15,402
1,142
4,109
965
1,967
2,883
13,291
4,726
5,475
15,214
18,447

3,888

85,486

Baseball
Basketball
Cross Country
Football
Golf
Gymnastics
Soccer
Swimming
Tennis
Track and Field
Volleyball
Wrestling

Badminton
Basketball
Bowling
Cross Contry
Golf
Gymnastics
Soccer
Softball
Swimming
Tennis
Track and Field
Volleyball

Totals

OB:jw

A
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APPENDIX B
(From the 1992-93 1KSA Official Handbook, Pages 108-111)

24. IHSA AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICY FOR GIRLS ON BOYS STATE SERIES TEAMS
For a number of years, one of the major concerns In interscholastic athletics has been the provision of equitable
participation opportunities for high school girls. As you know, the Association and its member schools have made great
progress In thls area over the years, but the issue continues to bo with us.

Consequently, the IHSA Board of Directors maintains the following policy that provides parameters under which a member
school and the IHSA may permit girls to participate in an IHSA boys athletic state tournament series.
Statement of Policy
A member school will be permitted to erne, a got in the IF ISA boys state lournamern seiies in a won
a
b
c

if the member school is in compliance oPlh the I.M.S Sex Efludy Pu'es . anti
tithe only team in the sport available al the member solos . is a boys team and
ii a gift participates on the boys team donne the regale, reakon in hat spun

Procedures for Policy Implementation
The lollowing procedures !or implementation of this policy nave been estald sheo in cooperatn with the lams State Bowl of
Education in keeping with the Illinois Sex Eqaay Poe,

108

41

1 I) 5
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Affirmative Action Policy continued...
STEP I:

IF YOUR SCHOOL WISHES TO ENTER A GIRL IN AN IHSA BOYS ATHLETIC STATE TOURNAMENT SERIES
your Principat/011icial Representative must obtain a letter born the Illinois Slate Board of Education Office verifying thal your
school is in compliance with the Illinois Sex Equity Rules To obtao !his letter of verification. send a wntlen request tu
Dr Richard Bastion
Pubhc School Approval Sectian
Ninths State Board of Edocatron
100 North First Street

Illinois 62777
STEP 2:

AFTER YOUR SCHOOL RECEIVES THE LETTER OF COMPLIANCE VERIFICATION FROM THE ILLINOIS STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION OFFICE
your PrincipalrOtlicial Representative must send a Copy of il clang with a letter requesting
permission for a girl to participate in an IHSA boys athletic stale tOurnernent series to

H David Pry
Executive Dirertur
Illinois High SCIloa Assn, al.arr
271S Mc Gran Deve

'0 Box 2.-15
Blonmingtoa simois 61

7,

NOTE

P. yOu 11AVE QUEST IONS AP(' IT WHETHER OR NOT YOUR SCHOOL S INTFRSCHOI AltO AT ia ET IC PROGRAM
COMPL lANCE WITH THE 161.01401'
EX CO011Y RUES AND OR TITLE IX - contact
Pearlo. Manager
Equal Education OppIrrIar ly
tatncaf. State Board it 6 ducat..
100 Wet.t Randolph Siete 14 r,4r
Chicago. Ilhnoir, 60601 3400
.31.'1814 3226

Illustrations Of Policy Application
1
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.1
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Affirmative Action Policy continued...
ensure equitable athletic participation opportunities for high school girls
challenged through litigation and proposed legislation

During the past several years. this provision has been

Pursuant to a twoiyear study of this issue, we remain convinced that the IHSA's overall philosophy and goal to provide separate but
comparable athletic opportunities for girls should not be abandoned However, there is agreement that Ii ri sorne instances. we
must recognire the small school s problems in trying to furnish two teams, one for girls and one tor bnys, in a sport. and 21 there
should be specific provisions hy which the immediate needs of an individual gut, lacking available opportunities to participate in given
sports. may be accommodated
We believe the IHSA Affirmative Action Pohcy for Girls on Boys State Series Teams will be more effective and will accomplish vastly
more On behalf of female studentiathletes in the schools of Illinois than any remedies litigation andlor additional legislation can offer
The Policy will achieve more and sacrifice less in the process

In addition, we believe the following statements are pertinent to a viable. lawful and educationally sound interscnolastic athletic
plograrn on the secondaty level

It is important that educators and schoid administrators, who are experienced experts in the held ol interscholastic athletic
compobtion. have the freedom to prosodic the pohoes lhat best serve the needs of some 240.000 boys and girls in the 182
IHSA member high schools of Illinois State laws and litigation which may be well meaning but perhaps focused on a special
vested interest or an isolated instance, should be last resort measures to rectity a problem caused by an inappropnate rule or

I

policy
2

In response to me encouragement ol a Joint Committee 01 the General Assembly in 1987. and with the recommendation ol a
special Blue Ribbon Committee during 19118 the !OSA nas now established a Public Liaison Committee It is the !unction of los
Committee to address issues sacs as the one about which the IHSA Affirmative Action Policy Is concernet, This committee wii
give such issues strict scrutiny and mandate that Me a ISA address them directly. correctively and in a timely fashion

3

Patameters to permit boys to compete on aids inters:no: .stic athletic teams as well as permit gins lo participate en buys teams
would cause irreparable harm to existing and luture gals affiletic programs in IHSA member schools by allowing toys to replace
girls on school athletic teams, especially those in sports 10 which boys teams are not tegularly maintained Ii e . bad:metre
bowling. softball. volleyball. etc I Iiiirthei schitois would riot be motivated to prowde equal and comparable ....,erscholam.,...
athletic programs ter gins as well as boys it they r nod simply accommodate an occasional girl alio was sufficiently sullied in a
spoil to qualify as a member 01 .1 boys team Partx 9,1110,1copollunities tor gals would suffer greatly under such r ecurnstanc

We are committed, instead lo promoting and fostering equitable and comparable opportunities for girls in interscholastic
athletics and we are convinced the rovistons of the 'EISA Affirmative Action Policy effectively accomplish this goal
4

To permit participation on a learn by only a giver, percentage of student.athletes of the opposite sex 01 students for which the
school team is intended would still tn a discriminataig factor One boy. us a pitcher on a girls soltbac team, Ieu eraint,le
readily dominate and change the outcome 01a girls sollOall game

5

Being named in the Scheel Code of the Slate r I thou., as an organ,:

in to be specifically consulted. the Illinois Hioti Sch,i

Association has worked see, closet/ wan the 1111110iS State Board of I ',cation and the Generat Assernety in lee promatqat in
spertaic.e';
and implementation of the initial See I quay Gtdehnes ard the current Illinois Sex Equity flutes We br Lest,

appointed role for the Illinois High School Assoriation e,senir ihe e.ssoCiation with a ronipelling urverfunonal interext in
maktng sure that girls have equal access to the athletic state tot irearnent senes sponsored by the IHSA
6

the Illinois Sex Equdy Rules, as well as Title IX. regime earn school to have a written sex equity policy ann a wraten grievarce
procedure whereby a terrain student athlete may pursue complaints el discrimination on the hasis of sex in thr intrirsrholast r
athletic programs offered by a 505obt sy.tint The rbiluded geevanCe preCedure must be reasonably eirinietinicaled to If'e
students cfla parents in a cchool ,ystern and
All appeal process through the Regional Superinlefulnt lb Me

fd,ite Superintendent of I dot al,. We XI'

11,11 .1 title IX, the hlinnis Sex I n1uiily nide, Anil the ail
hi
remedies they prescrtbe ac tooperly anolementril .1, I admiliJeted cotaly and unneressar, lihgation VII t.eba, r
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Affirmative Action Policy continued...
8

We believe that many female student-athletes who have the ability and are willing to pay the price in terms of long hours of
practice and adherence to academic eligibility standards .nay not be able to partiopate on art athletic warn representing their
school. Many schools have been unduly slow to initiate or expand girls athletic prog- urns and thereby might not be complying
with the mandates put forth in federal and state laws, specifically Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and the Illinois
Sex Equity Rules of the School Code of the State of Illinois. Even greater denial of equal and comparable opportunities to
fernale athletes may be caused by participation by girls on boys teams where the school does not offer a girls team in a sport.
This practice could curtail the establishment of overall equitable and comparable athletic opportunities for girls to participate m
school athletic programs.

9

On Me basis of the results of their student athletic interest surveys required by both Title IX and the Illinois Sex Equity Rules,
schools must allocate funds, facilities, equipment and personnel to girls athletics on the basis of the number of participants.
squads and contests. Schools should be encouraging the growth of an emerging girls program while striving for the continued
good health of the boys program. Girls athletic teams should be given no more or no less consideration than boys teams.

10 A fact that cannot be denied is that. if girls competed against boys in athletic competition. some gins might be ableto beat some
boys sometimes, but most boys will oe able to beat most girls most of the time. It must then follow that girls generally would be
eliminated from a school sports program if competition for team membership were open to both boys and girls. The
exceptionally talented gin could perhaps survive
and may even surpass some boys in isolated cases. But. the physical and
competitive needs of the vast rnalority of girls could not be satisfied by joint membership of boys and girls on the same learn.
11

The IHSA has cooperated fully with the Office of Civil Rights in making sure the sports season limitations and the rules and
regulations governing interscholastic athletic competition for boys and girls in IHSA member schools are in compliance with Tele
IX of the Education Amendments 011972
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APPENDIX C

Schools Entering IHSA Series Year:y
Boys State Series
'1st Year of State Series (Note: Year listed designates sport season chronology in a given school year.)
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Chicago Public and Non-Maio High Schools
Sports Oopparisan Based an 1992-93 'RSA Member School Dinactory Infonsatian
School
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cnicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cnicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cnicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cnicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cnicago

(Academy for the Arts)
(Academy of Cur Lady)
(Academy of the Sacred Heart)
(Agricultural Science)
(Amundsen)
(Austin)
(Rogan)
(Boaen)
(Brother Rice)
(Chicago Vocational)
(Calumet)
(Carves)
(Cathedral)
(Clegente)
(Collins)
(Corliss)
(Crane)
(Cregier)
(Cbrie)
(CeIaSalle)
(EuSable)
(Donbar)
(Englewood)
(F.W. Parker)
(Farragut)
(Fenger)
(Flower Vocational)
(Foreman)
(Gage Park)
(Good Counsel)
(Gordon Tech.)
(Hales Franciscan)
(Harlan)
(Harper)
(Hirsch)
(Holy Trinity)

PUblic/
Non-Public

No. of
Boys Sports

No. of
Girls Sports

N
N

o
Girls School
Girls School

o

N
P

5

3

P
P

8

7

6
7

P

7

6

P

7
10

6

N
P

Boys School

7

7

P

6

P

6

5
5

N
P

2

1

5

5

P
P

7
7

7

P

5

P
P

1

6
o

9

8

N
P
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3

5

P

a

6

P

e

7

N

7

5

P

9

7

P
P

6

7

4

5

P

6

6

P

5

N
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3
4

N
N

9
6
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P

6

7

P
P

3

5

8

6

5
6

N

Cnicago (Hubbaild)

6

P

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

P
N

8
8

(Hyde Park)
(Ida Crown)
(Jones Metro)
(Josephinum)
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(Julian)
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(Kelvyn Park)
(Kennedy)

3

2

P
N

2
0

7

8
2

0

Girls School

3

P

7

5

P
P

7

7
7

P

7
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5

P
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P
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Chicago
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9

7
8

P
P

6
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7
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6
9

6

Boys School

9

7

(King)
(Lake View)
(Lane)
(Leo)
(Lincoln Park)

P
N
P

110

4
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School

4

Chicago (Lindolom)
Chicago (Lourdes)
Chicago (Luther North)
Chicago (Luther South)
Chicago (Madonna)
Chicago (Manley)
Chicago (Maria)
Chicago (Marist)
Chicago (Marshall)
Chicago (Mather)
Chicago (Mbrgan Park Academy)
Chicago (Mbrgan Park)
Chicago (MotherMcAuley)
Chicago (Mt. Carmel)
Caicago (Near North Career)
Chicago (Notre Dame)
Chicago (Orr)
Chicago (Phillips)

Chicago (Pnower)
Chicago (Providence-St. Mel)
Chicago (Quigley Prep)
Chicago (Pesuxtection)
Chicago (Richards)
Chicago (Robeson)
Chicago (Roosevelt)
Chicago (Schurz)
Chicago (Senn)
Chicago (Simon)
Chicago (South Shore)
Chicago (Spalding)
Chicago (St. Barbara)
Chicago (St. Benedict)
Cnicago (St. Francis De Sales)
Chicago (St. Gregory)
Chicago (St. Ignatius)
Caioago (St. Martin De Porres)
Chicago (St. Patrick)
Chicago (St "ita)
Chicago (St. xholastica)
Chicago (Steimetz)
Chicago (Sullivan)
Chicago (Taternacle Christian)
Chicago (Taft)
Chicago (The Harvard School)
Chicago (The Latin School)
Chicago (Tilden)
Chicago (University)
Chicago (Von Steuben)
Chicago (Washingt
Chicago (Weber)
Chicago (Wells)
Chicago (Westinghouse)
Chicago (Young)

Totals
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Boys Sports

No. of
Girls Sports
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P
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P
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N
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N
P
N
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4

5
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5

P
P
P

5
7
5

4

N
N

4
9

4

N
P
P
P
P

Girls School
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7

7
6
7
5
5

P

9

5

P

7

P

5

P
N

2

5
5
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Girls School

4

N

6

N

6
6

N

4

3

N
N

9

8
4

N

6
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N
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5

P

8

6

P
N
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8

7

1

0

8
1
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N
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7

7
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N
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5
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N

4
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P
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P
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9
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5

P

6
8
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Boys School
Boys School

0

8
9

Boys School
4
6
8
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APPENDIX E

SEX EQUITY RULES
(23 Illinois Administrative Code 200)

I.

ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
MAMA( 1990
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ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
State of ho,. Center

Suite 14 300. 100 West Randolph

Moore. Moor, 606, 3405
Robert Leininter
Slott Sopenntontirnt

Thomas Lay Burroottba
Chairmen

March 5, 1990
4

Dear Superintendent:
The amended rules for Sex Equity (23 Illinois Acministrativ.: Code 200),
adopted by the Illinois State Board of Education and filed with the
Secretary of State, are enclosed for your information and continuing
reference.

The amendments extend applicability to the rules to all Illinois public
schools and add standards for the conduct of student athletic interest
surveys. Because of these changes, I suggest that you share this
information with your Title IX Coordinator and the directors of your
athletic programs.
Information and technical assistance in complying with these rules are
EEO staff
available from our Equal Educational Opportunity Section (EEO).
are equipped to provide direct services, outside consultants, staff training
and printed resources. Pleas. contact Patricia Poole, Manager of our EEO
Section, at 312/814-3226 if you have any questions or need technical
assistance.
cerely,

Robert Lel Inger
State Superintendent

4
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23 ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
SUBTITLE A

1
S. 200
SUBCHAPTER e

CH.

TITLE 23:

EDUCATION AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
SUBTITLE A:
EDUCATION
CHAPTER I: STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
SUBCHAPTER e: INSTRUCTION
PART 200
SEX EQUITY

Section
200.10
200.20
200.30
200.40
200.50
200.60
200.70
200.80
200.90
200.100

Definitions
State Policy
Applicability
Administration
Treatment of Students
Educational Programs and Activities
Counseling Services
Extracurricular Programs and Activities
Compliance and Enforcement
Effects of Other Requirements

AUTHORITY:

Implementing Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (20
U.S.C. 1681 et seq.), Article I, Section 18 of the Illinois ConstItution, and
Sections 10-22.5, 27-1, and 34-18(1) of The School Code (111. Rev. Stat. 1987,
ch. 122, pars. 10-22.5, 27-1, and 34-18(1)), and authorized by Sections 2-3.6.
27-1, and 34-18(1) of The School Code (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 122, pars.
2-3.6, 27-1, and 34-18(1)).
SOURCE:

Adopted at 10 111. Reg. 18014, effective October 3, 1986; amended at
13 Ill. Reg. 11491, effective June 29, 1989.)

1!4
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23 ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
SUBTI LE A

Section 200.10

CH. I, S. 200.10
SUBCHAP LR e

Definitions

"Comparable" means similar in quality and quantity, taking into
consideration all relevant facts and circumstances.
"Contact Sports" means those sports whose purpose or major activity
involves bodily contact: e.g., basketball, boxing, football, ice
nockey, rugby, and wrestling.
"Counseling" means all guidance activities, personal counseling,
guidance-related evaluation and testing, provision of vocational and
career information and advice, scheduling assistance, and any other
guidance services provided to students by any person acting under
the authorization of an educational system.
"Course' means any district-sponsored class regardless of the
location of class meetings, nature of instruction, or type or age of
student.

"Discrimination" means the violation of individuals state or
federal equal rights guarantees (U.S. Constitution, Amendment 14; 20
U.S.C. 1681 et seq.; Illinois Constitution, Article I, Sections 2,
18; Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 122, pars. 10-22.5, 27-1, and
34-18(1)), whether intended or unintended.
"Disparate Interest Levels" means that, according to the results of
a school's written student athletics interest survey (conducted
pursuant to the requirements set forth in Section 200.80(b)(1)(81),
the total number of students of one sex who wish to participate in
all athletics exceeds by more than 50% the total number of students
of the other sex who wish to participate in all athletics.
Disparate interest levels do not in and of themselves evidence
discriminaticn.
"Disproportionate Enrollment" means that students of one sex
constitute at least 75% of a school's participants in a given
program, course, or activity. Disproportionate enrollment does not
in and of itself evidence discrimination.
"Educational System" means any local public education agency in its
entirety, including elementar V, secondary and unit districts, area
vocational education centers, and special education cooperatives.
"Equal Access" means availability of opportunity without
discrimination on the basis of sex, going beyond simple admission to
a course or activity to include full and unrestricted participation
in educational and experiential processes.
"Primc Time" mean: that time period which is most desirable locally
fur a given activity.
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23 ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
SUBTTTLE A

CH. I, S. 200.10
SUBCHAPTER e

"Program" means a series of courses or set of activities leading
toward identified educational or experiential student outcomes.
"School" means any attendance center within an educational system.
"Sex Bias" means the attribution of behaviors, abilities, interests,
values and/or roles to a person or group of persons on the basis of
their sex.
"Sexual Harassment" means unwelcome sexual advances, requests for
sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual
nature.

"Sexual Intimidation" means any behavior, verbal or nonverbal, which
has the effect of subjecting members of either sex to humiliation,
embarrassment or discomfort because of their gender.
"Significant Assistance" means the payment of dues, fees, or other
remuneration in return for the provision of sarvices or benefits, or
any other collaboration that significantly facilitates the
functioning of any agency, organization, or person outside an
educational system.
(Source:

Amended at 13 Ill. Reg. 11491, effective June 29, 1989)
23 ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
SUBTITLE A

Section 200.20

Ch.

I, S. 200.20

-SUCITAPTE

State Policy

It is the policy of the State of Illinois and the State Board of Education
that no person shall be subjected to discrimination on the basis of sex in any
program or activity supported by school district funds.

23 ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
SUBTITLE A

Section 200.30

CH. I, S. 200.30
SUBCHAPTER e

Applicability

These rules are applicable to all public school districts. Nothing contained
herein shall be construed as relieving a school district of its duty to comply
with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. 1681 et seg.) or
its implementing regulatiuns (34 CFR 106).
(Source:

Amended at 13 111. Reg. 11491, effective June 29, 1969)

4
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23 ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
SUBTITLE A

CH. I, S. 200.40
SUBCHAPTER e

Section 200.40 Administration

4

a)

All policies and practices of educational systems shall comply with
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. 1681 et
seq.), Article I, Section 18 of the Illinois Constitution, and
Sections 10-22.5, 27-1, and 34-18(1) of The School Code (Ill. Rev.
Stat. 1987, ch. 122, pars. 10-22.5, 27-1, and 34-18(1)).

b)

Each educational system shall have a written policy on sex equity
stating that it does not discriminate on the basis of sex in the
provision of programs, activities, services, or benefits and that it
guarantees both sexes equal access to educational and
extracurricular programs and activities.

c)

Each system shall have a written grievance procedure available for
use by any individual(s) wishing to present a complaint alleging
that the system has discriminated against a student or students on
the basis of their sex.
1)

Such procedure shall specify the steps to be taken in
initiating and processing a grievance, shall identify all
parties to be involved at each step of the procedure, shall
include specific timelines for completion of each step and
rendering of a written decision, and shall provide for final
appeal of grievance decisions made at the system level to the
system's governing board.

2)

Such procedure shall inform complainants of their right to
further appeal the decision of the system's governing board to
the Superintendent of the appropriate Educational Service
Region pursuant to Section 3-10 of The School Code and,
thereafter, to the State Superintendent of Education pursuant
to Section 2-3.8 of The School Code, as provided in Section
200.90(b).

d)

Each system shall take reasonable measures to assure that employees,
students and parents are informed of the system's sex equity policy
and grievance procedure, e.g., through the use of policy manuals and
student handbooks.

e)

Each educational system shall, within one year of becoming subject
to this Part and at least every four years thereafter, evaluate its
policies and practices in terms of the requirements of this Part to
identify sex discrimination and shall develop a written sex equity
plan to modify any policy or practice that does not meet the
requirements of this Part and to take remedial steps to eliminate
the effects of any discrimination resulting from such policy or
practice.

4
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1)

The sex equity evaluation shall include an examination of
course enrollment data to identify any instances of
disproportionate enrollment on the basis of sex and, where
discrimination may have contributed to such disproportionality,
the sex equity plan shall seek to redress any such
disproportionality identified.

2)

Inservice training implementing the sex equity plan shall be
provided by the system to school district administcators and to
certificated and noncertificated personnel as needed.

f)

Except as provided in Section 200.80(a)(4), an educational system
may not on the basis of sex designate or otherwise limit the use of
any facility or portion thereof, related services, equipment or
supplies. This subsection shall not apply to shower and toilet
facilities, locker rooms, and dressing areas.
All such
accommodations and all related support and maintenance services
shall be comparable for both sexes.

g)

Except as provided in Section 200.80(a)(4), an educational system
may not provide significant assistance to or enter into any
agreement with any organization, group, business or individual that
discriminates against students on the basis of sex.

h)

An educational system shall not institute organizational changes or
employment practices which would result in discrimination against
students of either sex.

i)

A system shall maintain records documenting compliance with this
Part, e.g., reports of sex equity evaluations and plans, remediation
efforts and inservice activities, data collection and analyses,
grievances and their disposition; such records shall be made
available to State Board enforcement authorities upon request.

(Source:

Amended at 13 Ill. Reg. 11491, effective June 29, 1989)
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Section 200.50

Treatment of Students

No student shall, on the basis of sex, be denied equal access to
programs, activities, services or benefits or be limited in the
exercise of any right, privilege, advantage, or opportunity.

a)

A system shall apply the same system and program admission
standards for both sexes.

b)

A system shall not set quotas limiting the number of either male or
female students who will be admitted to the system, its schools,
programs, courses or activities unless such quotas have the effect
of furthering affirmative action goals established by the system to
overcome the effects of conditions that resulted in limited
participation in a program or activity by persons of a particular

c)

sex.

Graduation requirements shall be the same for both sexes.

d)

No student shall be discriminated against because of his or her
actual or potential marital or parental status.

e)

1)

Pregnancy shall be treated as any other temporary disability.

2)

Pregnancy or parenthood shall not be considered cause for
dismissal or exclusion from any program or activity.

3)

Participation in special programs provided for pregnant
students or students who are parents shall be at the student's
option.

4)

f)

Systems shall eliminate administrative and programmatic
barriers to school attendance and school completion by
pregnant students or students who are parents.

No student shall be subjected to sexual intimidation or harassment
by any school employee, by other students, or by the effect of any
school policy or practice.

0

A system shall not discriminate on the basis of sex in the
bestowing of awards, honors, scholarships and financial aids.

h)

A systern

discipline policies and practices may not discriminate

on the basis of sex.
ii

Codes of conduct estab!ished by a system shall not discriminate on
the basis of sex.
A system may not discriminate on the basis of sex in the provision
of employment opportunities for stud nts; a system may not enter
into work study or cooperative emplo.nent agreements with employers
who discriminate against students on the basis of sex.

1,1.9
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Ch.

I
S. 200.60
SUBCHAPTER e

Educational Programs and Activities

General Practices
1)

All courses shall be open to
students regardless of their sex,
although students may be segregated by sex during class
sessions or portions thereof which
deal exclusively with human
sexuality.

2)

Students shall be advised to take
courses consistent with
their interests and abilities,
regardless of their sex.

3)

Neither course titles nor course descriptions shall discourage
either sex from enrolling.

4)

Course prerequisites and
course requirements shall be the same
for both sexes.

5)

Course content and course objectives
shall not discriminate on
the basis of sex.

Selected Program Areas
1)

2)

Music
A)

Students shall not be separated according to sex when
participating in voice instruction,
although divisions
within a class may be established
on the basis of vocal
range and quality.

131

The study of musical instruments
shall be suited to
students individual interests and abilities,
regardless
of their sex.

Physical Education
A)

Each physical education class shall be open equally to
both sexes.

12o
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Ch.

i)

Instructional portions of all physical education
classes shall be coeducational.

ii)

Students may be segregated by sex during
participation in a contact sport.

B)

Where assignments to classes or portions of classes are
based on ability levels, group composition shall be
determined by objective standards of individual
performance developed and applied without.regard to sex,
and students shall be re-grouped at appropriate
intervals, e.g., when substantial changes occur in either
teaching objectives or student ability levels.

C)

If the use of a single
progress in a physical
discrimination against
standards which do not

0)

Neither physical education classes nor areas where such
classes are conducted shall be designated by sex.

3)

4)

standard for measuring skill or
education class results in
members of either sex, appropriate
have such effect shall be used.

Special Education
A)

Special education referral, testing and placement
practices shall not discriminate on the basis of sex.

B)

Classes and related services for handicapped students
shall not discriminate on the basis of sex whether they
are provided by the school district, in cooperation with
other school districts, or through private placement.

Gifted Education
A)

Gifted education referral, testing and placement
practices shall not discriminate on the basis of sex.

B)

Programs and classes or related services for gifted
students shall not discriminate on the basis of sex.

1 21
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c)

d)

Ch.

1,

S. 200.60

MICHNFITIT-e--

Vocational and Career Education
A)

Students shall be provided opportunities to acquire
knowledge and understanding of vocational and career
options without discrimination on the basis of sex.

B)

Materials used in vocational and career education shall
not discriminate on the basis of sex.

Classroom Practices
1)

Classroom practices shall not discriminate on the basis of sex.

2)

Teaching methods shall in no way inhibit the participation of
any student on the basis of sex.

3)

Where appropriate, the history, roles and contributicns of
both sexes shall be presented on a comparable basis in
curricular areas.

4)

Teachers shall employ methods designed to counteract sex bias
that may be present in instructional materials.

Instructional materials shall not be discriminatory against either
sex.

23 ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
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Section 200.70
a)

Ch.

1,

S. 200.70

-SuITCHA-PTER

Counseling Services

Counseling services shall be provided without discrimination on the
basis of sex.
1)

Students shall not be assigned to a counselor on the aasis of
sex.

2)

Students shall be counseled to take courses and pursue careers
that are consistent with their interests and abilities,
regardless of their sex.

b)

Career materials used in counseling students shall not discourage
by word or image the consideration by both sexes of all careers
addressed in the materials.

c)

The content, administration, interpretation and application of
appraisal instruments and associated materials shall not
discriminate against students on the basis of sex.

=e
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Except a, provided in sub;ection (b)(1)(A) of this Section,
students of both sexes shall have equal access to all
extracurricular progiams and activities, including clubs,
committees, service ur honor organizations, intramural sport,
programs, inters.holastic athletics and other after-school
activities which are offered by a system.
Ixcept a; provided in subsection (b)(11(A) of this Section,
extracurricula. programs and activities offered by a system
;hall not use titles which imply that membership or
Participation is restricted on the basis of sex.

4

A system shall not provide significant assistance to any
association or conference whose purpose is to organize or
regulate intcrscholastic competition if that association or
conference discriminates on the basis of sex in the provision
of benefits or services to students.
a)

School; may cooperate with single sex youth organizations that
are tax exempt and whose membership has traditionally been
limited to members of one sex and principally to persons who
are under 19 sears of age, provided that comparable activities
shall be available for both sexes.
ted Activity Areas

1)

Athletics (Interscholastic and Intramural)
Al

Roth sexes shall be accorded equal opportunities to
participate in athletics programs.

c

Single-sex team, are permitted for contact sports or
when selection for team membership is based upon
competitive skill, provided the interests and
abilities of both sexes are accommodated.

ill

;n a noncontact sport, when a team is provided only
ier members of one sex, members of the excluded sex
.aist be allowed to compete tor a place on the team
if their Overall athletic opportunities have heon
n
ic:il'
pirpari,.n with those of the other sex.

1!

...het- a cueducatipnal team in d Oven sport does nut
ommodate the interests and abilities of members
bath sexes, separate teams shall be afforded by
For example, if the level of interest
sex.
Outcnnined pursuant to subsection (bin l(B)
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Indicates that 30 students of one sex and 30
students of the other sex want to participate in d
particular sport, but only one student of the first
se, is able to qualify to compete while 70 students
of the other sex do so, yi ioeducational team does
not accommodate the interests and abilities ot both
%ekes.
hl

Within one year of becoming subject to this Part and 0
least once every tour years thereafter, a system shall
assess student athletics interest by administering a
weitten survey to all students.
Such surveys shall be
c..nducted in accordance wIth the following specifh ation',

.

the survey shall be designed to measure the
athletics interest of students as participants
rather than a% spectators,
tudents of both sexes shall be surveyed;
11.1

the same survey forms listing thy same sports
opti.ons shall be used by students ot both sexes;

On the survey form, sports shall not be designated
hY gender (e.o., list "basketball" not "bovs'
basketball" or "girls' basketball");
%urvey forms shall at least include the ,ports
iurrently available in the system, and ,hall inilude
provision for students to indicate interest in
sports other than those listed by the system on the
survey terms; and
'students surveyed shall In lode at least tb-s..
,urrently enrolled in th. system.
)

%urvey results shall be used in planning fur the tutor,
w-11 as in assessing current prciram comparability.
If
.1,,Vey data indicate that the overall levels of student
interest in the range of alternatives being provided are
parate between the sexes and such disparity may be tte
I.-sult of disirimination, the Is .tem shall initiate
Ill

ts

relltne civil Ill ..eari t

hased upon the results of the int.:rest survey, existing
and Nther :wrIinent factor% Ie.a., budget .
ilities, available competitit.g, VIC.), d system shall
,vide ,nmparable iuntinulty in sports opportunities h..
students .f both sexes (i.e., students have thy
enoitunitsi to acquire skills at suicessive levels, 'vier
time, within a given sport).
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lhe nsture and extent of the athletics programs offered by
a ;ystem shall accommodate the interests and abilities of
both sexes to a comparable degree. Factors to be
considered in assessing program comparability include hut
alP not necessarily limited to the following:
ii

Selection of sports offered,

ii)

Levels of competition within sports,

iii)

length of sports seasons,

iv)

Scheduling of athletics opportunities throughout the
calendar year,

vl

Scheduling of practices and games during win, time,

vil

Use of facilities for practice and competition,

vii)

Ratio of ,.oach(es) to athletes,

viii) Quality of coaching and officiating (e.g.,
credentials, experience and compensation).
ix)

Assignment and compensation of coaches and officials,

0

Supplies and equipment.

xi)

Allowances tor travel and per diem,

(ii)

Medical and training services,

xi.1) Publicity for teams and individual partiOoants,
xiv)

Overall distribution ot athletic budget

Yu%ie

iho,uwS segregated by sex shall not be allowod; howvvor,
,horal groups based upon vocal range and quality are
illowable.

.iv cvo nt al musi,
..

clit,

clii acqui si ti op and pn 1,, Ill . .hal
individual int.Pre,t,

udent 5

If

t hr. ir

Sit.

,1, -1,1kino ,cents shall be open t.

ix ih'.r( C.
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Materials limited to a single sex (e.g., a monologue
specific to one sex) may be used as long as comparable
opportunities are provided for both sexes.

Miscellaneous
A)

Activities such as cheerleading, pompom squads, color
guards, school safety patrol, teacher/office aides, and
library assistants shall be open to students of both sexes.
i)

ii)

(3)

Participation criteria, selection procedures, or
uniform restrictions which would discriminate on the
basis of sex shall not be applied.
Criteria for the utilization of such groups shall
not discriminate on the basis of sex.

A king or queen of an activity may be selected; however,
comparable opportunities for students of both sexes shall
be provided.
If a system sponsors mother-son, father-daughter,
mother-daughter, or father-son activities, comparable
activities shall be available for both sexes, and the
special needs of children from single-parent famil'es
shall be accommodated.

wurc(:

Amerded at 13 ill. Req. 11491, effective June 29, 1989)
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Compl ;vice d n d Enforcement

a)

Compliance with this Part will be subject to evaluation during the
recognition process for public schools established in 23 I11. Adm.
Code 1 (Public Schools Evaluation, Recagnition and Supervision).

b)

When a grievance decided at the system level has been appealed
through the Regional Superintendent to the State Superintendent of
Education, written notification of his or her decision shall be
delivered to the parties. Failure of the system to comply with the
decision of the State Superintendent of Education shall constitute
reason to believe that discrimination may exist under Section 72-19
of The School Code and the State Board of Education shall proceed
as provided therein.

el

Petitions with fifty or more signatures (or at least 10.1, of a
district's residents) alleging that a system has discriminated
against a student or students on the basis of sex may be brought
independently to the State Board of Education for hearing under the
provisions of Section 22-19 of The School Code (Ill. Rev. Stat.
1985, ch. 177, par. 72-191.

73 ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

Section 200.100

CH.

1, S. 200.100

Effects of Other Requirements

The obligation to comply with this Part is not obviated or alleviated by any
policy or regulation of any club, organization, athletic league or other
association which would limit the eligibility or participation of any
student on the basis of sex in any program or activity operated by any
system covered by this Part.
(Source:

Amended at 13 Ill. Reg. 11491, effective June 29, 1989)
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11).G11
2715 McGraw Dr., P.O. Box 2715

scnool. AssoctATION
Bloanington, Illinois
61702-2715

BEICRIS OF 'ME INWLVIIIENF OF WHEN
GOVEINANCE snmawe

AND IN ThE BOYS AND GUNS SIMS FAOGRAMS
OF MEE IlL133IS 111(21 SCHOOL )%ftSOCCATICH

bY

Ola M. Burely

A..cistant ncecutive Director

X_12FICIRY OF INICMIN INVOIIME) IN GOVF1INNICE STIZOCIIM

OF IIIIN01$_11101 SfX1:01,./1..C.CCIATICN FOR 1992-93

Total

Number

LAlinh.Or

of Mallen

Board of Directors

7

1

14.3%

legislative Carrnission

28

0

0%

Administrative Staff

6

2

33.3%

Advisory Carmittpn-

199

57

28.61/4

Principals

763

98

12.8%

TotAls

1003

1/4 of
Women

15.8%

Rttmigy OF ems natjunc.

JZREC111125

IN ILEA 1/)41301 Sams MD ARK WHEN JCR 1992-93
Note:

Information is fran listings for 111:1A marker schools included in the 1992-93
II1A timber School Directory.

thirnir of

IltlA Barber
r3hoo1
761

Number of
Wauen Boys

Ath. Dir.
41

% of
Inlarrh Boys

timber of

Ath._Dtr.

Ath,_Djr.

Wanen Girls
114

% of

Waien Girls
14.9%
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III. REPORP OF THSA ADVISORY camerras AM)
NUMBER OF WHEN MEMBERS FOR 1992-93
Note:

Information is from listing of 1MSA AdvisOry acmittees included in 1992-93

HISA Menber School Directory

4

VISA Advisory Coittee
mm

natal
Banters

Nutber
of Men

Athletic Administrators

17

9

o

Bilys Baseball

8

8

0

Boys Football

8

8

0

Boys Wrestling

8

8

o

Bays/Girls Basketball

11

9

2

Boys/Girls Cross Country

8

7

1

Bays/Girls Golf

10

7

3

Boys/Girls Gymnastibs

7

4

3

Boys/Girls Soccer

8

7

1

Boys/Girls Swimming

10

7

3

Boys/Girls Tennis

8

5

3

%

NUither

of Men

of Waren

Boys/Girls Track

11

8

3

Boys/Girls Volleyball

11

2

9

Girls Badminton

5

3

2

Girls Bowling

5

3

2

Girls Softball

8

4

4

Sports Medicine

12

10

2

Speech

5

4

1

Scholastic Bowl

8

5

3

Public Liaison

11

7

4

Mews Media

9

8

1

Music

5

4

1

kliess

6

5

1

lotals

199

142

71.4%

57

O f Women

28.6%
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IV. RUMP OF HEAD CON:HES IN Di SA NEMER moans
WHEN 1N GIRLS SEIJKLS FUR 1992-93

S.A.D ARE

Note: Information is from listings for each IHSA member school included in the
1992-93 BESA Member School Directory.

Girls Sports

Number
of
Schools
Offer

Men
Head
Coaches

% Men
Head
Coaches

Women
Head
COaches

% Wemen
Head

Girls Badminton

72

27

37.5%

45

62.5%

Girls BaSketball

637

409

64.2%

192

30.1%

Girls Bawling

120

61

50.8%

48

40.0%

Girls Cross Country

379

285

75.2%

57

15.0%

Girls Golf

176

115

65.3%

31

17.6%

Girls Gymnastics

108

38

35.2%

48

44.4%

Girls Softball

573

296

51.7%

277

48.3%

Girls Soccer

133

113

85.0%

18

13.5%

Girls Swimming

213

106

49.8%

92

43.2%

Girls Tennis

292

156

53.4%

122

41.8%

Girls Track

578

354

61.2%

190

32.9%

Cirls Volleyball

674

146

21.7%

501

74.3%

TOtals

3955

2106

53.2%

1621

41.0%

Coa(:fies

-31
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It=_MIX1V cr HEAD

win ARV WOMEN

BOSS %ORM VCR 3992-93

Note: Information is from listings for IHSA member schools included in the 1992-93
IHSA Member School Directory.

Wanen
Head

1 Women
Head

Men
Head

1/4 Men

UPYP Sborts

Number of
Schools
glIPK

cloch

coaches

Boys Baseball

659

659

1001

0

01

Boys Basketball

721

719

99.7%

2

0.1%

Boys Cross Country

446

429

96.2%

17

3.81

Boys Football

591

591

100%

0

01

Boys Golf

421

405

96.2%

16

3.8%

Boys Gymnastics

56

56

100%

0

0%

Boys Soccer

279

269

96.4%

10

3.6%

Boys Swimirhig

258

222

86.0%

36

14.0%

Boys Tennis

309

276

89.3%

33

10.7%

Boys Track

627

607

96.8%

20

3.2%

Boys Volleyhell

76

50

65.8%

26

34.2%

Boys Wrestling

384

384

100.0%

0

0%

TUtals

4827

4667

96.7%

160

3.3%

Head

aches

just+ REM-STOW) ATM/MC ovnamis
w.iiicit
giRts spoms ID Mfg WW24 Palt 3992-93
flute:

f;tches

ll

Information is frnm the 1992-93 IHSA Directory of Athletic Officials

Registration in
cirls :port
hiy:Oiirlf; Rink,thill

'Ibtal No. of
Registercx1

Oflicials
164/

Nuffiber of

Women
Rogisterod

% of 'dawn
Officials
Rogiptered

77

1.9 1

Girls Cyroutstics

68

58

tis. 1%

ilitlo Softball

1244

107

8.21

li,y-'Gi ris r.,,,N^r

'09

10

1.9%

Bnys/Girls SwimmiTr3

197

45

27.81

1"YrOiirls Traek

210

24

10.41

1108

718

56.41.

/711

1049

lloyirl

Volleyball

olb iw

131

14.50.
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HIGH
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ASSOC_IATION
-TM n

"Int

A _CHRONOLOGY pv GIRLS' INTERSCHOLASTIC ATUIET I
PFLOGRAMS I N ILISA PIENJWR qgymms

01. M Rindlv
A,,i0t.n: Enventivk Directol

-

By. l as's

.

1HSAA

of
the
Ii toit, llifth Sillool
member
schools
from engaging

at hie: ic contei.ts

10:u

Beginning of
Associotions

the

intels,holastic
Tennis

Illinois

alhle:ie

1.(ago.-

of

in
High

A,,oci at ion lit ohiltit

giils'

iniers1holastic

Sehool Cirls Athletic

contest, permitted ih Gills Golt and Gills

As

IHSAA moves
Street,
Chicago.

into its administrative offices ai II South LaSalle
Illinois,
A
woman administratot
full-time basis to he in charge ot the gill,' psogrom is employed on a
IHSAA undertakes the sponsoiship of
ihIllinois League of High
School
Athletic
i al ion,

Intoi,rholof

.1:111Pi

(alt wl Girls

elm

ill Gil

,onle,ts

Alt-In-Iv, ni I is

Interscholastic athletic contests permilt..1 in Gitis
Badminton. Girl, Golf and Gill% fennis
u

Giils

Inteischolastic athletic contests 1...twitted in Gill% Alchely, Girls
Badminton, Girls Gott
and (Iris Tennis
fvo
noltsd..s.s permitted
in Girls
Field Hocken.
Gitl,
Volleyball. Gill, SoIlball. Gills
Swimming, Girls Bowling old hills
and

Registration of
wswen
in IHSA Women Officials Den:Wit-en(
in Girl,
Fild Hockey. officials
Gills Voll.vball
alrl, Sofihal) Gills
%wimming and Girl, frock and Field
Firs'

(INA girls
rout., interpt,tation mo.tinos condovtod io Gills
Volleyball and Girls Basketball
'

Interschola,tie athletic contests permitted in Girl, Aleherv.
Badminton,
Girls
Bowling.
Girls
Fencing,
Girls Golf,
Glamlasties.
Girls
Swimming.
lennis and Girls Track and
four sportsdas, permitted Gills
in
Girls liakclnall. Gills

t ills

Gills
field

-

Hun kc.n .

rirst

tairls

Sot coy

Girls Softball

.001

Girls Vol leYl.al

ricld

IHSA

state tournament selies conducted in Gills Tennis. Gills
Bowling and Girls Ttack and Field
.

lnterscholaslic athletic contests permitted in Girls Archery, Girls
Badminton, Girls
Basketball, Girls Bowling, Girls Fencing, Girls
Field Hocl-ev.
Girls Golf.
Girls
Gymnastics, Girls Soecer. Girls
'fofthall,
oirls SwimminK. Gill, Tehnis. Girl, Ttack and Field and
:Iris Vol lot.loti
D i.oto.

fit, l l

I LI i out Ltil i Lit ;;;cht.,., I, As2.oc i a t i on , I liSA I os t
and Orl-f.
rrom participating with or
in
athletic contests: prohibiting
111011
from i o.it !ling phis' interscholastic
teams,
mid.
prohibiting
men
I rom
offieiating gills'
athletic contests
also, irom that time on the
urovisions
ol
tla
IHNA
Constitution
and
By-laws
governing
i of t-rschol asfie
athictic contests in IHSA member schools applied
In

hy - I lid .
again-I

v.

IfFtTarli-fing-hovs

i.ch °the!

. thil ly to boil

kov-

.ind
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Mrs. COLLINS. Ms. Benda.
STATEMENT OF NANCY BENDA
MS. BENDA. Thank you very much.

I'm Nancy Benda. I'm director of the Equal Educational Opportunity Program for the Florida Department of Education, and for
the last 21/2 years I have had the assignment of coordinating the
work of the Athletic Study Commission for the Department of Education, and we are very proud to have been invited here to share
some of the story of our State with you.

We know, just as you have been told over and over again, that
sports benefit women just as they benefit men. The chairwoman
has given you testimony on that as well as some of our previous
witnesses. I want to give you some stories, too, though. I think
sometimes that is helpful.
Barbara Palmer, who was the assistant athletic director at Florida State University, said that as soon as the women's teams at the
university level began to get recognition and win on a national
basis, that the headhunters from the major industries and businesses all over the country began to recruit her young women just
as they recruited young men, that these people have learned that
the competencies and attitudes that people learn in participation in

athletics are the ones that are valued in big business and that
those are valued for women just as they are for men.

Peggy Armand, who was a track star at Tampa and is on her
way to an athletic scholarship, said that she thought that she was
more popular, when she testified to our group, because she was an
athlete; it gave her a better social life: "It gave me new friends, and
the ones that stuck with the team are the ones that have a good
attitude and the ones that have their heads on right."
Connie Brown, a 4-year soccer player at Pinellas Park in Florida
in high school, is headed now to Kentucky on an athletic scholarship. She said, "You get better grades when you are on a team, because if you don't make your grades, you don't play."
Cindy Robinson, the coach of a girls' basketball team in Dunedin,
Fla., said, "Athletics give young people a chance to get discipline

and leadership and guidance, and they may not get those chances
at home."

Pete Harris, who is a parent that I have never met, in Pope

County, called the office when he heard about our testimony being
collected for our study commission. He said that he just wanted to
call and give us encouragement to continue, and he proudly told us
that at Pope County this year they had 59 young women on full

athletic scholarships as a result of the programs in that district
and that his own daughter is on a softball scholarship at Stetson

University.

We had the same history. In the seventies, we had a spurt. We
gave technical assistance and training. We thought things were
fixed. In 1984 we found that it was not true, we passed the Florida
Educational Equity Act and thought it was fixed then, and then we
continued to get testimony that it still was not right for the young

women. So in 1991 the Florida legislature created a 17-member
study commission, and Representative Stearns mentioned some of
the work.
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The work that we did in that study commission focused on some
of the things that you have heard here, that there doesn't seem to
be a feeder system to keep the interest of the young women, and
so our study commission looked at those areas of concern all the

way from kindergarten through middle school, through high school,
community college, and university, and the report contains the in-

formation I think, that Representative Stearns summarized for

you, that it still ain't fixed. But we have identified a lot of the problems, and we hope we will be able to address those problems now.
We heard testimony, just as you have heard here, but what we
discovered was that we didn't have the hard data to show us and

bring hard information to people other than just testimony. We
have one of the best data bases in the United States in Florida. We

a

have a student-driven data base, but it is driven by the funding
formula, so that athletic data are not included in that data base,

and we then had to survey in order to get that information.
We passed a statute that now gives us enforcement authority. It
gives us authority to look at what is going on in athletics at all levels, and we look forward to having some help from this group to

get that data available to us to help us do the job we need to

do.

Thank you for asking me.
[The prepared statements of Ms. Bend a and Ms. Castor fol1ow:1

1
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STATEMENT FROM NANCY BENDA
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,
CONSUMER PROTECTION, AND COMPETITIVENESS
U.S. House of Representatives
August 4, 1993

I am Nancy Benda, director of the Equal Educational Opportunity Program for the
Florida Department of Education. Over the last two years, I have coordinated the
statewide initiative to increase the participation of women and girls in athletics. We are
very proud of the work being done in Florida and I am honored to share our experiences
with this committee.
4.

WOMEN AND GIRLS BENEFIT FROM SPORTS PARTICIPATION
The physical, psychological anc .:ociological benefits ofsports participation are
extremely important. We know, for example:
Girls who play sports are 92% less likely to use drugs
They are three times more likely to graduate
They are 80% less likely to be have unwanted pregnancies
Teenage girls who participate in as little as two hours of exercise a week reduce the
risk of breast cancer
Women who exercise throughout their lives stimulate bone growth and
maintenance; the fact that osteoporosis is far more prevalent among women than
men is partially explained by the discrepancies between sport participation
Eighty-two percent of the top women executives in the Fortune 500 companies report that
they were tomboys during their school days. This is consistent with what we've been
told by Barbara Palmer, fonner women's athletic director at Florida State University.
She said that as her women's teams became more competitive on a national basis, she
recoived regular calls from the headhunters in business and industry. These recruiters
have learned that the competencies and attitudes learned in athletic participation are the
ones most desired of business leaders.

Sports and fitness activities build confidence and self-esteem; they promote teamwork,
foster cooperation, and encourage friendships. Athletes learn to win and share the glory.
and to lose and Improve from the experience. A parent told us, "Girls who play sports
become better coordinated, they are healthier, and they learn to get along with othets. They
learn to be part of a team." Peggy Armand, a track star in Tampa, told a St. Petersburg
Times reporter that participating in high school athletics meant a richer social life. better
1
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grades, rigorous lessons in responsibility and a full scholarship to Florida State University.
She said. "I think I was more popular because I was an athlete. And it gave me a better
social life. It gave me new friends, and the ones that stuck with the team are the ones with
a good attitude, good grades and have their heads or. right."
Connic Brown, a four-year soccer player at Pinellas Park High School, who is headed to
Kentucky on an athletic scholarship said, "You get better grades when you are on a team
because if you don't make your grades, you don't play."
Cindy Robinson, coach of girls' basketball at Dunedin High School said. "Athletics gives
young people a chance to get discipline and leadership and guidance that they may or
may not get at home. They like being challenged; they like being involved. Tt's a chance
to take on a challenge, a chance to get some recognition."
Pete Harris, a parent from Polk County. called our office in support of the state efforts in
increasing athletic opportunities for women and girls. He proudly told us that Polk
County Schools currently have 59 graduates on athletic scholarships, including his
daughter who is at Stetson University on a softball scholarship.

FLORIDA'S APPROACH
In the mid 1970's, Florida, like most state agencies, did training and provided technical
assistance in meeting the requirements of Title IX and we thought we'd fixed the
problem. When we continued to hear complaints from our young women, we passed the
Florida Educational Equity Act that places Title IX protections into state law and applies
to public education at all levels. However, things did not get much better.
In 1991, the Florida legislature created the I7-member Flcrida Study Commission on
Women's and Girls' Participation in Athletics and Extracurricular Activities. This Study
Commission had broad based representation, including parents, staff from middle school,
high school, community college, university and members of the legislature and business
community. After the first year of examining the issues and listening to testimony from
more than 20 witnesses from around the state, the Study Commission determined that there
was not a data base to provide evidencc for support for the issues being brought forward.
For that reason the Study Commission was extended for an additional year to allow time to
survey athletic opportunities in the various levels of public education in the state.

2
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At the middle school level, a total of 2.915 students participated in athletics in the schools
sampled by the Study Commission survey

2,590 on varsity teams and 325 on junior

varsity Learns. These schools offer thirteen different male spotts and eleven female

sports. Approximately 55% of the varsity athletes are male and 45% are female; 39% of
the male athletes are minority students and 42% of the female athlete.s art minority

students. Of the 24 districts surveyed at the middle school level:

22 districts (92%) allow schools to determine intramural activities
1 district has neither athletics nor intramurals

14 districts (58%) offer co-educational athletics, 9 (38%) districts offer male only
athletics, and 8 (33%) districts offer female only athletics

23 districts (96%) off some intramural activities; however, only 14 districts (58%)
offer intramurals in all middle schools
20 districts (83%) offer in-school intramurals and 6 districts (25%) offer afterschool intramurals
The feeder system for female athletes, particularly at junior high and junior varsity team
levels, has been cited by a former Flotida sports writer as a major barrier to encouraging

continued participation among young women. She also identified single-sex physical
education classes and the lack of skills-building activities for young women as other
barriers.

At the high school level, opportunities for young women to participate in athletics has
increased substantially since the passage of Title IX. In 1973, only six women's sports
were available to Florida high school students and fewer than 10.500 females
participated. That year 89.4% of the high school athletes were male and 11.6% were

female. By 1980, over 43,000 high school women were participating in athletics in the
state and they comprised 31.2% of the Florida high school athletes. The following charts
represent high school athletics participation and interest.

3
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High School Athletics Participation
In U. S. By Gender, 1971-1990
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DistrIbtrtIon of Male High School Athletes
In Florida by Sport, 1991-92
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Distribution of Female High School Athletes
In Florida by Sport, 1991-92
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In 1991-92, 62% of the Florida community college athletes were male and 38% weir

female. Of the 146 athletic teams offered in community colleges, 67 (46%) were
women's teams and 79 (54%) were men's teams. Data were collected in tha Study
Commission survey on financial support from booster clubs. The colleges reported a
total of $276,795 in booster club contributions in athletics programs in Florida

community colleges. Of that total, 22% went to women's teams. The following chart
displays thc number of teams in Florida community colkges.
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Number of Teems
Florida Community Colleges
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In 1990-91,70% of the students who participated in athletics at Florida public universities
were male. Participation rates for women ranged from a low of 23% to a high of 40%. The
number of women athletes in the State University System increased by 4% between 198889 and 1999-91 while male athletes increased by 18% during the same years. The chart
below displays the participation rates in the university system.
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In reviewing am final report, Florida Commissioner of Education Betty Castor said, "The
report shows powerful evidence that our young girls and young women do not have the
same opportunities to participate as do our young boys and young men." The data also
pinpoints the nzed to have a continuum of training and participation offerings that
encourages equal opportunities and provides equal access to scholarships for higher
education.
The report became the impetus for the legislature to require more specific definitions of
what it means to provide equal athletic opportunities and enforcement at all levels: public
schools, community colleges and universities. It also requires high schools and community
colleges to offer sports in those areas where scholarships are available. This means our
community colleges and those high schools that now offer slowpitch softball will be
offering fastpitch softball to prepare our young women for university scholarships.
I'm pleased to announce that on May 10, in the presence of Commissioner Castor and the
prime sponsors of the legislation (Representative Mary Ellen Hawkins, Senators Patsy
Kurth and George Kirkpatrick), Governor Lawton Chiles signed into law a very
progressive amendment to the Florida Educational Equity Act. The law now provides
that by July 1, 1994, the Florida Department of Education must develop rules to:
define equity in athletics at all levels of public education: public schools,
community colleges and universities;
implement enforcement mechanisms with appropriate penalties to ensure
compliance with Title IX and the athletic portion of the Florida Educational
Equity Act;
establish penalties for noncompliance that include declaring the educational
institution or district ineligible for competitive state grants, and withholding
general revenue funds sufficient to obtain compliance:
determine the equitable rate of participation of males and females in athletics;
deterniine the appropriate consideration of revenues when making decisions about
equitable use of funds for support of athletics; consideration must be given to all
funds received and expended for athletic promotion or support including revenues
from direct-support organizations, such as booster clubs.
We are proud to share the initiatives being implemented in Florida and excited about the
prospects of federal legislation to bring strength to our effort. The access to reliable data is
critical to the implementation of monitoring and enforcement acaviues. Even though
Florida is a national leader in the.development of our student data bases, those data bases
are driven by the state funding formula and, therefore, do not include athletic data. During
the next few months we will be developing data definitions to correct this omission.
Thank you for the opportunity to bring this information to your attention.
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Betty Castor
Co.nrnissioner cA Educauon

STATEMENT BY BETTY CASTOR
COMMISSIC,NER OF EDUCATION
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
TO
CARDISS COLLINS, CHAIRWOMAN
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE.
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND COMPETITIVENESS
U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
August 4. 1993

I certainly would like to have heen with ou today; bowevet, my schedule did not permit
rne to leave the state.

I am very proud of our various activities to inctease the athletic opportunities for our girls
and young women. We clearly understand the benefits derived from participation in sport
and recognize that these benefits are just as important for females as for males. We think
that the tole of providing a continuum of sports opportunities in the educational
environment is critical for our female mudents since there are more opportunities for
participation and skills building available to males outside the educational sening We also
understand the importance of opening opportunities at evety level of public education in the
State.

At the close of two years of work, the Florida Athletic Study Commission brought
evidence that our young girls and young
powerful evidence to the attention of the public
women do not have the opportunities to participate in athletics to the same extent enjoyed
by our young boys and young men.
I was happy to recommend legislation to implement the mcommendations of the Study
Commission and was even more please(' with the strong support it irceived when it was
passed by both houses. This legislation requites the Florida Depanmcnt of Education to
strengthen athletic opportunities across the entire state system of public education. In
addition, for the first time, the Department is provided enforcement authority for assuring
equal athletic opportunities altd for administering penalties for noncompliance.

,,71

Again, I am sorry I can not present this information in person. The work of your
committee is vitally important to increasing athletic opponunities nation-wide. Thank you
for allowing me to share Florida's story.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

Ms. Bundy, according to your testimony, the State Board of Education of the Illinois State High School Association formed a joint
committee to draft the gender equity guidelines which then became
rules. Has your organization taken any other kind of activities to
assure equity in Illinois schools?
Ms. BUNDY. Yes, we have a number of programs. I would like to
just talk with you about a few.
Mrs. COLLINS. OK.

Ms. BUNDY. The Illinois High School Association has assisted the
Illinois State Board of Education in sponsoring conferences for im-

plementation of Title IX and the Illinois gender equity rules for
school administrators, school personnel, coaches, athletic directors.
The IHSA has also assisted in sponsoring coaches' clinics and con-

ferences for coaches in the girls' sports, teaming up with the Illinois Girls' Coaches Association.

The Illinois High School Association, under State law, provides
the auditor general and the Illinois State Board of Education and
the General Assembly with a financial audit every year and also
a report on participation figures in the girls' program and the efforts that are being made by the Association to increase opportunities for girls in athletics.
We also have an IHSA Public Liaison Advisory Committee, and
members of our Board of Education and our General Assembly
serve as members of that Public Liaison Committee which help to
monitor all of the IHSA programs, including girls' athletic pro-

grams.
We have a liaison representative who serves on our IHSA Board

of Directors from the State Board of Education, and we also,

through the Illinois sex equity rules, are provided school visitations
where recognition status of the schools is provided. We have standards, and all members of our Illinois High School Association have
school recognition in the State of Illinois.
The IHSA also maintains an affirmative action policy for girls on
boys' teams. The IHSA has, for many lawsuits, defended and maintained our separate and comparable programs for girls and boys,

and we feel that our program has helped to contribute greatly to
the educational goals of the secondary schools of Illinois.
Mrs. COLLINS. Does your organization in any way get into the

business of equal pay for the male counterparts who are coaches
in Illinois in sports?
Ms. BUNDY. Illinois gets into that in the way that Illinois is a
part of promulgating the Illinois sex equity rules which call for equity in compensation to coaches, and we have been involved in sup-

port of the Illinois State Board of Education as they interpret that
to mean that equal pay for equal jobs is appropriate for the coaches
of the girls' sports.
Mrs. COLLINS. You spoke briefly, I believe, about some kind of review of the high schools.
Ms. BUNDY. Yes.

Mrs. COLLINS. Tell me how that works. You go to each high

school in the State of Illinois?

Ms. BUNDY. Our school approval section in the Illinois State
Board of Education makes periodic visits to every school in the
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State of Illinois. In that visitation, they review, as a part of their
visitation, whether or not the school is in compliance in all areas
in the Illinois sex equity rules, including the interscholastic athlet-

ics. The IHSA has been involved in determining what kinds of materials and information those school visitors might secure in determining whether or not the school is in compliance.
Mrs. COLLINS. What happens if a school is not in compliance?
Ms. BUNDY. If a school is not in compliance, in a certain degree

their recognition would be pulled and they would not receive State
aid.

Mrs. COLLINS. Has any school been prevented from receiving
State aid because they have not been in compliance?
Ms. BUNDY. I do know that schools have lost their recognition

status. I don't know whether or not it was due to their not being
in compliance with the interscholastic athletics section of Illinois'

sex equity rules.
Mrs. COLLINS. How long has this review been going on?
Ms. BUNDY. This review has been going on forever in our schools

as far as their recognition status, and of course we have some
schools, when they lose their recognition status, then the school

closes, and they consolidate or their students are annexed to other
districts.
Mrs. COLLINS. Just a final question on this, and I want to make
sure I heard you correctly. To your knowledge, has any school been
denied State funding because they did not comply with the gender
equity laws of the State of Illinois?
Ms. BUNDY. Not to my knowledge. I do not know, and we would
not know because those matters are handled between the schools
and the Illinois State Board of Education. I do know that in the
area of interscholastic athletics it is the goal that the Illinois State
Board of Education, working with the school, that the school would
come into compliance, and after they have a school visitation and

review, that that is included in a report to the school, and the

school is told what they must do to come into compliance, and then
the schools make amendments in their programs.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

Mr. Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you.

\

Obviously, I want to welcome both of you, particularly N.....ncy
Benda. It is nice to have you here, and I am just as proud as punch
to hear you present the legislative history from the State of Florida. It wasn't until I got on this committee and talked to the chairwoman that I realized. that Florida is in the forefront here in trying
to establish gender equity in a State and is aggressively pursuing
it.

If you were myself and you were the Congressperson from Florida, you have seen what Florida has done, what more do you think
should be done on the Federal level to move this? because you have
seen the discouragement. You mentioned every decade a new set of

legislation going through here, and we just got finished talking
about this 17-member commission, and we had panelists talking
about 2003 and 2013. Tell me what you would do.
Ms. BENDA. Well, from a State agency we would like to say tech-

nical assistance and that sort of thing would help, but we have
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known that hasn't done it, and, in fact, it was Senator Kirkpatrick

that said he was just tired of waiting and that he thought a big

stick was necessary now, and that is why penalties were added to
the Educational Equity Act for that very purpose.
I think probably we do need to be more aggressive in our monitoring and penalties for those persons who don't come into compliance.

I think it is accurate to say probably there isn't a university in
this country or a community college in this country that is in full
compliance, and certainly our high schools are not. There has not
been aggressive enforcement from the Office for Civil Rights, and
our own statute did not have the authority originally to do enforcement, and so we think that now that we have the stick in the statute and also the requirement for a plan to come into compliance
by July of next year, that every one of our districts, every one of
our community colleges, and all of our universities must present a
plan, which means that, this current year, we are going to be gearing up to do some very comprehensive self-evaluations in all of the
institutions, and those that can't build a plan, we are going to impose the stick.

Mr. STEARNS. Everyone on these panels should get one little

tough question. Here is a, not tough, but a question that you could
help us with. How did the college football interests react to this recent Florida legislation?
MS. BENDA. They didn't wave flags.
Mr. STEARNS. They didn't wave flags. You and I both know how
big football is at Florida State.
Ms. BENDA. And we have got three teams in the top 10, yes.
Mr. STEARNS. Without causing you any kind of major concern, do
you care to comment on their reaction? Has it been accepted now?
Ms. BENDA. The task force that was created by the new law, the
members are designated by statute, and included in that are two
AD's from the university system, two from the community colleges,
two from the high schools, two members appointed by the Senate,
two members appointed by the House, and that's it; there are 11
members. So the two AD's from the universities, one is from the
University of Florida, and the other is from FSU. So that kind of
gives you an idea of the kind of work we have got cut out for us.
Mr. STEARNS.

Ms. Bundy, have there been any cases where

women were placed on men's teams if no women's team existed?

Ms. BUNDY. By women on men's teams, do you mean girls on

boys' teams at the high school level?

Mr. STEARNS. Yes.
Ms. BUNDY. Yes.
Mr. STEARNS. In other words, is there a compromise here where

you could say, "OK, we don't have women's sports here, but we
have the opportunity for a young lady to play baseball, or a young
lady to play tennis, or golf, or something like that"? So my question
is, basically, has that occurred often?
Ms. BUNDY. It doesn't occur often, and we hope that it doesn't
occur often, because we feel that the best interests of the girls and
their programs will be met through separate girls' teams.
For example, righ, now in Illinois, of the 180-some schools that
offer girls' golf, approximately half of them enter only individuals
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in our girls' State golf tournament, and they represent girls who
have had to play on boys' teams during the regular season in order
to have the opportunity to play golf during the regular season. We
don't feel that is appropriate, and we feel that through our coopera-

tive team effort, for example, we allow our class A, our smaller
schools in the public schools, to have cooperative teams, and
through cooperative teams they could have the better alternative of
playing on girls' teams. For example, we have 154 schools who
have already applied for cooperative teams in the girls' programs.
We also maintain the IHSA affirmative action policy for girls on
boys' teams in our IHSA State series. We have done this in defense

rather than to pursue additional, alternative, costly litigation in
this area.

Our latest case was the Tanya Libby case where a student at

Romeoville High School wanted to play on a boys' soccer team, and

during the course of the proceedings our attorneys presented the
fact that the school was obligated to perform a sports interest survey in their school to determine the needs and interests of girls in
athletics. They were claiming that there was not sufficient interest
for a girls' soccer team. So the judge in the case suspended the proceedings so that Romeoville High School could complete their survey.

They found that there were two more girls than boys at

Romeoville High School who were interested in playing soccer, and
the school offered two soccer teams for boys and no soccer team for
girls. That year, Tanya Libby played on the boys' team in the State

series under a temporary restraining order, and the school had a
girls' soccer team by the next spring.

The IHSA ultimately won that lawsuit on appeal, but, as an alternative, we implemented the IHSA affirmative action policy on
girls on boys' teams in our IHSA State series so that they can play
on the boys' teams under certain provisions, and one of those provisions is that the school must have a letter of verification from our
Illinois State Board of Education that they are in compliance with
the Illinois sex equity rules.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you. My time has expired.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Ed Towns, who has shown a great deal of interestas a matter of fact, one of the reasons why we got into this
was that Mr. Towns had some legislation that he had passed because he saw the need to have these hearings.
We are glad to have you with us, Mr. Towns, as, really, the author and the beginner of these hearings on gender equity.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much, Madam Chair.
I don't know whether this has been asked, but I was just concerned whether or not there is any record being kept in your State
as to the amount of scholarships that females receive versus the
amount of scholarships that males receive to college.
Ms. BENDA. Is that addressed to me?

Mr. TOWNS. To both of you.
Ms. BENDA. All right. Well, we can tell you the number of schol-

arships in our own universities, but that doesn't really answer your
question, because we have lots of young women that go to universities outside of the State and young men, and that is the kind of
data where this panel would be helpful, for us to be able to know
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where are males and females getting scholarships throughout the

country.
Mr. TOWNS. Even if we could just look at your State, you are the

director of the Florida Department of Education Equal Education
Opportunity Program.
Ms. BENDA. Correct.

Mr. TOWNS. So even if we could look at Florida, then we could
go to the other States and begin to look at just the State situation.
We are not concerned about where they go but whether or not they

have an opportunity to get a scholarshipin other words, the

amount of boys in the State of Florida that get a scholarship versus
the amount of young women in the State of Florida that get scholarships. So that is the question.
Ms. BENDA. We would be able to give that to you for our universities in the State.
Mr. TOWNS. OK.

Ms. BENDA. And, in fact, that information is included in our report.
Mr. TOWNS. Wouldn't the high schools have that information in

the State of Florida? If I could be specific, say I am at XYZ High
School and I have 200 students participating in athletics, 100 boys
and 100 girls. At the end of the year, X amount of them get scholarships wherever, it could be Hawaii, it doesn't matter, but the
point is that the high school itself, wouldn't it have some record of
that information?
Ms. BENDA. Spotty. It depends. Dade County probably could give

it to us. because they have a very strong women's sports advocacy
group ,nat monitors that for that district. The Florida High School
Activities Association could give us some of the data that might be
reported to them. But we don't have the data on that Statewide.
Mr. TOWNS. OK. Ms. Bundy.

Ms. BUNDY. In the State of Illinois, at the current time, we do
not know how many boys receive college athletic scholarships or
how many girls receive college athletic scholarships. As we planned
for these proceedings, it became apparent that that would be very
helpful information for us to have, and so we plan to collect that
information and would be happy to share it with the committee
when it is collected.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much.
Let me just say, too, I think that in looking at the testimony, you

indicated, and I agree with you, that the students involved in athletics stay away from some of the problems that exist, and you
were able to point them out, and I must admit that, in reading it,
I agree with you. If that is the case, why don't we encourage the
creation of more programs that young people could be involved in,
as we see how helpful it is? What is the reason, do you think, that
we don't do this?
Ms. BENDA. I think, in athletics, since we looked at it from the
continuum, Florida has no specific requirements for physical education in the elementary schools. Therefore, some of our schools
have skills development programs that are every day; we have
other schools that have a half-an-hour once a week; and, unfortunately, we still have a lot of schools that are not in compliance with
Title IX in terms of co-ed physical education.
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So our skills building and the interest that comes with that at

the elementary level is not very good, and we begin to see the discrepancy building in the middle schools. We just don't do a very
good job of promoting the benefits for our young women the way
we do for our young men.
Mr. Tow/vs. Thank you. I see my time has expired.
Thank you very much, Madam Chair.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Pa llone.
Mr. PALLONE. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.

I really didn't have anything to add, but I also noticedI did notice in reading the chairwoman's opening statement, and I did notice what Mr. Towns just mentioned, and that is that this isn't just
an issue of gender equity. I mean, obviously, if it was that, that
would be important in itself. But the fact that it is shown that the
women who participate in sports are the ones that tend to stay in
school, that they are the ones that don't get involved in drugs and
that type of thingI mean, obviously, if somebody is interested in
the sports program, they are going to be interested in school, and
we need to encourage that.
I also maintain that if the girls are interested in school and interested in studying and doing everything else, that the boys will
be following them right behind to do the same thing. So I really

think that that is an important thing to bring out here, even
though, obviously, the issue of equity itself is important.
Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.

Ms. Benda, I have just a final question. You testified that the

Florida Education Equity Act includes some penalties for violating
Title IX, and I wonder if you would tell us what those penalties are
and how they are different from the Federal law.
Ms. BENDA. The enforcement of the Federal law comes from the
Office for Civil Rights. You complain to them, and they can with-

hold Federal funds. I do know that no Federal funds have ever

been withheld in Florida from the OCR investigations, and, in fact,
the OCR investigations have not been very comprehensive in Florida.

In the State law, what we have now got is the authority to develop rules, or the mandate to develop rules, for enforcement, and
it assigns this task force the role of defining what those penalties
should be in rule, but the statute says that there are two penalties
that must be included. One is that if you are found to be in noncompliance, that enough general revenue money can be withheld
from the budget to bring the programs into equity. The second one,
which is also a pretty big stick, is to declare the entire school district or the community college or the university ineligible to make
application for competition types of funding programs until their
athletic programs come into compliance.
Now what other ones will be addressed I'm not sure. They could
be such things as, no team would be eligible to compete in regional
or State competition if they are out of compliance with the Equity
Act, and, incidentally, the Equity Act is, word for word, in statute
the regulations of Title IX, so that we did that intentionally so that
we are not putting our institutions, saying, "Well, we are in compliance here but not here" sort of thing.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much.

Mr. Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. Madam Chairwoman, I just have one last question

for Nancy.

Did the Florida legislature give you any guidance in the area of

football or booster clubs?

Ms. BENDA. And that was also a big, big area. Certainly court
cases have shown that football cannot be set aside. That was the
big original argument. Football has to be figured into the formula,
and the statute says now that, as we look at the equal funding for
athletics, that moneys coming from booster clubs must be put into
that formula and put into that consideration. We are going to have
lots of conversation about that, I'm sure.

Mr. STEARNS. Well, I think you are making great headway here,
but I would like to, obviously, see it move a little more quickly, and
I want to lend encouragement to you and also thank you very much
for taking your time to come up here. I am just proud to have you
here.
Ms. BENDA. Thank you. I appreciate it.
Mrs. COLLINS. Let me say that I am proud to have both of you

here. I just want to point out that in our bill, H.R. 921, speaking
about the data that is required, each institution of higher education
which participates in any program under the title, and so forth,
would have to supply, again, the kind of information that you say
you don't have in Florida and we know we probably don't have in
Illinois, so that Mr. Towns' question could be answered very favorably if this legislation passes.
Thank you. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:53 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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